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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Tom Lovejoy
Doctor of Science

Thomas Eugene Lovejoy, you champion global conservation efforts and conservation biology on the world stage. Known as the “godfather of biodiversity,” you’ve brought international attention to the world’s tropical rainforests, including most notably the Brazilian Amazon.

A graduate of Yale University, you first traveled to the Amazon in 1965 for your doctoral studies. Your passion for the region and discoveries has never dimmed. Recognized as the founder of climate change biology, you coined the term “biological diversity” and originated the innovative concept of debt-for-nature swaps. This idea has supported conservation projects around the world.

Your work exemplifies the highest standards of evidence-based research and science that universities uphold. At the same time, you care deeply about access to good science for a broad audience. Through the popular public television series “Nature,” you have expanded accessibility to scientific research to a wider audience. You also founded and serve as president of the non-profit Amazon Biodiversity Center and the renowned Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project.

Innovative, versatile and accomplished, you have the rare ability to move between the jungle, your field site and the halls of government. You share your wisdom in environmental policy with national and international leaders. The Reagan, Bush and Clinton administrations tapped your expertise on science and environmental councils. As a U.S. Department of State-appointed Science Envoy, you have traveled to Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Indonesia and Malaysia to advance inter-country policies to safeguard tropical rainforests.

In 2010, you were named University Professor in the Department of Environmental Science and Policy at George Mason University. You also serve as Senior Fellow at the United Nations Foundation. In the past, you’ve served as President of The H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics and the Environment, Chief Biodiversity Advisor to the World Bank, Assistant Secretary for Environmental and External Affairs for the Smithsonian Institution and as Executive Vice President of World Wildlife Fund-US.

The impact of your work has earned you your field’s most prestigious awards for your contributions to our understanding and defense of biodiversity. Your accolades include the Tyler Prize in 2002, the BBVA Foundation Frontiers of Knowledge Award in the Ecology and Conservation Biology Category in 2009 and the Blue Planet Prize in 2012. You have authored numerous articles and five books and serve on scientific and conservation boards and advisories, including the New York Botanical Garden, Cary Institute for Ecosystem Studies and The National Zoo.

Thomas Eugene Lovejoy, William & Mary is proud to honor you as the first scientist to bring the global tropical deforestation problem to the forefront as a public issue and for your steadfast advocacy on behalf of conservation efforts worldwide. With the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors and the Ancient Royal Charter of The College of William & Mary in Virginia, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa.
Donald Neal Patten, yours is a life distinguished by commitment to your profession and community. Time and again, you have stepped up in service to our region, the Commonwealth and this university.

A native of Newport News, Virginia you have tirelessly sought to promote a flourishing eastern Virginia. After earning your bachelor’s degree from the University of Richmond and juris doctorate from the University of Virginia, you pursued a career that would bring justice to thousands of people. You are an attorney and have served hundreds of clients over a 50-plus-year career. You have argued complex legal matters and deposed hundreds of experts and witnesses. Perhaps most notably, you have represented thousands of injured asbestos plaintiffs in lawsuits filed in multiple states, and you currently serve on the C. E. Thurston & Sons Asbestos Trust Advisory Committee.

In 1999, you joined William & Mary's Board of Visitors, and you served as Rector from 2001 to 2003. During your tenure on the board, you advocated for fiscal responsibility to strengthen William & Mary's financial foundation. As rector, you made it your priority to bolster the university’s partnership with its neighboring region, planting the seeds for the special relationship that William & Mary and our region continue to enjoy today. You are an emeritus member of the William & Mary Business School Foundation.

You define the concept of “a pillar of a community,” leading and actively supporting many civic, religious and educational organizations. You previously served as chairman of the Newport News Planning Commission and a member of the Newport News City Council where you were Vice Mayor. You have also served as a trustee of the Mariners’ Museum and member of the board of the Virginia Living Museum. You were a president of the Christopher Newport University Education Foundation, chairman of Mary Immaculate Hospital and a member of the Peninsula Alliance for Economic Development board of directors.

Through your involvement and leadership in professional organizations like the Virginia State Bar, the Virginia Trial Lawyers Association and the American Association for Justice, you have advanced the rule of law in the Commonwealth. You’ve been admitted to practice before the United States Supreme Court, the Virginia Supreme Court, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia and the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Your peers regard you as one of the nation’s preeminent attorneys, naming you among the “Best Lawyers in America” from 2001 to 2020. Your inclusion in this list counts you in the top five percent of practicing lawyers in the United States.

Donald Neal Patten, for your steadfast dedication to William & Mary and our region, the university is proud to honor you. With the authority vested in me by the Board of Visitors and the Ancient Royal Charter of The College of William & Mary in Virginia, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa.

Anthony Stephen Fauci, your lifelong service as a physician and world-renowned medical researcher has positioned you at the forefront of the United States’ efforts to combat viral diseases. As our nation’s top infectious disease expert, you lead with a steady demeanor and unyielding commitment to facts.

A native of Brooklyn, New York, you grew up in an apartment above your family’s drugstore and delivered prescriptions on your bicycle. You credit your parents and your Jesuit education with your lifelong interest in public service.

You earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from the College of the Holy Cross, where you majored in classics and pursued a pre-med track. You have said your liberal arts and sciences background prepared you just as much for your critical work as your medical degree because it taught you to understand humanity. You graduated from Cornell University Medical College with a Doctor of Medicine and completed an internship and residency at The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center.

You joined the National Institutes of Health as a Clinical Associate at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) in 1968. In 1980, you were appointed Chief of the NIAID Laboratory of Immunoregulation. One year later, you would reshape your research to focus on the emergence of a devastating virus: HIV/AIDS.

You became one of the first immunologists to research HIV/AIDS. You were one of the principal architects of the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief. The program has saved millions of lives throughout the developing world. You continue to lead the United States’ efforts to eradicate the epidemic by 2030.

Today, your leadership on the COVID-19 pandemic as NIAID director has made you an international household name. You have become one of the country’s top experts and trusted medical figures, willing to answer questions and speak publicly. As White House medical advisor, you have used your platform to help the general public understand the science around COVID-19 and to advocate for effective mitigation strategies that every individual can take, including vaccination and mask-wearing.

Throughout your career, you have advanced basic and clinical research on the pathogenesis and treatment of immune-mediated and infectious diseases and helped pioneer the field of human immunoregulation. You have advised seven presidents on many domestic and global health issues. In 2008, President George W. Bush awarded you the Presidential Medal of Freedom for your “determined and aggressive efforts to help others live longer and healthier lives.”

While your dedication to your life-saving work has gained you worldwide recognition, you find your greatest fulfillment with your wife and three daughters.

Dr. Anthony Stephen Fauci, William & Mary is honored to recognize your exceptional achievements as a physician, public official and world-renowned medical researcher. With the authority vested in me by the Ancient Royal Charter of The College of William and Mary in Virginia, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa.
The Candidates for Degrees

In the 327th year of its founding, William & Mary awarded 2,668 degrees. They include some 1,623 undergraduate degrees and 1,045 graduate degrees.

Of the undergraduate degrees, 794 are the Bachelor of Arts; 644 are the Bachelor of Science; 185 are the Bachelor of Business Administration.

Of the graduate degrees, 313 are the Master of Business Administration; 77 are the Master of Accounting; 17 are the Master of Arts; 54 are the Master of Education; 149 are the Master of Science; 97 are the Master of Arts in Education; 13 are the Master of Public Policy; 8 are the Educational Specialist; 37 are the Master of Laws; 179 are the Juris Doctor; 35 are the Doctor of Education; and 66 are the Doctor of Philosophy.

Prizes and Awards

The Lord Botetourt Medal is awarded annually to the graduating senior who has attained the greatest distinction in scholarship.

The James Frederic Carr Memorial Cup is awarded to a graduating senior on the basis of character, scholarship and leadership. It was established as a memorial to James Frederic Carr, a former William & Mary student who served in World War I and lost his life before he could return to William & Mary.

The Thatcher Prize for Excellence in Graduate and Professional Study is given to an outstanding graduate student completing an advanced degree in Arts and Sciences, Education, Marine Science, Business Administration or Law, and is awarded on the basis of scholarship, character, leadership and service. Initiated in 2000 by William & Mary, the award honors Margaret, The Lady Thatcher, 21st Chancellor of the University, in recognition of her seven-year term of service.

The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, given in the form of a medallion, is in recognition of influence for good, taking into consideration such characteristics of heart, mind and conduct as evince a spirit of love and helpfulness to others. It is awarded each year to two members of the student body and to a third person possessing the characteristics specified by the donors.

The Thomas Ashley Graves, Jr., Award is presented annually to a member of the faculty in recognition of sustained excellence in teaching. To honor Thomas A. Graves, Jr., 23rd President of William & Mary, the award has been endowed by alumni and friends of the former president.

The Charles Joseph Duke, Jr., and Virginia Welton Duke Award is awarded annually to an outstanding William & Mary employee or one contracted to provide auxiliary services. It has been endowed by Charles Bryan Duke and Ann Evans Duke in memory of Charles and Virginia Duke for their years of distinguished and loving service to The College of William and Mary in Virginia.

The College and Royal Coats of Arms

William & Mary was the first American institution of higher learning to be granted a royal coat of arms issued on May 14, 1694 by the College of Arms in London. The College Coat of Arms depicts college buildings in silver on a green field with a golden sun against a blue sky. The seal does not represent actual William & Mary buildings because the coat of arms was issued before construction began on what is now called the Wren Building. The royal charter calls for a “common seal” for William & Mary and that original seal included the coat of arms in the center.

The two smaller shields represent the royal arms of the House of Stuart, from which Mary II was descended, and of King William III (of England) & II (of Scotland). The escutcheon depicting a golden lion on a blue field appears on King William’s coat of arms as a reference to the royal house of Nassau to which William belonged.

The College Mace

The College Mace is carried by the president of the Student Assembly, or a designated representative, at official William & Mary convocations as a symbol of the authority vested in the rector of the university and delegated to the president of the university. As such, it always precedes the rector and the president.

Designed and handcrafted by the Gorham Company of New York, the mace is made of
sterling silver. It was given to William & Mary by alumni and students at Charter Day on February 8, 1923, upon the 230th anniversary of the granting of the Royal Charter.

The mace is four feet long. Its 12 key sections commemorate many of the people and events in William & Mary’s 300-year history. They include: an American eagle, symbolizing liberty and freedom of thought; a sphere, symbolizing unity; the College Coat of Arms; arms representing the early chancellors of the university; the seven seals of Colonial Virginia; colored enamel emblems including flags and arms of Great Britain, Virginia, and the United States; full-size reproductions of three William & Mary medals; the names of 38 distinguished alumni; the globe, with the continents outlined; the names of the colonial governors of Virginia; American Indian head emblems commemorating the Brafferton Indian School, one of the three William & Mary departments before the American Revolution; and the names of the presidents of William & Mary.

When not in use, the mace is placed in the Earl Gregg Swem Library under the care of the university archivist.

**The Marischal Mace**

The Marischal Mace is carried by an elected representative of the Graduate Council of the Student Assembly at official William & Mary convocations.

A gift from the University of Aberdeen in honor of William & Mary’s 300th anniversary, the mace was presented by the University’s Principal and Vice Chancellor, Professor John Maxwell Irvine. The University of Aberdeen is comprised of King’s College (founded 1495) and Marischal College (founded 1593), where William & Mary’s founder and first president, the Reverend James Blair, was educated.

The mace, a silver replica of one of the two maces carried by Sacrists at traditional university ceremonies in Scotland, was first carried in academic procession at the Charter Day ceremony in February 1993.

When not in use, the mace is placed in the Earl Gregg Swem Library under the care of the university archivist.

**William & Mary / University of St Andrews Joint Degree Programme Coat of Arms**

This Coat of Arms was officially recognized in 2015 by the Scottish Heraldry Board. It was designed by two Joint Degree students, Abigail Gomulkiewicz and Andrew Hashim (both Class of 2015) to be a unifying symbol of the joint venture. The Coat of Arms presents William & Mary’s griffin and St Andrews’ dragon together holding up the book of knowledge; the third golden key rising from the other two represents the Joint Programme as a third entity growing from the two distinct universities. The Latin motto means “seek knowledge constantly.”

**Badges and Chains of Office**

The Chancellor’s Badge and Chain of Office were presented to William & Mary by the Society of the Alumni at the investiture of Chancellor Warren E. Burger at Charter Day on February 7, 1987.

The Rector’s Badge and Chain of Office were presented to the university by Anne Dobie Peebles ’44 upon her retirement from the Board of Visitors. She served 13 years on the Board, the last three as rector.

The President’s Badge and Chain of Office were first worn by President W. Taylor Reveley III in 2018. The badge and chain of office were gifts from President Reveley to the university in memory and honor of those William & Mary presidents who preceded him and those who will follow.

Each piece was handcrafted by the firm of Thomas Fattorini, Ltd. of Birmingham, England, and features an enameled depiction of the coat-of-arms of William & Mary, issued in 1694 by the College of Arms (heraldry) in London as specified in the royal charter. The President’s badge is crafted of silver and gold; the Chancellor’s badge of silver and enamel and the Rector’s of silver and gold.

When not in use, the Badges and Chains of Office are placed in the Earl Gregg Swem Library under the care of the university archivist.
**Academic Regalia**

The ceremonial robes worn in the academic procession speak by their shapes and their colors of the breadth and intricate structure of the academic world. Against the basic black of caps and gowns worn by the students receiving bachelor's and master's degrees, the colors of diverse universities and academic fields stand in high relief. The gowns themselves are of different shape—note especially the sleeves—for bachelors, masters and doctors. The typical American cap is flat with a tassel draped over the front edge, but some universities in the United States and abroad use caps that are softly peaked or round and stiff. Hoods, too, differ in shape for each of the traditional degrees. The lining of the hood announces by its color the university conferring the degree—note the green, gold and silver of William & Mary. William & Mary's distinctive green doctoral robe was first worn by graduates at Commencement 2002. With an open front in the tradition of the British universities, the piping on the chevrons identifies the degree conferred (dark blue for the Ph.D., light blue for the Ed.D. and purple for the J.D.). The edge of all of the hoods as well as the chevrons and piping on academic gowns mark the field of study according to the following color scheme:

- Agriculture
- Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Commerce, Business
- Economics
- Education
- Engineering
- Fine Arts, Architecture
- Journalism
- Law
- Library Science
- Medicine
- Music
- Oratory
- Philosophy
- Physical Education
- Public Administration
- Science
- Social Work
- Theology

**Student Speaker**

This year's speaker, Kathryn Donati, graduated in 2020 with her Bachelor of Arts in English Literature. During her time at William & Mary, Kate found her joy working in the Office of Undergraduate Admission and served as both a Senior Interviewer and Tour Guide. She was especially passionate about helping the new generations of students find their home on campus and considers her time spent as an Orientation Aide among the most meaningful of her undergraduate experience. As a sophomore, Kate began working at Campus Recreation as a Group Fitness Instructor, teaching yoga to her fellow community members, and in early 2020, Kate was one of the first student instructors on the East Coast to lead virtual fitness classes. Currently, Kate lives and works in New York City as a high school English teacher. She is in the process of applying to various programs in pursuit of her Master's in Literature and plans to continue teaching, both in the classroom and the yoga studio. She wants to thank her parents, Melissa and Brian Donati, for all of their support and is very grateful to be able to share in this unique graduation experience.

**Senior Class Representatives**

- Cody D. Mills, President
- Zie L. Medrano, Senator
- Joshua B. Panganiban, Senator
- Andrew C. Scarafile, Senator
- Angela L. Tiangco, Senator

**Student Government Representatives**

- Kelsey J. Vita, President, Student Assembly
- Erin S. Schwartz, President, The Graduate Council of the Student Assembly

**Senior Class Gift**

Even during difficult times, 2020 Senior Class Gift donors supported various areas of William & Mary. 2020 donors either made an unrestricted gift for William & Mary's most pressing needs, or designated their gift to different areas including academic departments, student organizations and athletics. A cement paver commemorating the Class of 2020's class giving participation percentage is embedded in the brick sidewalk near the Sunken Garden in the area known as the “Senior Walk.” Thank you, to the Class of 2020, for supporting the future of William & Mary.

**National Anthem**

Spencer R. Leibow (Biology), 9:30 a.m.
Sara E. Richard (Film & Media Studies), 2:30 p.m.
Commencement Policy Committee

Administrative Staff Members
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Lauren M. Garrett, Director, Student Transition Engagement Programs (ex officio)
Andrea M. Harris, University Events (ex officio)
Gregory M. Henderson, Chief of Staff, Student Affairs (ex officio)
Sara L. Marchello, Associate Provost and University Registrar (ex officio)
Marilyn W. Midyette, Executive Director, Alumni Association (ex officio)
Dorothy S. Osborne, Assistant Dean, School of Education (ex officio)
Carlane J. Pittman, Director of MBA Programs (ex officio)
Laura N. Shepherd, Associate Dean, William & Mary Law School (ex officio)
Stephen W. Tewksbury, University Events (ex officio)
Brian W. Whitson, Chief Communications Officer (ex officio)

Faculty Members
Iris C. Anderson, Marine Science
Deborah C. Bebout, Chemistry
Jamie B. Diaz, Raymond A. Mason School of Business
R. Heather Macdonald, Geology
Thomas J. McSweeney, William & Mary Law School
Thomas J. Ward, School of Education

Student Members
Kelsey J. Vita, Student Assembly President
Cody D. Mills, Senior Class President
Zie L. Medrano, Class of 2020 Senator
Angela L. Tiangco, Class of 2020 Senator
Erin S. Schwartz, Graduate Council President
Jay Al-Hashimi, Raymond A. Mason School of Business

Alma Mater
Hark the students’ voices swelling,
Strong and true and clear
Alma Mater’s love they’re telling
Ringing far and near.

CHORUS
William & Mary loved of old
Hark upon the gale,
Hear the thunder of our chorus
Alma Mater hail!

All thy sons are faithful to thee
Through their college days;
Singing loud from hearts that love thee
Alma Mater’s praise.

Iron shod or golden sandaled
Shall the years go by –
Still our hearts shall weave about thee
Love that cannot die.

God, our Father, hear our voices
Listen to our cry
Bless the college of our fathers
Let her never die.

– James Southall Wilson (1902)
The Years in Review
2016 – 2020
The Years in Review

William & Mary launched For the Bold campaign to raise $1 billion.

In the fall of 2015, William & Mary launched a $1-billion campaign, the most ambitious fundraising effort in the university’s history. The initiative, titled For the Bold: The Campaign for William & Mary, was rolled out with the announcement of a $50-million anonymous campaign commitment — the largest ever received by the university. William & Mary is the smallest public university in the nation to ever embark on a campaign of this magnitude.

In September 2016, the first regional kickoff of the For the Bold campaign was held in New York City. The Empire State Building shined brightly in green and gold in honor of the nearly 13,000 alumni, parents and friends in the area and over 97,000 alumni around the globe. The campaign concluded in 2020, raising a total of $1.04 billion and making possible wide-ranging transformations across the university. Throughout For the Bold, gifts from donors funded more than $303 million in scholarships for students, the top priority for the campaign.
Michael “Pinball” Clemons ’89 gives dynamic Charter Day address

Clemons, a former football All-American and member of the Canadian Football League Hall of Fame, is a legend in Canada. He became a member of the CFL’s Hall of Fame after retiring in 2000 with more combined yards than any player in CFL history, winning five Grey Cup championships with the Toronto Argonauts — one as the league’s first black head coach to do so. He has been recognized as “the classiest man in Canadian sports” by Dolce magazine for the Pinball Clemons Foundation and a myriad of other charitable endeavors. His foundation, steeped in a philosophy of education, partnered with another charity to build more than 200 schools in nine countries.

Building Boom

The third phase of William & Mary’s Integrated Science Center was completed.

A new addition to the Integrated Science Center opened for the fall 2016 semester. The new facility serves as the focal point for research done in applied science. The space devoted to instructional labs and research labs has opened additional opportunities for undergraduates to participate in research.

William & Mary Law School dedicated the James A. and Robin L. Hixon Center for Experiential Learning and Leadership.

The dedication of the two-story, 12,000-square-foot center in the spring of 2017 marked the culmination of a 16-year building program, which has more than doubled the physical size of the school. According to Dean Davison Douglas, the new space reflects the school’s “strong emphasis on preparing students to practice law the day they graduate.”
William & Mary celebrated the 50th Anniversary of African Americans in Residence

Beginning in August 2017, William & Mary commemorated the 50th anniversary of the first African American students in residence — Lynn Briley, Janet Brown Strafer and Karen Ely (class of 1971) — with a year-long series of special events, guest speakers and performances, beginning with Convocation weekend and continuing through Commencement in May 2018.

The theme was Sankofa, which, in the Akan Language of West Africa, reflects the idea that “it is not taboo to go back and fetch what you forgot.” Our commemoration slogan, “Building on the Legacy,” derives from the Sankofa teaching that we must know and understand our past in order to move forward and make the most of our future.

100 Years of Women

Beginning in 2018, William & Mary launched a yearlong celebration of the 100th anniversary of coeducation at the university. Over the course of the academic year, the university hosted a series of guest speakers, performances and special events including the first-ever W&M Women’s Weekend for alumnae.

In the fall of 1918, 24 women were admitted as undergraduate students at the university. In 2018, women made up 45 percent of university faculty and 58 percent of the student body. During 2018-19, we celebrated the accomplishments of the 55,000+ alumnae, and the many women students, faculty and staff of William & Mary.

W&M opens entrepreneurship hub

Supported by the Alan B. Miller Entrepreneurship Center at the Raymond A. Mason School of Business, the hub opened in October 2019 and offers programming, networking, co-working space and other resources to students across all disciplines at W&M. “The vision was for a place to cultivate disciplined creativity across the university and with our regional partners, recognizing that collaboration, creative thinking and calculated risk-taking are essential capacities for driving positive change,” said W&M President Katherine A. Rowe.
Inauguration of Katherine A. Rowe

Katherine A. Rowe was inaugurated as William & Mary’s 28th president — and first woman president — during the university’s annual Charter Day ceremony on February 8, 2019. More than 4,000 people attended the event in Kaplan Arena. The ceremony also featured the re-investiture of Robert M. Gates ’65, L.H.D. ’98 as chancellor.

At the ceremony, more than 140 academic institutions and learned societies were represented by delegates from across the country and beyond. Henry Hart, Mildred and J.B. Hickman Professor of English and Humanities, then the poet laureate of Virginia, delivered a poem he wrote to mark the inauguration. Virginia Supreme Court Justice Bill Mims ’79 brought tidings from the Commonwealth. Three former W&M presidents were also in attendance: Taylor Reveley, Timothy Sullivan and Paul Verkuil.
Institute for Integrative Conservation opens, construction projects move forward

W&M’s Institute for Integrative Conservation, funded by a $19.3 million gift from an anonymous alumna, opened in January 2020. The center is at the forefront of transformational research to protect ecosystems and safeguard world populations. It seeks to cultivate leaders to drive policy, advance advocacy and inspire action at the local, national and international levels. In its innovative programming, academia combines forces with public, private and nonprofit sectors to advance solutions to the world’s most pressing conservation and sustainability challenges.

Also in 2020, work began or moved forward on several campus construction projects, including the Reveley Garden, the Sadler Center expansion and W&M’s performing arts facilities. Additionally, a design concept for “Hearth: Memorial to the Enslaved” was approved. When completed in 2022, the memorial and surrounding area will reimagine the Jamestown Road pathway to the university’s Historic Campus, positioned just across the street from the Office of Undergraduate Admission.
William & Mary responds to COVID-19

As the nation responded to the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020, William & Mary took steps to slow the spread of the virus and safeguard the health of the campus community. In March, the university switched to remote learning, canceled in-person events and asked employees to work remotely. In May, the university hosted a virtual degree conferral ceremony for the Class of 2020 with plans to host an in-person ceremony, when health and safety protocols would allow.

In response to the pandemic, W&M established a COVID Response Team and Public Health Advisory Team, along with case management and quarantine housing systems. All members of the campus community were asked to agree to a Healthy Together Community Commitment to follow specific health and safety protocols, including physical distancing and mask wearing.

The quick pivot required a great deal of creativity, flexibility and innovation from the university community as a whole. Throughout the pandemic, W&M has faced unprecedented trials, experiencing both challenges and successes all while finding ways to support one another and the larger community.
W&M joins President Katherine A. Rowe for virtual conversations

In spring 2020, President Katherine A. Rowe began hosting a series of virtual Community Conversations to address questions about how the university was responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. Each conversation featured people from the university community, including faculty, staff and students, and the topics ranged from wellness to life after graduation. The series kicked off in March with a discussion featuring Student Assembly President Kelsey Vita ’20, Junior Class President Aria Austin ’21, Assistant Professor Carrie Dolan and Professor John Swaddle, who provided some insight into what their first week was like after making the transition to distance learning. The following conversations focused on topics including flourishing during change, confidence and decision-making amid crisis, admission and enrollment challenges and opportunities, leadership decisions regarding COVID-19, journalism during the pandemic and entrepreneurial thinking, among other topics. On May 13, President Rowe talked with some of the 2020 Commencement award recipients about their plans for the future.
New approaches to old traditions

During the university’s first-ever virtual conferral ceremony, William & Mary’s Class of 2020 received words of encouragement and advice from not just one speaker, but several — including Mellody Hobson, president and CEO of Ariel Investments.

While the slate of alumni, faculty, staff, students and others acknowledged that this wasn’t the Commencement ceremony anyone had envisioned, the speakers applauded the graduates for their resiliency during the COVID-19 pandemic and encouraged them — from wherever they might be watching — to celebrate fully the hard work and dedication that had earned them a W&M degree.

The decision to pivot to a virtual ceremony came after Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam announced a “stay-at-home” order for Virginia. The order was in response to national public health projections that COVID-19 cases in the commonwealth may peak in late May.

Along with a virtual ceremony, the Class of 2020 found additional ways to participate in Commencement traditions from afar.

On Friday, May 1, graduates rang in the last day of classes in their own, unique way. The tradition holds that as each graduating student finishes their final class at William & Mary, they’re invited to ring the historic Wren Bell. This year, students couldn’t ring the Wren Bell, so they found alternatives: bicycle bells, dinner bells, cow bells – even a Taco Bell. They submitted dozens of videos ringing in the milestone moment, which were shared on W&M’s Commencement website. The performance was presented as part of the virtual conferral ceremony.

Additionally, Director of Choirs James I. Armstrong conducted a virtual chorus in singing the Alma Mater. The chorus included nearly 300 voices and was composed of current and former choral members, scattered across the globe.
WILLIAM & MARY

Traditions
Convocation

Continuing a tradition that was reinaugurated during William & Mary’s tercentenary in 1993, William & Mary begins each fall with Opening Convocation to celebrate the start of the academic session.

On the first day of classes, faculty, staff and students gather at the Sir Christopher Wren Building to signify the beginning of the academic year and to officially welcome all of our entering William & Mary students.

At the conclusion of the ceremony and the tolling of the Wren Building bell, the president leads the new students in a special procession from the front lawn to the Wren portico, where the new students are warmly welcomed by current members of the faculty, staff and student body waiting in the Wren courtyard. A festive campus-wide picnic dinner with live entertainment follows for the entire campus community.
The Raft Debate

Some William & Mary traditions are patently strange (just the way we like them). Consider the Raft Debate, a rhetorical royal rumble between faculty members representing different academic disciplines at the university. Here’s the set-up: Four survivors of a shipwreck are stranded on a deserted island with only one tiny raft. Each must convince the audience that his or hers is the most worthy discipline to bring back to civilization. What follows are wildly theatrical appeals by otherwise normal professors and lots of semi-civil name-calling. The audience picks the winner by the volume of its applause.

The Raft Debate was canceled in 2020 due to COVID-19.
Homecoming

Every October, William & Mary alumni flock to Williamsburg to celebrate and reconnect with classmates and their alma mater. Members of the Tribe, young and old, enjoy four days of parades, academic forums, parties, football and many other events.

Homecoming was held virtually in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. During the weekend, alumni participated in class reunion Zooms and special programs.
Yule Log Ceremony

Right before students take off for Winter Break is the Yule Log ceremony. On a chilly Williamsburg night, the whole student body squeezes into the Wren Courtyard, where festive “cressets” (wood-burning torches) warm the crowd. The students are treated to live holiday music and student speeches explaining a diverse range of holiday traditions. The climax is when the university president takes the stage to lead the audience in a rousing celebration. Afterward, frozen students pile into the Great Hall to toss ceremonial sprigs of holly into the Yule Log fire for good luck. Then it's hot cider and sugar cookies for everybody.
Charter Day

February brings the annual celebration of William & Mary’s Royal Charter — think “Happy Birthday William & Mary.” Charter Day features speakers of note, along with the distribution of honorary degrees and prestigious awards to students, faculty and alumni. In recent years, the weekend has also included a comedy show, sponsored by Alma Mater Productions and the Student Assembly, and the first ever Fire & Ice block party.

In 2020, W&M bestowed honorary degrees on Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation Executive Director Christy Coleman, former Rector Susan Aheron Magill ’72 and former Ambassador and U.S. Under Secretary for Political Affairs Thomas A. Shannon Jr. ’80. The event also featured a carnival (dubbed “charnival”) featuring food and games, and performances by Griffin Bhangra, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, the W&M Choir, W&M Wind Ensemble and W&M Pep Band.
Last Day of Classes

On the last day of classes in the spring, graduating students are invited to ring the ceremonial Wren bell. While the Class of 2020 held a virtual bell ringing in May 2020, many of its members rang the bell in person when they returned to campus for their in-person Commencement ceremony.

Commencement Weekend: The Candlelight Ceremony

The Friday of Commencement weekend, graduating students are invited to gather for a candle-lighting ceremony. Tradition holds that the seniors select three speakers — one faculty member, one administrator and one fellow student — each of whom has had a close relationship with the class during their years at William & Mary. The atmosphere is fun and nostalgic, culminating in illuminating and raising the candles together as a graduating class. And, of course, with candles aloft, they sing the Alma Mater. The Class of 2020 hosted its Candlelight Ceremony on the Friday night of their in-person Commencement weekend.
The Walk Across Campus

William & Mary’s unique Commencement completes the symbolic circle begun by the Opening Convocation ceremony. Four years after they emerged from the Wren portico to the cheers of their classmates, the graduating students now return in the opposite direction, passing back through the portico dressed in their full graduation regalia. From there, they continue their “Walk Across Campus” to Kaplan Arena, where Commencement ceremonies are held. Many graduates of the Class of 2020 participated in their Walk Across Campus immediately preceding their in-person Commencement ceremony.
COMMENCEMENT
PRIZES AND AWARDS
The Lord Botetourt Medal
Kristen Popham

The Lord Botetourt Medal was established in 1772 “for the honor and encouragement of literary merit.” In contemporary times, it has been given to the graduating senior who has attained the greatest distinction in scholarship. The 2020 recipient is KRISTEN POPHAM.

Recognized by her professors as a brilliant and fearless student, KRISTEN POPHAM approaches learning with humility and wonder. A double-major in government and French & Francophone Studies, her near-perfect GPA, academic pursuits and empathy for those around her make Kristen an outstanding member of the William & Mary community. Nominators describe her as a valuable research partner, writing, “Collaborating with her has been a wonderful experience. She is diligent, insightful, and unafraid of offering criticism.”

Kristen has a mature ability to forge connections between her intellectual work and the world around her. While her intellectual capacity and motivation are extraordinary, she is distinguished by her deep interest in the success of her peers and compassion for her fellow humans.

Kristen worked with Merrimac Mentors, a program designed to build relationships among William & Mary undergraduates and young people at a local juvenile detention center. Through the program, she bridged differences in order to share life skills and self-confidence, including organizing tours of local community colleges and other opportunities to ease residents’ reentry into the community.

Kristen thinks in scholarly and personal terms. She serves as a youth ambassador to the Arthritis Foundation and advocates for students with chronic illnesses. One professor writes: “Kristen’s foremost strengths as a student scholar lies in her ability to identify puzzles in the operation of the social and political world and to begin to develop approaches to solving those puzzles ... Kristen has a fine mind for qualitative analyses of discourse. Her interest in the meaning and treatment of chronically ill people, by civic institutions broadly and within disability studies specifically, marks her as an empathetic scholar with the potential to make politically and socially relevant scholarship.”

Kristen pursues her work with a firm intellectual grounding, steadfast commitment and high level of self-awareness and empathy for others. Her nominators agree that the substance of her work and the connections it has helped her forge beyond the university make her a most deserving recipient of this recognition.

The James Frederic Carr Memorial Cup
Elizabeth Thomas

The Carr Cup is awarded to a graduating senior on the basis of character, scholarship and leadership. The recipient should be a well-rounded student, having good standing in all three of these respects, and carrying within the spirit of willingness to sacrifice and give oneself to a cause. This year’s recipient is ELIZABETH THOMAS.

ELIZABETH “ELLIE” THOMAS has unwaveringly devoted herself to the cause of improving William & Mary for her fellow students. A nominator writes, “Quietly, persistently, diligently, and with LOTS of personal sacrifice that you never once heard her complain about, Ellie gave herself to the cause of improving W&M for others and making it a better place.”

Ellie is known as a person of integrity and character, and a caring and compassionate student. An advisor describes her as an individual who can be trusted with responsibilities and relationships. In her outgoing remarks to the 327th Senate of Student Assembly, she urged the next cohort of student leaders to uphold “the importance of civil discourse and to create space to hear and respect the opinions of minority voices.”

A born leader, Ellie does not seek to be the loudest voice in the room. Rather, she has garnered the admiration, respect and appreciation of her peers, faculty and staff through quiet and persistent leadership. She advances meaningful change through teamwork and partnerships, never seeking the individual spotlight.

Poised and professional, she connects her academic and co-curricular interests for the betterment of her community. Her efforts led William & Mary to create a chapter of the Alexander Hamilton Society, a student-led organization dedicated to promoting constructive debate on foreign affairs issues.

A motivated student in and out of the classroom, Ellie combines an outstanding work ethic and superior critical thinking skills. She has chosen a career path in public service, and as a student, she secured practical experiences through internships, fellowships and study abroad. Ellie’s next stop is graduate school to pursue a degree in International Affairs as well as Navy Officer Candidate School so that her work in international affairs can be through the lens of a public servant.

Ellie brings a positive and determined energy to all of her endeavors and embodies the traits of fairness, preparedness and reflection. Through her words and deeds, she has created a place for others to flourish and find their way at William & Mary.
The Thatcher Prize for Excellence in Graduate and Professional Study

Hillary Kody

The Thatcher Prize was created in honor of the 21st Chancellor of William & Mary, Margaret, The Lady Thatcher. The award is presented annually to recognize an outstanding student in graduate or professional study. The winner is selected on the basis of scholarship, leadership, character and service. The recipient of the 2020 Thatcher Prize is HILLARY KODY.

HILLARY KODY has distinguished herself at the William & Mary Law School through her graceful intelligence and hard work. One nominator wrote, “While some students excel at the details of doctrine and rules, others are more comfortable with the constitutional and theoretical perspectives. Few students can navigate both camps well. Hillary is one of those students.”

Several members of the William & Mary Law School faculty remark that they are impressed with Hillary’s performance as a student and also her personal qualities of trustworthiness and diligence. Professor Anna Perez Chason writes, “I observed that Hillary is a person of impeccable character, I had no qualms in recommending her to federal investigators for a security clearance, which she earned. She used that clearance to serve the country while working for the US Defense Intelligence Agency.”

It came as no surprise to those who know Hillary when she made the William & Mary Law Review and ultimately rose to Editor-in-Chief. Leading Law Review, the law school’s flagship journal, required an enormous amount of time and dedication, as it receives thousands of submissions during the publication cycle. Also, Hillary published her note, titled Standing to Challenge Familial Searches of Commercial DNA Databases. The subject tackles the timely legal subject of standing in the context of Fourth Amendment searches of DNA databases.

As a teaching assistant, Hillary was well-loved by her first-year law students, who noted her thorough explanation of materials and thoughtful and clear responses. Faculty confirm that Hillary went far beyond what is expected of a law school teaching assistant and made the students feel comfortable about the learning process. Peers hold Hillary’s leadership in high regard, electing her Associate Chair of the Honor Council. Hillary has also served the public working with the William & Mary Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic.

Hillary is intelligent, hardworking and a true credit to William & Mary and to the legal profession. After graduation, Hillary will work in a clerking position at the United States Court of Federal Claims in Washington, D.C.

The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards

Cameron How, Milka Mered, Linda Knight

To perpetuate the memory of the life of Algernon Sydney Sullivan, the New York Southern Society has arranged to make awards to two students in our graduating class, and to one other person who has a close relationship with the university. In the selection of recipients, nothing is considered except characteristics of heart, mind and helpfulness to others. This year, the winners are CAMERON HOW, MILKA MERED and LINDA KNIGHT.

CAMERON HOW is known among peers, faculty and staff as an exceedingly accomplished and uncommonly gifted individual with a strong desire to make a positive impact in his community and world. Respected for forging deep human relationships, Cameron cultivates meaningful connections with those around him.

Cameron genuinely wants to help people, a thru line of every relationship he has, no matter how small. Nominators praise his empathy and compassion, qualities that make him a thoughtful and reflective listener and a talented communicator.

In the summer of 2018, Cameron participated in a transformative experience during a study abroad pilgrimage in Spain. A faculty member writes, “During our 200 mile trip, Cameron achieved an almost legendary status for his ability to draw people into conversation. He has this beautifully unassuming way of asking deep, thought-provoking questions, questions that, according to the other students, challenged them to think in new ways.”

As a Civic Agency Project fellow, Cameron has worked to connect alumni and students in meaningful relationships through an innovative coaching model. A committed leader, Cameron has served as a President’s Aide, Orientation Aide, Vice President of Mortar Board and was involved with Student Assembly. Cameron co-organized the 2019 Yule Log ceremony. He arranged and publicized a student leadership luncheon and public lecture featuring Dr. Fredrick Lawrence, Secretary and CEO of Phi Beta Kappa’s national office. He also facilitated a conversation on courageous leadership with former rectors Todd Stottlemyer ’85 and Michael Powell ’85, and Generation Hope CEO Nicole Lewis ’03.

One nominator concludes, “Cameron uses his head, heart and commitment to understanding people in most things that he does. Cameron represents all that is good about William & Mary but he also challenges the less desirable aspects of the not so good to better understand the why.” Through unfailing work ethic and commitment to others, Cameron has advanced William & Mary’s values of belonging, curiosity and excellence.
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MILKA MERED advocates for equity in higher education with passion and steadfast determination. Her leadership has increased inclusivity on campus and improved the experiences of underrepresented students.

Nominators describe Milka as one of the most effective student leaders they have ever worked with. They write, “The change she has effected on campus is remarkable, perhaps partly due to the way her work cuts across the typical boundaries between students, staff, faculty and administration.”

Milka served as a resident assistant, resident counselor for the university’s Preparing for Life as a University Student (PLUS) program and a President’s Aide. Through her service, Milka sought to understand the experiences of students on campus and build partnerships to catalyze solutions.

As an intern and program assistant with the Center for Student Diversity, Milka conducted research on the contemporary experiences of students of color at William & Mary. Her nominators state: “Milka’s effective presentation of that evidence to A&S department chairs and program directors, student affairs staff and campus leadership further served to renew and strengthen efforts to make our campus better for all of our students.”

A skillful and mature communicator, Milka builds partnerships to strengthen her work. In 2019, Milka began partnering with the Center for the Liberal Arts (CLA) as one of the first Student Pedagogical Fellows. Her work to represent student perspectives directly resulted in improved classroom climates, with one faculty member noting, “Her advice helped to make the classroom discussions on complex issues of racism in our criminal justice system some of the best I have experienced in several years of teaching the topic.”

Milka leaves a lasting legacy at the CLA. She helped design a program to train future cohorts of student fellows and a workshop to promote faculty engagement with student partners.

Milka exemplifies William & Mary’s vision of seeking to understand and change the world for the better. She has made a lasting impact by making William & Mary a more welcoming and inclusive campus.

As long-time Director of Campus Recreation, LINDA KNIGHT not only makes physical fitness a priority for the William & Mary community but places the wellbeing of students at the center of her work.

Known for setting a high bar for success, Linda manages programming that directly impacts many students, from club sports and intramurals to fitness and outdoor programs. One nominator writes, “Her self-less dedication has not only made the Rec a student favorite, but William & Mary a far better place.”

A talented community-builder, Linda has ensured that the Bee McLeod Recreation Center is a place of belonging for students, faculty and staff. She has supported and led her staff through major changes at the facility, including the addition of virtual classes during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Linda’s advocacy for free group fitness classes persuaded the Parent & Family Council to set up a trial program. The program found overwhelming success. A permanent endowment was established by J. Goodenow “Goody” Tyler III HON ’11 and the late H. Elizabeth “Bee” McLeod ’83, M.B.A. ’91 to ensure free classes will exist for all time coming.

Linda’s care for students runs deep, and she regularly reaches out to ensure students have the resources and support they need to thrive. A student nominator writes, “During my time at William & Mary, I found a second home at the Campus Recreation Center. As a wide-eyed freshman who needed some way to de-stress from taking classes, making new friends and living with a roommate, I loved that I could walk into a building that was dedicated to my physical and mental wellbeing. It felt like everything run by Campus Recreation was designed to create a sense of community and to carve out time for fun — two critical pieces of any college experience.”

Linda oversees beloved and critical programs, including events like Late Nite at the Rec, CPR training, over 40 club and intramural sports, the Canoe Battleship Program, the Tribe Adventure Program, FitWell classes and an annual 5k race. Her work has enhanced both wellness and community at William & Mary.
Lizabeth A. Allison

Lizabeth A. Allison, Chancellor Professor of Biology, has won the Alumni Fellowship Award for Teaching (2002), the William & Mary Advisor of the Year (2009), Arts & Sciences Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence (2011) and numerous other awards, including the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia’s Outstanding Faculty Award (2009). She received a national award from the American Society for Biochemistry & Molecular Biology: the Ruth Kirschstein Diversity in Science Award for “an outstanding scientist who has shown a strong commitment to the encouragement of under-represented minorities to enter the scientific enterprise and/or to the effective mentorship of those within it.”

Professor Allison is a master teacher at all levels, with stellar teaching evaluations from 400+ freshmen in introductory cell and molecular biology, in her upper level Molecular Genetics course, and with advanced seminar courses for seniors and graduate students. Students emphasize her great enthusiasm, meticulous organization, clear and cogent style, easy approachability, interesting presentation and integration of current issues. Impressively, students describe her long, challenging exams in terms such as “tough but stimulating.” One student described her perfectly: “Her passion for teaching is evident in every lecture and activity. She keeps students engaged because she is always engaged, always present in the classroom. Her teaching style is the appropriate mixture of clear explanations combined with a compassionate attitude and a healthy dose of humor.”

Professor Allison is an expert on the molecular genetics of thyroid hormone receptors. She has gained consistent federal funding for research published in major journals in her field. With that funding, she has trained Ph.D. students and post-doctoral fellows, but the core of her lab always includes undergraduates and usually a master’s student. As a research mentor as well as classroom teacher, Dr. Allison is superb. What’s even more impressive about Professor Allison is that she has achieved this sustained excellence as a beloved teacher while also maintaining a rigorous, federally-funded research program, writing two textbooks, and serving as department chair.

For her dedication to students, to the life of learning and to William & Mary, we honor Lizabeth Allison with the 2020 Thomas Ashley Graves, Jr. Award for Sustained Excellence in Teaching.

Christopher R. Gareis

Christopher R. Gareis has spent three decades, from his first days as a high school English teacher fresh out of college to his current position as a professor and scholar of curriculum, instruction and assessment, delving deeply into the practice of teaching. He has demonstrated a constant commitment to refining his own teaching practice with intentionality and humility. His students describe him as a teacher who both challenges and supports them, creating a classroom culture of mutual respect and collaboration. As a colleague noted, “It is evident that Chris counts as a privilege the opportunity to engage with and influence students.” A student shared, “He always offered comments designed to further our scholarly pursuits, leaving me feeling like he’d partnered with me as I wrestled with my personal development of the concepts.”

Professor Gareis expertly blends his research, service and practice experience into his teaching. He is regularly called upon to lend his expertise to school districts in the U.S. and abroad as they develop and implement teacher mentoring and educational assessment policies and practices. Through this work, he is transforming the way educators think about learning and assessment, and promoting practices that achieve deeper learning outcomes for students.

In addition to his deep expertise in the science of teaching and learning, Professor Gareis strives to create connections and tailor his instruction to the needs, context and experiences of each student. His ability to individualize learning maximizes academic growth and inspires students to grow as scholars and practitioners. As one student shared, “His approachable nature and caring understanding of the whole person lead to personal growth, not merely knowledge transfer.” Another student shared, “I think Dr. Gareis’s most impressive qualities, however, are his obvious joy of teaching and his expressed anticipation of learning from students’ scholarship.”

For his dedication to students, to the life of learning and to William & Mary, we honor Christopher R. Gareis with the 2020 Thomas Ashley Graves, Jr. Award for Sustained Excellence in Teaching.

The Thomas Ashley Graves, Jr. Awards For Sustained Excellence In Teaching

The Thomas Ashley Graves, Jr. Award is named for the twenty-third President of William & Mary and recognizes sustained excellence in teaching. The recipient of the award is selected annually by the President from nominations submitted by each of the academic deans.
The Charles Joseph Duke, Jr. and Virginia Welton Duke Award

Annually, an endowment from Charles and Ann Duke makes possible an award to an outstanding employee of the university. The award is given in memory of Mr. Duke’s parents for their years of distinguished and loving service to William & Mary. Charles and Ann’s daughter, Emily, now represents the family during the annual Duke Award ceremony. The 2020 winner is KATHLEEN “KATHY” MORGAN.

Kathy Morgan

As Associate Director for Faculty Personnel Services in the Office of the Dean of Arts & Sciences, KATHY MORGAN manages critical matters related to faculty recruitment, hiring, retention, tenure, promotion and pay. Colleagues describe her as “a professional in every sense of the word.”

Known for her thorough attention to detail, Kathy guides colleagues navigating complex processes with kindness and patience. Faculty in Arts & Sciences praise her insights and advice. A critical thinker, Kathy scans processes in order to increase efficiency and support those around her. One faculty member writes, “[S]he knows her stuff. This is not by chance, but through the steady accumulation of expertise and experience garnered by a seriously committed employee with a professional ethos.”

Kathy’s work on faculty recruitment in Arts & Sciences has yielded valuable strides in the creation of equitable recruitment practices. Kathy seeks out best practices within the field through workshops, symposiums and conferences on affirmative action, equity, equal opportunity and diversity and inclusion. She brings this learning back to the university and incorporates it into her daily work. One nominator writes, “I have often used her work and the manner in which she does her work as the exemplar with schools within and outside of William & Mary.”

Selfless in her dedication to the university, Kathy takes seriously the success of departments’ and programs’ hiring efforts. She goes above and beyond to honor last-minute requests for letters of intent. She took on additional, critical responsibilities during a two-month gap between the retirement of the former Arts & Sciences director of administration and finance and the start date of the new director. Because of Kathy’s dedication, including working additional hours, the department avoided disruption of services.

One colleague writes, “She is an exemplary steward of the university’s human and material resources.” A respected colleague and terrific citizen in the William & Mary community, Kathy has made a valuable impact on the Faculty of Arts & Sciences and the university as a whole.
Margot Anne Baden  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Japanese Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Amna Azhari Baloul  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Arabic Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Danielle Kathryn Barnes  
Distinguished Senior Award in Organizational Biology  
BIOLOGY

Kristen Elizabeth Beales  
Distinguished Dissertation Award in the Humanities and Humanistic Social Sciences  
GRADUATE ARTS & SCIENCES

Ruth Ann Ansley Beaver  
American Chemical Society Award  
CHEMISTRY

Samantha Renee Boateng  
John H. Willis, Jr. Scholarship  
Concord Traveling Scholarship  
ENGLISH

Devon Elizabeth Bortz  
Glenwood Clark Fiction Prize  
Howard Scammon Drama Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Bianca Claire Bowman  
John H. Willis, Jr. Scholarship  
ENGLISH

Tanner Pierson Braman  
CRC Handbook Award  
CHEMISTRY

Virginia Grace Burns  
William J Hogan Award for Outstanding Accomplishment in Classical Studies  
CLASSICAL STUDIES

Tianyi Cai  
Italian Studies Book Award  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Luke Henry Campopiano  
The William Elbert Fraley Award  
HISTORY

Aida Esmerelda Campos  
Concord Traveling Scholarship  
ENGLISH

James Joseph Card  
Kulick Award  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Maxwell Mason Cloe  
Lang Legacy Scholarship for Academic Distinction  
ENGLISH

Cosmo Peyton Cothran-Bray  
Eta Sigma Phi Award  
CLASSICAL STUDIES

Manasi Neeraj Deorah  
Outstanding Achievement Award in German Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Emma Grace Diduch  
The William Elbert Fraley Award  
HISTORY

Emily Michelle Dold  
Galano Award for Community Service and Engagement in Psychology  
PSYCHOLOGY  
Psychology Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Lydia Ann Dolvin  
Andrews Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Award  
CHEMISTRY

Brian Patrick Donahue  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Chinese Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Maymona Dulli  
Albert & Phyllis Cornell Pre-Medical Award  
PRE-MEDICAL PROGRAM

Maya Farr Henderson  
Jeanne A. Ito Memorial Award  
SOCIOLGY DEPARTMENT

Renee Catherine Garrow  
Selby-Corye Prize for Academic Excellence in Economics  
ECONOMICS

Robert A Barry Award  
ECONOMICS

Aleyah Shanell Gowell  
Megan Owen Award  
GOVERNMENT

Philip Samuel Grotz  
Howard Fraser Memorial Award  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Benjamin Joseph Hauk  
Merck Index Award  
CHEMISTRY

Kelsey Patricia Kelsey  
German Studies Book Award  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Matthew David Kessler  
Alfred Armstrong Chemistry Teaching Assistant Award  
CHEMISTRY

Elizabeth Ann King  
William G. Guy Prize in Chemistry  
CHEMISTRY

Kelly Margaret Kopera  
CRC Handbook Award  
CHEMISTRY

Hana Bahiyyih Liebman  
SCS Award for Outstanding Student in Classical Philology  
CLASSICAL STUDIES

Carolina Lopez Silva  
Biology Department Distinguished Senior Award in Cellular and Molecular Biology  
BIOLOGY

James Richard Lynch  
Andrews Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Award  
CHEMISTRY

Susanna Kay Maisto  
Merck Index Award  
CHEMISTRY

Jordan Camille Martin  
The Mathes Botanical Endowment Award  
BIOLOGY

Lauren Elizabeth Mazur  
Andrews Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Award  
CHEMISTRY

Samuel Michael McIntyre  
Dr Murray Eugene Borish Prize for distinction in scholarship and excellence in writing  
ENGLISH

Molly Elizabeth Miller  
Distinguished Thesis Award in the Natural, Computational, and Psychological Sciences  
GRADUATE ARTS & SCIENCES

William Stuart Thomas Moore  
Warner Moss Award  
GOVERNMENT

Hannah Naldrett  
Andrews Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Award  
CHEMISTRY

Zoe Erica Nelson  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Italian Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Catherine Marie Newell  
CAMWS Award for Outstanding Student in Classical Literature  
CLASSICAL STUDIES

Evelyn Grace Nims  
Catherine Marie Newell  
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Rebecca Aliza Leidenheimer Rose  
The Ellen Monk Krattiger Award  
HISTORY

Matthew Vincent Rutkowski  
Tuttle Scholarship  
GOVERNMENT

Zachary Ross Schiffman  
ACS Award in Inorganic Chemistry  
CHEMISTRY

Grace Aline Shamlian  
McGlenon Scholar  
GOVERNMENT

Cameron Tyler Shifflet  
Psychology Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Molly Patricia Shilo  
Distinguished Thesis Award in the Humanities and Humanistic Social Sciences  
GRADUATE ARTS & SCIENCES

Elizabeth Ashley Thomas  
Koenig-Nimmo Award  
GOVERNMENT

Harrison Glen Tuckman  
ACS Award in Physical Chemistry  
CHEMISTRY

Gwendylan Ariel Aurana Turner  
CRC Handbook Award  
CHEMISTRY

Catherine Maria Tyson  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Russian Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Jessica Gabriella Urgo  
Goronwy Owens Poetry Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION  
Concord Traveling Scholarship  
ENGLISH  
David C. Jenkins Memorial Scholarship in creative writing  
ENGLISH

Sabina Anne Valery  
R. Merritt Cox Award in Hispanic Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Olivia Louise Vande Woude  
The William Elbert Fraley Award  
HISTORY

Jiashu Wang  
CRC Handbook Award  
CHEMISTRY

Theodore Lawrence Wansink  
McCormack-Rebousin Scholarship in French & Francophone Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Hana Kei Warner  
Physics Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION  
Frank Hohl Memorial Physics Prize  
PHYSICS

Johanna Marie Weech  
Outstanding Achievement Award in Hispanic Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Nicholas Paschall Wells  
Ron St. Onge Prize in French  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Angela Rose Granados West  
Lang Legacy Scholarship for Academic Distinction  
ENGLISH

Caitlyn Virginia Whitesell  
R. Merritt Cox Award in Hispanic Studies  
MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Emily Ling Xu  
Albert & Phyllis Cornell Pre-Medical Award  
PRE-MEDICAL PROGRAM  
Charlotte Preston Mangum Prize  
BIOLOGY

Kangning Yang  
Don Edward Harrison Jr. Award for Excellence in Physics  
PHYSICS  
E. Gary Clark Memorial Scholarship  
PHYSICS

Hongmin Yu  
Chemistry Prize  
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Yutong Zhan  
The William Elbert Fraley Award  
HISTORY

Stephanie Marie Zielinski  
American Institute of Chemists Award  
CHEMISTRY
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

AMERICAN STUDIES
Maxwell Mason Cloe Highest Honors
Sara Michelle Schmieder Honors

ANTHROPOLOGY
Helen Gypsy Rowan McMillian Highest Honors

APPLIED SCIENCE
Heather Michelle Baier Honors
Angelica Lin Honors

ART AND ART HISTORY
Virginia Grace Bland Honors
Evan Toafai Broennimann Honors
Elizabeth Dowker Honors
Eleanor Louisa Pschirrer-West Honors
Samantha Engelke Ros Honors

ASIAN & MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES
Anna Maria Gleason Highest Honors

ASIAN & PACIFIC ISLANDER AMERICAN STUDIES
Emma Anne Shainwald Honors

BIOLOGY*
Danielle K. Barnes Honors
Catharine Elise Burgess Honors
Nakul Dar Honors
Matthew Mayes Dungan Honors
Evan Calhoun Lawrence Honors
Carolina Lopez-Silva Honors
Jerry O’Dwyer Honors
Olivia Marie Spencer Honors
Ian Villers Wilenzik Honors
Emily Xu Honors

CHEMISTRY*
Ruth Ansley Beaver Honors
Lydia Ann Dolvin Honors
Benjamin Joseph Hauk Honors
Elizabeth Ann King Honors

COMPUTATIONAL & APPLIED MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS*
Lauren Elizabeth Mazur Honors
Emily Mae Pears Honors
Zach Ross Schifftman Honors
Gwendelyn Ariel Aurana Turner Honors
Jiashu Wang Honors
Hongmin Yu Honors
LeAnn Lo Honors
Grace Elizabeth Solini Honors

CREATIVE WRITING
Jessica Gabriela Urgo Honors

ECONOMICS*
Cheng Chen Honors
Renee Catherine Garrow Honors
Owen Lyons Giordano Honors
Ethan Clarke-Hampton Harrison Honors
Lincoln Hartnett Honors
Madeleine Karis Yi Honors
Henry Larkin Young Honors

ENGLISH*
Quinn Monica Arnone Honors
Bianca Claire Bowman Honors
Aida Esmeralda Campos Honors
Sarah Virginia Elam Honors
Hunter Bruce Hall Honors
Samuel Michael McIntyre Honors
Edward Joseph Millman Honors
Marriya Evans Schwarz Honors
Sophia Margaret Sternberger Shealy Honors
Noah Joseph Terrell Honors
Kelsey Jordan Vita Honors
Angela Rose Granados West Honors

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND POLICY
Michael Anthony Giovannillo Honors

FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES
Brooke Lokelani Rees Honors

FRENCH & FRANCOPHONE STUDIES
Juliana Jeanette Luecke Highest Honors
Kristen Lynn Popham Highest Honors
Theodore Lawrence Wansink Highest Honors

GENDER, SEXUALITY, & WOMEN’S STUDIES
Cody Daniel Mills Honors

GEODESY

Jared Matthew Smith Honors

GEORGE STUDIES
Manasi Neeraj Deorah Highest Honors

GOVERNMENT*
Henry Sexton Blackburn Honors
Clare Hack DaBaldo Honors
William Stuart Moore Honors
Nicholas Elias Ovideo-Torres Honors
Campbell Ann Scheuerman Honors
Grace Aline Shamlian Honors

HISTORY
Meredith Diane Barber Highest Honors
Heather Leigh Byrum Highest Honors
Lyle Henry Campopiano Highest Honors
Emma Grace Diduch Highest Honors
Aaron Carter Higgins Highest Honors
Tessa Elizabeth Payer Highest Honors
Olivia Louise Vande Woude Honors
Nina Parker Willms Highest Honors
Yutong Zhan Highest Honors

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Martha Tibbe Gizaw Honors
Ella Addison Kasten Honors
Xinyu Zheng Honors
Aleyah Shanell Gowell High Honors

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS*
Grace Amato Honors
Samuel Christian Desmarais Honors
Seth Patrick Fiderer Honors
Heather Nichols Rodenberg Honors
Elizabeth Rosen Honors
Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin Honors
Lincoln Arra Zaleski Honors

KINESIOLOGY & HEALTH SCIENCE*
Kalyani Radha Pillai Honors
Kelsey Jean Short Honors

LINGUISTICS
Zeal An Honors
Cassandra Marie Davenport Honors
Alyssa Megan Grzesiak Honors
Rebecca Marie Snyder Honors

MATHEMATICS*
Junda An Honors
Kexin Peng Honors
John Francis Morris Honors
Yuxin Shang Honors
Jennifer Melenie Shulman Honors
Harrison Glen Tuckman Honors
Kaidi Wang Honors
Zidan Wang Honors
Madeleine Elizabeth Waugh Honors
Fangming Xin Honors

NEUROSCIENCE*
Minna Catherine Nhu Blottner Honors
Kendall Robyn Branhman Honors
Ross Alexander Fladeland Honors
Alyssa Luz-Ricca Honors
Saurav Pattanayak Honors
THE CYPHER AWARD

Noora Abdel-Fattah
Yessica Ayala Bonilla
Henry Blackburn
Devon Bortz
Abhimanyu Chadha
Mathew Ciurash
Joseph Cronin
Camryn Easley
David Fernandez
Sarah Grace Frary

Ted Hefter
N. David Hill, Jr.
Kathy Jiang
Jonathan D. Kernus
Grace Kier
Gustavo Carneiro Lambert
Shannon Lewis
Christina Lowry
Liam McLoughlin
Milka Mered

Julia Mesawich
Cody Mills
Gabrielle Moses
Kathryn Murphy
Nicholas Oviedo-Torres
Zane Petras
Julia Pratt
Macy Ponzalan
Salma Rashid
Heather Rodenberg

Suhita Roy
Rachael Scheerer
Oliver Shen
Jeremy Simmons
Kyle Soler
Ashley Taylor
Elizabet A. Thomas
Olivia Vande Woude
Kelsey Vita
Anna Xystros

NATIONAL PRIZES AND AWARDS

Arianna Afsari
Fulbright Scholarship
Milena Almetica
Luce Scholarship Finalist
Nazrin Garibova
Fulbright Scholarship
Catherine Green
Fulbright Scholarship Alternate
Emmaleah Jones
Fulbright Scholarship
Grace Kier
James C. Gaither Junior Fellows Program Winner
Fulbright Scholarship
Sabrina Mayor
Fulbright Scholarship
Kristen Popham
Fulbright Scholarship
Laura Schwartz
Fulbright Scholarship Alternate
William Shangraw
Fulbright Scholarship
Alina Shreves
Fulbright Scholarship Alternate
Grace Solini
Goldwater Scholarship Winner
Catherine Tyson
Fulbright Scholarship
Hana Warner
Goldwater Scholarship Winner
Henry Young
Fulbright Scholarship
Marshall Scholarship Finalist
Lauren Zane
Fulbright Scholarship Alternate

PHILOSOPHY**
Luke Bradley Erdahl
Honors
Elisabeth Ladd Holmes
Honors

PHYSICS*
Bennett William Atwater
Honors
Michael Andrew Cairo
Honors
Quinn Daniel Campagna
Honors
Alexander Thomas Fay
Honors
Aiden Victor Harbick
Honors
Matthew Francis McEneaney
Honors
Carrington Anne Metts
Honors
Jorden Daniel Smyth
Honors

PUBLIC POLICY*
Hana Kei Warner
Honors
Kangning Yangs
Honors

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Grace Kier
Honors

SOCIOLOGY
Maya FarrHenderson
Honors

THEATRE
Christian Imero Fiorentino Crabbs
High Honors

* Indicates units that award only one level of Honors.
** Indicates units that do not award Highest Honors.
# CHARLES CENTER AWARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Award Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ahrens</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Allen</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeal Adam An</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junda An</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinn Arnone</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Atkins</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Barber</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Barnes</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minna Blottner</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Boateng</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca Bowman</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Broennimann</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Butler</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Call</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Campopiano</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Cerrato</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Charlton</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheng Chen</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsa Chinburg</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Clinton</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Cohen</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakul Dar</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Davies</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel de Vignier-Awad</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Diduch</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Dolvin</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Dowker</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Dungan</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Dunn</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Earls</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaelyn Eleuterio</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Erdahl</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyton Winter Evans</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya FarrHenderson</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Flatt</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Galberg</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva Galioito</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Garrow</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Gilbert</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Gizaw</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Gleason</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Hauk</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Heinze</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Higgins</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arman Jones</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Kashmanian</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Kasten</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis E. Catron Grant for Artistic Development</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kears</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Kin</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth King</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Nubbe</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton Lackey</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Lasker</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Laughlin</td>
<td>Louis E. Catron Grant for Artistic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Lavenson</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Earls</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Lawrence</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Leersnyder</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine Legros</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansley Levine</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Li</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Lignore</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhengyuan Ling</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Liu</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Lopez Silva</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianna Luecke</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xingru Ma</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conner Mahlbacher</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susanna Maisto</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Maxwell</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina McBride</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Moore</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Morris</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Neom</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry O’Dwyer</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Oviedo-Torres</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Pak</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurav Pattanayak</td>
<td>Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tessa Payer</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Peairs</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clara Potecet</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Rader</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Rae</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirstin Reed</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuxin Shang</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Shealy</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Shkeyrov</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorissa Simpson</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Spencer</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Terrell</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Tuckman</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Turrietta</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Urgo</td>
<td>Honors Fellowship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ryan Walter  
*Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant*

Jiashu Wang  
*Honors Fellowship*

Zidan Wang  
*Charles Center Summer Research Grant*

Theodore Wansink  
*Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant*

Elizabeth Weech  
*Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant*

Taylor Wells  
*Charles Center Summer Research Grant*

Angela Rose West  
*Honors Fellowship*

Ian Wilenzik  
*Honors Fellowship*

Jayqua Williams  
*Charles Center Summer Research Grant*

Nina Willms  
*Honors Fellowship*

Ian Wolff  
*Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant*

Emily Xu  
*Honors Fellowship, Class of 1940 Scholarship*

Olivia Yang  
*Monroe Scholar Summer Research Grant*

Ruochun Yang  
*Louis E. Catron Grant for Artistic Development*

Henry Young  
*Honors Fellowship*

Hongmin Yu  
*Charles Center Summer Research Grant*

Yutong Zhan  
*Honors Fellowship*

Ashley Zhang  
*Charles Center Summer Research Grant*

Xingyu Zheng  
*Honors Fellowship*
Layanne Abu-Bader
Luke Kearney Allen
Zeal An
Emma Robin Arents
Katherine Patricia Grosse Armstrong
Nicole Marie Audia
Chela Marie Aufderheide
Evelyn Erin Basham
Emily Jane Bass
Ruth Ansley Beaver
Madeline Nicole Belesimo
Jared Randolph Bergen
Courtney Claire Bishop
Minna Catherine Nhu Blottner
Giorgia Borgarelli
Cameron Michael Bray
Autumn Lee Brenner
Kenneth Michael Bumbaco
Delaney Chase Busching
Luke Henry Campopiano
Amy Lara Squire Carpenter
Cassandra Lucille Chang
Connor Williams Chapin
Marc Fredric Charbonier
Cheng Chen
Elsa Lorenz Chinhung
Benjamin Christenson
Maxwell Mason Cloe
Riley Ariel Squire Cohen
Jakob Bernhard Cordes
Kara Michele Daniels
Nakul Dar
Samuel Alexander de Vignier-Awad
Rebecca Tosini Deitch
Andre Louis McDougall Desruelle
Emma Grace Diduch
Caitlyn Alexandra Dietz
Lydia Ann Dolvin
Brian Patrick Donahue
Matthew Mayes Dungan
Jennifer Elizabeth Dunn
Jack Ehlenberger
Christopher David Elsner
Caitlyn Elizabeth Farr
Kexin Feng
Geneva Galioto
Caroline West Garman
Cara Custer Gasperoni
Alison Claire Gerhard
Kylee Jaye Gilman
Michael Anthony Giovannelli
Catriona Maxine Green
Philip S. Grotz
Annika Nicole Hackfeld
Mary Beatrice Halloran
Ryan Patrick Hansen
Adam Hazard
Joshua Aaron Hemenway
Serena Jermain Slocum Higgerson
Caroline English Horrigan
Chloe Kaylene How
Marie-Therese Adaobi Ikoro
Abigail Elizabeth Jackson
Katherine Alexandra Johnson
Tiara Michelle Johnson
Caroline Chalufour Jones
Daniel Hyunwoo Kang
Adam Thomas Kearney
John David Kearns
Grace Arianna Kier
Elizabeth Ann King
Robert Curtis Kline
Sruthi Kodali
Nicolas Pascal LaGamma
Jacob Andrew Larsen
Carl Adam Lasker
Evan Calhoun Lawrence
Maxime Dreuve Legros
Ziqi Lei
Ansley Jane Levine
Shannon Mary Lewis
Stephanie Catherine Lodico
Sheng Long
Carolina Lopez Silva
Juliana Jeanette Luecke
Alexander Lulushi
Xingru Ma
Connor Mahlbacher
Susanna Kay Maisto
Shreya Mandava
Jacob Clayton Manvell
Andrea Elizabeth Mares Zarate
Gustavo Lameira de Marsillac
Samuel Michael McIntyre
Kiera Anne McKay
Carrington Anne Metts
Daniel Richard Mines
Gabriela Alexandra Montesdeoca Rivera
William Stuart Thomas Moore
Daniel Morgan
John Francis Morris
Eric Mark Nubbe
Rachel Alexis Oberman
Jenna Lund Ollen
Angelina Rosalie Olson
Patricia Johanna O’Meara
Sydney Anne Ostrom
Michelle Louise Ott
Honora Williston Roth Overby
Angela Pak
Young Woo Park
Saurav Pattanayak
Tessa Elizabeth Payer
Eleanor Lavelle Pollard
Kristen Lynn Popham
Hall Joye Pregnall
James Constantine Psathas
Peter Daniel Psathas
Killian Reddy
Kirstin Mebane Reed
Sara Eileen Richard
John Thomas Riddell
Elizabeth Rosen
Paul Leonard Rowley
Juliana Adia Salcedo
Madeline Nora Salino
Nisha Sambamurthy
Zachary Ross Schiffman
Alessandra Therese Scholle
Laura Catherine Schwartz
William Jackson Shangraw
Rebecca Anne Shkeyrov
Prakrit Shukla
Kelsie Shea Sirak
Grace Elizabeth Solini
Emma Gillaspy Strickland
Mia Ashley Stringer
Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin
Samir Sudhir Tawalare
Leonor Galeana Taylor Grave
Samantha Leigh Terry
Brittany Nicole Thomas
Maowei Tian
Angela Louise Rafols Tiangco
Harrison Glen Tuckman
Erin Celeste Turbeville
Elise Marie Turrietta
Alanna Danielle Van Valkenburgh
Eleanor Mary Vaughn
Ethan Christopher Villavicencio
Ryan Timothy Walter
Jingheng Wang
Theodore Lawrence Wansink
Kendall Katherine Schaeffer Weber
Elizabeth Ann Weech
Johanna Marie Weech
Angela Rose Granados West
Catherine Ruth Wilhelm
Jesse Lauren Williamson
Rachel Grace Wilmans
Peyton Winter
Benjamin Luke Witman
Ian Spencer Wolff
Emily Ling Xu
Ali Yachnes
Olivia Jinghua Yang
Henry Larkin Young
Yutong Zhan
Stephanie Marie Zielinski

MONROE SCHOLARS

1693 SCHOLARS

Jared Randolph Bergen
Michael Anthony Giovannelli
Grace Arianna Kier
John Francis Morris
Hali Joye Pregnall
William Jackson Shangraw
Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin
Henry Larkin Young
HONOR SOCIETIES (CONTINUED)

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Nikkita Sedem Abrokwa
Rachael Clare Ahern
Nader Alhomsi
Christopher Robert Allor
Mark Kevin Andino
Nathanael Todd Atkins
Benqing Bai
Miguel Bardaji Horno
Tessa Michelle Bechert
Melissa Ann Bell
Megan Nicole Benson
Tyler Paul Bernier
Joyce Bermingham Bodoh
Devin Elizabeth Bortz
Jenna Cetrone Brown
Patrick Parker Brown
Seth B. Brown
Kenneth Michael Bumbaco
Alexandra Burke
Stacey Leigh Callaway
Sophie Golda Caplan
Katherine Cassidy
Jianqi Chai
Yixi Chen
Kenneth James Clements
Jennifer Hall Cosgrove
Lauren Ashley Creech
Roy Richardson Cromer
Lori G. Crowder
Peter De Almeida
Brian David Devall
Kai Dong
Iris Jiyoung Duan
Ida Bagus Wahyu Krisna Dwipayana
Caitlyn Elizabeth Farr
Laura Ann Faulkner Miller
Michael Gary Gelvin
Samantha Anne Gordon
Shane Michael Grizzle
Andrey Vasilyevich Gulev
Mahak Gupta
Yahya Muhammed Hajar
Ted J. W. Hallum
Katelind Elizabeth Hays
Matthew Guy Herbaugh
Theresa Daetz Herbert
Zachary David Hermans
Samantha Reece Herr
Nicola Ibba
Daniel Barlow Jagdmann
Jiao Jiang
Jonathan Elliott Keefe
Matthew Thomas Keith
Jerome Edmonde Kelly Jr.
Jonathan Derek Kernus
Ian John Kimball
Amanda Christine Ko
Ryan M. Lau
Jonathan Chuang-Yien Lee
Ziqi Lin
Xiaohui Ling
Xuan Luo
Kevin Patrick Lynch
Shannon Mada
Steven Lewis Mannewitz
Samili Ravindra Marathe
Marcus Crawford McConnell
Corinne Elisabeth McGillicuddy
Anna Dixon Michels
Brian Lee Miller
Neal Branning Miller
Meaghan Walsh Moody
Cory Lee Morewitz
John Kenneth Narney II
Cheryl Ann Ngo
Bach Viet Nguyen
Ha Thi Thu Nguyen
Shaun Douglas Nidiffer
Jenna Lund Ollen
Nicolas Op de Beeck
Kishan Patel
Neil Sanjay Patel
Francesca Leia Peavie
Laura B. Peña
James Matthew Quagliano
Sarah Rai
Daniel Christopher Rice
Bryce Keith Rogers
Ashley Jean Sabin
R. Lee Sage
Joseph Allen Sattelmaier
Jonathan Miles Schoicka
Jessica Elizabeth Schrepple
Christopher Ryan Scott
Xiwen Shan
Ashok Sharma Gautam
Oliver Lou-Shiangyi Shen
Zhongyi Sheng
Charles Franklin Sherman
Kyle Soler
Sarah Isabelle Sotelo
Olivia Grace Staub
Scott Andrew Sterrett
Peter Albrecht Strand
Rebecca Walker Suyskind
Qier Tan
Shuming Teng
Nicholas Reid Thompson
Adriane Milica Tomovic
Samuel McCoy Towler
Michael Harrison Troutman
Megan Lynn Tyndall
Ann Byron Robertson Vaughters
Daniel Ray Waff
Cherry Chen Wang
Jingyang Wang
Marvin Shane Watts
James Hopkins Webber
Kelly Rose Wendt
Nicolas Kane Wheaton
Andrew Michael White
Aaqila Wise
Zehui Yuan
Luoben Zhang
Zuobei Zhou
Jiahua Zou

KAPPA DELTA PI
Rebecca B. Langdon

MORTAR BOARD
Margot Anne Baden
Danielle Kathryn Barnes
Natalie Ann Blodgett
Devon Elizabeth Bortz
Bianca Claire Navarro Bowman
Alexis Elizabeth Ann Brender A Brandis
Katharine M. Brownfield
Bianca Estelle Caccamo
Joel Stuart Calfee
Abhimanyu Chadha
Laurel Jo Detert
Emma Grace Diduch
Riley McCanan Dugan
Matthew Mayes Dungan
Jennifer Elizabeth Dunn
Luke Bradley Erdahl
Maya FarrHenderson
Jennifer L. Fiedler
Erin Kathleen Gorham
Lauren Oneal Graves
Sarah Gertrude Harmon
Caroline English Horrigan
Cameron Elijah How
Evan Richard Leibowitz
Ansley Jane Levine
Susannah Claire Lohmann
Annalise Wilson Lower
Shreya Mandava
Zaira Adeen Mughal
Kathryn Gallagher Murphy
Scott Nelson Murphy
Rachel Alexis Oberman
Abigail Margaret Peterson
Kristen Lynn Popham
Sarah Catherine Raymond
Kirstin Mebane Reed
Sara Eileen Richard
Juliana Adia Salsedo
Alina Selnick-Escobar
Lorissa Carlynn Simpson
Kelsie Shea Sirak
Mia Ashley Stringer
Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin
Ethan Christopher Villavicencio
Kelsey Jordan Vita
Sarah Baldwin Walker
Stephanie Renee Washburn
Bethany Pearl Waskil
Leslie Irene Weber
Honor Societies (Continued)

**PHI BETA KAPPA**
- David Wayne Allen Jr.
- Junda An
- Zeal An
- Meg Anderson
- Quinn Monica Arnone
- Maggie Elaine Aschmeyer
- Bennett William Atwater
- Ruth Ansley Beaver
- Jared Randolph Bergen
- Minna Catherine Nhu Blottner
- Caroline Grayce Burns
- Virginia Grace Burns
- Michael Andrew Cairo
- Joel Stuart Calfee
- Luke Henry Campopiano
- John Patrick Palicte Canteros
- Stephanie Celeste Cerrato
- Cheng Chen
- Maxwell Mason Cloe
- Cosmo Peyton Cothran-Bray
- Ronghong Dai
- Daniel Read deButts
- Emma Grace Diduch
- Matthew Mayes Dungan
- Maya FarrHenderson
- Kexin Feng
- Nicole Marie Fitzgerald
- Megan Nicole Gillen
- Michael Anthony Giovannello
- Catherine Maxine Green
- Philip S. Grotz
- Aiden Victor Harbick
- Aaron Carter Higgins
- Cameron Elijah How
- Grace Arianna Kier
- Kendall Anne Kin
- Elizabeth Ann King
- Nicolas Pascal LaGamma
- Samuel Laveson
- Karis Rachel Lee
- Megan Helen Leu
- Nicholas John Lignore
- Sheng Long
- Ellen Longman
- Carolina Lopez Silva
- Caitlen Ennell Macias Hentze
- Susanna Kay Maisto
- Maia Katherine Mann
- Gustavo Lameira de Marsillac
- Matthew Francis McEneaney
- Samuel Michael McIntyre
- Kiera Anne McKay
- Helen Gypsy Rowan McMillan
- Carrington Anne Metts
- Alexander S. Michel
- Cody Daniel Mills
- William Stuart Thomas Moore
- John Francis Morris
- Kathryn Gallagher Murphy
- Scott Nelson Murphy
- Reid Nagurka
- Roberta Paulinetti Franco Neves
- Tessa Elizabeth Payer
- Abigail Margaret Peterson
- Eleanor Lavelle Pollard
- Kristen Lynn Popham
- Clara Grace Poteet
- Hali Joye Pregnall
- James Constantine Psathas
- Peter Daniel Psathas
- Brooke Lokelani Rees
- Elizabeth Rosen
- Marriya Evans Schwarz
- William Jackson Shangraw
- Mollie Frances Shichman
- Rebecca Anne Shkeyrov
- Rebecca Marie Snyder
- Jorden Daniel Smyth
- Grace Elizabeth Solini
- Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin
- Shuting Teng
- Harrison Glen Tuckman
- Elizabeth Garrett Vanasse
- Olivia Louise Vande Woude
- Kaidi Wang
- Theodore Lawrence Wansink
- Hana Kei Warner
- Madelyne Elizabeth Waugh
- Leslie Irene Weber
- Elizabeth Ann Weech
- Johanna Marie Weech
- Angela Rose Granados West
- Caitlyn Virginia Whitesell
- Ian Villiers Wilenzik
- Pangming Xu
- Ali Yachnes
- Kangning Yang
- Henry Larkin Young
- Hongmin Yu
- Yutong Zhan
- Xingyu Zheng

**OMICRON DELTA KAPPA**
- Noora Abdel-Fattah
- Mary Kathryn Albertson
- David Wayne Allen Jr.
- Suzie Bae
- Richard Arthur Bellucci
- Jared Randolph Bergen
- Elise Marie Brickhouse
- Joel Stuart Calfee
- John Patrick Palicte Canteros
- Abhimanyu Chadha
- Daniel Read deButts
- Madison Kristian DiLenge
- Riley McCallan Dungan
- Maya FarrHenderson
- Kailyn Elise Gyuricsko
- Sarah Gertrude Harmon
- Sruthi Kodali
- Samuel Laveson
- Maxime Dreuv Legros
- Alyssa Luz-Ricca
- Shreya Mandava
- Samuel Michael McIntyre
- Abigail Sara McKenna
- Liam Patrick McLoughlin
- Cody Daniel Mills
- Gabrielle Elizabeth Moses
- Adam Barrett O’Connell
- Jenna Lund Ollen
- Nicholas Elias Oviedo-Torres
- Evan Skye Pakshong
- Emily Mae Peairs
- Morgan Elizabeth Perigard
- Hali Joye Pregnall
- Heather Nichols Rodenberg
- Lyla Joan Rossi
- Juliana Adia Salcedo
- Elise Marie Turritetta
- Kelsey Jordan Vita
- Leslie Irene Weber
- Amanda Stone Yannett
- Ashley Michelle Zhang
Doctor of Philosophy
Arts & Sciences

Mahmoud Samy Mohamed Fahmy Amin.............. Cairo, Egypt
B.S., Ain Shams University, 2006
M.S., Ain Shams University, 2014
Boron Nitride Nanotubes (BNNTs) for Thermal Management and Structural Reinforcement
APPLIED SCIENCE

Matthew Hayden Anthony ...................... Bel Air, MD
B.A., St. Mary's College of Maryland, 2013
M.A., Pennsylvania State University, 2014
Surgical and Rigorous (Yet Always Fun): Science, Sport, and Community in American Birding, 1950-1980
AMERICAN STUDIES

Alison Rose Bazylinski ......................... Richmond
B.A., Northeastern University, 2011
M.A., University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 2013
Fabric Makes the Woman: Rural Women and the Politics of Textile Knowledge
AMERICAN STUDIES

Kristen Elizabeth Beales....................... Arlington
B.A., University of Florida, 2010
M.A., William & Mary, 2014
Thy Will Be Done: Merchants and Religion in Early America, 1720-1815
HISTORY

Adrienna Nicole Bingham................. San Angelo, TX
B.S., Angelo State University, 2014
M.S., William & Mary, 2016
Controlling Infectious Disease: Prevention and Intervention Through Multiscale Models
APPLIED SCIENCE

Caylin Elizabeth Carbonell.............. Norwalk, CT
B.A., Bates College, 2012
M.A., William & Mary, 2015
Fraught Labor, Fragile Authority: Households in Motion in Early New England
HISTORY

Adam Carl Chiciak ......................... River Edge, NJ
B.S., Villanova University, 2014
M.S., William & Mary, 2018
Competing and Cooperating Orders in the Three-Band Hubbard Model: A Comprehensive Quantum Monte Carlo and Generalized Hartree-Fock Study
PHYSICS

Jessica Louise Cowing .................... Worcester, MA
B.A., SUNY College Oneonta, 2006
M.A., California State University, Long Beach, 2012
Settler States of Ability: Assimilation, Incarceration, and Native Women’s Crip Interventions
AMERICAN STUDIES

Jason Andrew Creeden ..................... Warrenton
M.S., William & Mary, 2017
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University
Growth Engineering and Characterization of Vanadium Dioxide Films for Ultraviolet Detection
PHYSICS

Mariaelena DiBenigno ............... Alexandria
B.A., William & Mary, 2003
M.A., University of North Carolina, Wilmington, 2011
Ghost in the Museum: The Haunting of Virginia’s Public History
AMERICAN STUDIES

Brandon Kyle Eskridge .............. Alexandria
B.S., James Madison University, 2013
M.S., William & Mary, 2015
Local Embedding and Effective Downfolding in the Auxiliary-Field Quantum Monte Carlo Method
PHYSICS

Lindsay Dealy Garcia .............. Saint Petersburg, FL
B.F.A., Rhode Island School of Design, 2006
M.A., Sotheby’s Institute of Art - NY, 2009
M.F.A., Purchase College, 2014
M.A., William & Mary, 2016
Pest-humanism: Race, Nation, and Sexuality in the non/Human Imaginary
AMERICAN STUDIES

Thomas Joseph Gillan ............... Winter Springs, FL
B.A., University of Central Florida, 2008
M.A., William & Mary, 2011
Much Study is a Weariness to the Flesh: Scholars and the Pursuit of Health in Early New England
HISTORY

Travis Terrell Harris ....................... Williamsburg
B.A., University of Virginia, 2006
M.D.S., Virginia Union University, 2011
M.A., William & Mary, 2016
Lost Tribe of Magruder: The Untold Story of the Navy’s Dispossession of a Black Community
AMERICAN STUDIES

Cathleene Betz Hellier ............ Williamsburg
B.S., Clarion University of Pennsylvania, 1977
M.A.Ed., William & Mary, 1985
M.A., William & Mary, 1989
The Waiting Man: Enslaved Male Domestics in Virginia, 1619-1800
AMERICAN STUDIES

Christopher Samuel Andreas Hendriks ........ Ambon, Indonesia
B.S., University of Pelita Harapan, 2007
M.A., William & Mary, 2013
A First-Principles Study of the Nature of the Insulating Gap in VO2
PHYSICS

Nathaniel Francis Holly ............. Westerly, RI
B.A., Clemson University, 2007
M.A., William & Mary, 2012
From Itsa’ti to Charlestown: The Urban Lives of Cherokees in Early America
HISTORY

Brian Edward Jones ............. Richmond
B.A., University of Richmond, 1995
M.A., William & Mary, 2015
Becoming Paul Motian: Identity, Labor, and Musical Invention
AMERICAN STUDIES

Joseph Matheson Karpie ............. Fairport, NY
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 2014
M.S., William & Mary, 2016
On the Calculation of Parton Distributions From Lattice QCD
PHYSICS
Neeve Kelly.................................Farmingdale, NJ  
B.A., Providence College, 2005  
M.A., Parsons School of Design, 2008  
Nationalism by Design: Reimagining Irish Identity in the American Marketplace  
AMERICAN STUDIES

Michaela Y. Kleber..........................Pepperell, MA  
B.A., Vassar College, 2011  
M.A., Columbia University, 2013  
M.A., William & Mary, 2015  
Gendered Societies, Sexual Empires: French Colonization Among the Illinois  
HISTORY

Cheng Li......................................Jilin, China  
B.E., Nankai University, 2011  
M.E., Harbin Institute of Technology, 2013  
Cyberspace Reliabilities Revisit: New Challenges and Approaches  
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Xiao Liu......................................Jinan, China  
B.S., University of Science & Technology, China, 2014  
Optical Characterization of Dynamic Exchange Coupling Interaction in Ferromagnetic Heterostructures  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Yongsen Ma.................................Shandong, China  
B.E., Shandong University, 2010  
M.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 2013  
Improving WiFi Sensing and Networking With Channel State Information  
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Scott Eric Madaras..........................Yorktown  
B.S., University of Denver, 2011  
M.S., William & Mary, 2016  
Insulator to Metal Transition Dynamics of Vanadium Dioxide Thin Films  
PHYSICS

Marco Antonio Merchand Medina.........................Colima, Mexico  
B.S., University of Colima, 2014  
M.S., William & Mary, 2016  
Study of Scalar Extensions for Physics Beyond the Standard Model  
PHYSICS

Summer Moore .................................Williamsburg  
B.A., Hendrix College, 2002  
M.A., University of Denver, 2006  
Persistence On the Periphery: Change and Continuity in Post-Contact Hawaiian Households, Nā Pali Coast, Kaua‘i Island, Hawaiian Islands  
ANTHROPOLOGY

Mallory Leigh Moran..........................Shrewsbury, MA  
B.A., Bennington College, 2011  
M.A., William & Mary, 2015  
Mehtaqtok, where the path comes to an end: Documenting Cultural Landscapes of Movement in Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet) First Nation Territory in New Brunswick, Canada, and Maine, United States  
ANTHROPOLOGY

Matthew Perry Nerem..........................Traverse City, MI  
B.S., Michigan Technological University, 2012  
M.S., William & Mary, 2014  
Experiments and Theory On Dynamical Hamiltonian Monodromy  
PHYSICS

Molly FitzGerald Perry ..........................Saint Thomas, VI  
B.A., Middlebury College, 2004  
M.A., William & Mary, 2010  
Influencing Empire: Protest and Persuasion in the Stamp Act Period  
HISTORY

Nikunjkumar Prajapati ..........................Galloway Township, NJ  
B.S., Stockton University, 2015  
M.S., William & Mary, 2017  
Development of Quantum Information Tools Based On Multi-Photon Raman Processes in Rb Vapor  
PHYSICS

Uttar Pudasaini.................................Kathmandu, Nepal  
B.S., Tribhuvan University, 2008  
M.S., Tribhuvan University, 2010  
M.S., Old Dominion University, 2013  
Coating for Superconducting Radiofrequency Accelerator Cavity Applications  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Atiquir Rahman...............................Jessore, Bangladesh  
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology, 2009  
Feature and Pattern Mining on Spatiotemporal and Image Data  
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Jennifer Nicole Ross ...............................Flint, MI  
B.A., University of Michigan, Flint, 2012  
M.A., University of Michigan, Flint, 2014  
Insurgents On the Bayou: Hurricane Katrina, Counterterrorism, and Literary Dissent On America’s Gulf Coast  
AMERICAN STUDIES

Probir Roy.................................Williamsburg  
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology, 2009  
Lightweight Memory Profiling Techniques to Identify Performance Inefficiencies  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Ronald Dutilh Smith .........................Marathon, FL  
B.S., Farmingdale State College, 2013  
Evolution of the Genome-wide Distribution of Genes and Transposons  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Jianhua Sun.................................Qingdao, China  
B.S., University of Science & Technology, China, 2010  
M.S., William & Mary, 2013  
On the Construction of Moving Target Defense and Cyber Deception Systems  
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Daniel Blair Sweigart .........................Fairfax  
B.S., United States Coast Guard Academy, 2004  
M.S., William & Mary, 2014  
Optimization Approaches for Open Locating-Dominating Sets  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Victor Esteban Trujillo II ......................Questa, NM  
B.S., United States Military Academy, 2000  
M.S., Georgetown University, 2010  
Global Shipping Container Monitoring Using Machine Learning With Multi-Sensor Hubs and Catadioptric Imaging  
APPLIED SCIENCE

Shengye Wan .........................Nanchang, Jiangxi, China  
B.E., Huazhong University of Science & Technology, 2009  
Hardware-Assisted Security Mechanisms On ARM-Based Multi-Core Processors  
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Haonan Wang ........................................ Zibo, China
B.E., East China University of Science & Technology, 2013
M.S., William & Mary, 2017
Design and Analysis of Memory Management Techniques for Next-generation GPUs
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Qijue Wang .................................. Kunming, Yunnan, China
B.S., Zhejiang University, 2014
Nanofibrils as the Basic Building Blocks of Spider Silk
APPLIED SCIENCE

Qingsen Wang ................................. Chongqing, China
B.E., The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2014
Exploring Lightweight Profiling Techniques in Modern CPU Architectures
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Shuangquan Wang ............................. Mianyang, China
B.E., Wuhan Institute of Technology, 2000
M.E., Wuhan Institute of Technology, 2004
Ph.D., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 2008
Dietary Monitoring Through Sensing Mastication Dynamics
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Amanda Annette Watson ...................... Houston, TX
B.A., Drury University, 2014
M.S., William & Mary, 2016
Wearable Technology for Healthcare and Athletic Performance
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Cody Watson ................................. Chicago, IL
B.A., Wofford College, 2015
B.S., Wofford College, 2015
M.S., William & Mary, 2018
Deep Learning in Software Engineering
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Shasha Wen ................................... Hengshui, China
B.E., Beihang University, 2010
Pinpointing Software Inefficiencies With Profiling
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Sofya Zaytseva ................................. Charlotte, NC
B.S., University of North Carolina, Wilmington, 2013
M.S., University of North Carolina, Wilmington, 2014
M.S., William & Mary, 2016
Investigation of Pattern Formation in Marine Environments Through Mathematical Modeling and Analysis of Remotely Sensed Data
APPLIED SCIENCE

Hongyang Zhao ................................. Zhengzhou, China
B.E., Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 2011
M.E., Zhejiang University, 2014
Motion Sensors-based Human Behavior Recognition and Analysis
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Xiaodan Zhu ................................. Shijiazhuang, China
B.E., Jiangnan University, 2012
M.E., University of Electronic Science & Technology, Chengdu, 2015
On Cross-Series Machine Learning Models
COMPUTER SCIENCE

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MARINE SCIENCE

Jennifer Beckensteiner .................... Lyon, France
B.S., University Claude Bernard Lyon 1, 2009
M.S., University of Montpellier 2, 2011
M.E., Agrocampus Ouest School, 2013
Efficacy and Unintended Outcomes of Spatial Property Rights for Fisheries and Aquaculture Management in Chile and in Virginia, U.S.A.
MARINE SCIENCE

Jennifer Beckensteiner .................... Lyon, France
Efficacy and Unintended Outcomes of Spatial Property Rights for Fisheries and Aquaculture Management in Chile and in Virginia, U.S.A.
MARINE SCIENCE

Katherine Elliott Bemis ................. Ithaca, NY
B.S., Cornell University, 2015
Studies on the Anatomy of Teleosts
MARINE SCIENCE

Diego Francisco Biston Vaz .......... Sao Paulo, Brazil
B.S., Institute of Biosciences, University of Sao Paulo, 2012
M.S., Institute of Biosciences, University of Sao Paulo, 2015
Morphology and Systematics of Batrachoidiformes (Percomorpha: Teleostei)
MARINE SCIENCE

Pamela Hope Braff .................. Bethel Park, PA
B.A., Boston University, 2011
M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, 2014
Evaluating the Impacts of Land Use and Climate Change on the Hydrology of Headwater Wetlands in the Coastal Plain of Virginia
MARINE SCIENCE

Daniel J. Coleman ......................... Langhorne, PA
B.S., Tulane University, 2015
The Role of Suspended Sediment in Assessing Coastal Wetland Vulnerability
MARINE SCIENCE

Daniel Philip Crear .................. North Attleboro, MA
B.S., University of New England, 2012
M.S., California State University, Long Beach, 2015
Predicting the Impacts of Climate Change on the Sandbar Shark and Cobia
MARINE SCIENCE

Kenneth M. Czapla ...................... Lancaster, PA
B.S., Millersville University of Pennsylvania, 2008
Impacts of Fertilization on Salt Marsh Resilience: Altered by Location-specific Drivers
MARINE SCIENCE

Lúcia de Souza Lima Safi ........ Gloucester Point
B.S., University Do Rio Grande, 2010
M.S., Pontifical Catholic University PUCRS, 2012
The Epibiont-Host Interaction between Zoanthamnium intermedium and Estuarine Copepods
MARINE SCIENCE

Kelsey Ann Fall ....................... Wexford, PA
B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2009
M.S., William & Mary, 2013
Influence of Suspended Particle Size and Composition on Particle Image Processing, Estuarine Floc Fractal Properties, and Resulting Estuarine Light Attenuation
MARINE SCIENCE

Darbi Rae Jones ....................... Pasadena, MD
B.S., University of Miami, 2013
The Effect of Vaccination and Host Genetics on Transmission Dynamics of Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus and Flavobacterium psychrophilum in Rainbow Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)
MARINE SCIENCE

Amanda Lee Jones Knobloch ........ Spring, TX
B.S., Rutgers University, 2012
Fluxes, Drivers, and Composition of Carbon Exchanged at the Taskinas Creek, VA Coastal Marsh Creek - Estuarine Interface
MARINE SCIENCE
Marcos Krull Pinheiro Lima ........... Salvador, Bahia, Brazil
B.A., Universidade Federal da Bahia, 2010
M.S., Universidade Federal da Bahia, 2013
Applying the Concept of Thresholds in Ecotoxicology with Focus on the Joint Effects of Habitat Fragmentation and Contamination
MARINE SCIENCE

Vaskar Nepal ......................... Kathmandu, Nepal
B.S., Tribhuvan University, 2009
B.S., Eastern Illinois University, 2011
M.S., Eastern Illinois University, 2014
A Mechanistic Understanding of Range Expansion of Invasive Blue Catfish in the Chesapeake Bay Region
MARINE SCIENCE

Mirtha Karinna Nunez ............... Gloucester Point
B.S., Universidad De La Republica, 2001
M.S., William & Mary, 2011
Cross-scale Simulations: An Innovative Approach to Evaluate the Impacts of Sea-level Rise on Tidal Marsh Habitats
MARINE SCIENCE

Gail Danielle Schwieterman .......... Columbus, OH
B.A., Oberlin College, 2012
The Impacts of Acute Hypoxic Exposure and Other Concomitant Stressors on the Cardiorespiratory Physiology of Coastal Elasmobranch Fishes
MARINE SCIENCE

Miguel Albergaria Furtado Semedo .... Porto, Portugal
B.S., University of Porto, 2008
M.S., University of Porto, 2009
Animal Waste and Antibiotic Impacts on Microbial Denitrification in Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecosystems
MARINE SCIENCE

Jingwei Song .......................... Shanghai, China
B.A., Wabash College, 2015
Search for Selection: Genomic, Transcriptomic, and Phenotypic Investigations of Spotted Seatrout (Cynoscion nebulosus)
MARINE SCIENCE

Danielle Rae Nicole Tarpley .......... Hardy, AR
B.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2009
M.S., Coastal Carolina University, 2012
Temporal Variability in Cohesive Sediment Dynamics in a Partially-Mixed Estuary, the York River Estuary, Virginia, USA: A Numerical Study Developed from Observations
MARINE SCIENCE

Patricia Susan Thibodeau .......... Cape Elizabeth, ME
B.A., Bowdoin College, 2013
Environmental Controls on Pteropod Ecology and Physiology Along the Western Antarctic Peninsula
MARINE SCIENCE

Doctor of Philosophy
Education

Amanda Rae Armstrong ............... Gastonia, NC
B.A., Mars Hill University, 2010
M.A., Appalachian State University, 2014
Critical Consciousness Involving Worldview Inequities Among Undergraduate Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Nancy M. Chae ........................ Fairfax
B.A., University of Virginia, 2010
M.S., Johns Hopkins University, 2011
U.S High School Counselors’ Experiences of Gatekeeping with Under-represented Students in The International Baccalaureate Diploma Program
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Jami Beth Clements .................... Emporia
B.S., North Carolina State University, 2002
M.B.A., Arizona State University, 2008
Ed.D., George Washington University,
The Impact of the Balanced Literacy Approach in Reading Instruction on Student Reading Motivation and Reading Competence
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Shuhui Fan ............................. Beijing, China
B.A., Southwest University-China, 2014
M.S., Syracuse University, 2017
The Acculturative Experiences of Chinese Students In Counselor Education Programs
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Jamon Hashon Flowers ............. Taylorsville, NC
B.A., University of North Carolina, Charlotte, 2000
What About Us? The Experiences of African American Rural Principals Leading Predominantly White Rural Schools
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Chandra Benita Floyd ............... Wilmington, NC
B.S., East Carolina University, 1989
M.Ed., Graceland University, 2006
C.A.S.E., Cambridge College, 2012
Promoting Equity In Gifted Education: Stories From Selected Virginia Gifted Education Leaders
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Hannah Askin Franz ................. Richmond
B.A., William & Mary, 2007
M.A., North Carolina State University, 2009
M.S.Ed., University of Pennsylvania, 2010
Instructor Responses to Language Variation in Community College Composition Papers
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Jeremy Robert Goshorn ........... Toano
B.A., Shippensburg University, 2008
M.S., Shippensburg University, 2010
Gay Identity In Emerging Adulthood: Testing The Interaction Between Relational Satisfaction, Outness, And Gay Identity
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

David R. Gosling ..................... Sewanee, TN
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 2004
M.S., Loyola University Maryland, 2017
The Longitudinal Impact of Moral Injury On Combat Soldiers: A Narrative Inquiry Study
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Alexander Joseph Seth Hilert .......... Burke
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, 2014
M.Ed., George Mason University, 2016
Investigating Facilitation Strategies and Engagement In Correctional Mindfulness Programs: A Grounded Theory
COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Leah Snyder Horrell ................... Williamsburg
B.A., University of Virginia, 2000
M.Ed., University of Virginia, 2005
Social Emotional Learning: Teachers’ Perceptions and Practice with English Learners
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Benjamin S. Newman ................. Yorktown
B.S., Longwood University, 2006
M.Ed., William & Mary, 2009
Mental Health Professionals: Attitudes Towards Sex Offenders and Moral Development
COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Dane Alexander Pascoe ..................... Norfolk
B.S., Liberty University, 2011
M.D.S., Liberty University, 2016
Ph.D., William & Mary, 2020
Exploring the Lived Experiences of Poor and Working-Class Students at a Wealthy College
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Samuel Robinson Rhodes .................... Fairfax
An Exploratory Study of The Use of Daily Problem-Talks As An Instructional Strategy For Developing Problem-Solving Proficiency With Fifth-Grade Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Anthony J. Siradakis .......................... Bay City, MI
B.S., Central Michigan University, 2008
M.S., Central Michigan University, 2014
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Anthony Michael Washington ............. Detroit, MI
B.M., Norfolk State University, 2003
M.M., Norfolk State University, 2008
Giant Steps: Toward a Developmental Trajectory of Creative Talent in Jazz Improvisation
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Noel Grimm Williams ...................... Williamsburg
B.S., James Madison University, 2009
M.A.T., James Madison University, 2010
Elementary Teachers' Perceptions of Efficacy Toward Family Engagement: An Operational Scale
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Eric Acosta ...................................... Miami, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1996
M.Ed., Phillips University, 1998
Ed.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1999
The Impact of High School Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Magnet Programs on the Academic Performance of Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Evonne S. Alvarez .............................. Miami, FL
B.A., University of Maryland, 1993
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1999
The Impact of High School Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Magnet Programs on the Academic Performance of Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Yesenia Margarita Aponte ............... Miami Lakes, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1994
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1996
The Relationship Between Instructional Delivery and Student Engagement in Selected Classrooms: A Cross-Case Analysis
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Gwendolyn Baugh Ashworth ................ Richmond
B.A., William & Mary, 2009
M.Ed., University of Virginia, 2011
Exploring the Interaction Between Appreciative Inquiry and Student Academic Optimism: An Action Research Study
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Gilberto Daniel Bonce ..................... Miami, FL
B.S., Troy State University, Troy, 1990
M.S., University of Miami, 1992
The Impact of High School Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Magnet Programs on the Academic Performance of Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Kirstin Delana Byrd ...................... McClellanville, SC
B.A., Spelman College, 2005
M.A., Hampton University, 2009
LGBTQ Student Experiences on Historically Black College and University Campuses
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Mary Jo Callan .............................. Ypsilanti, MI
B.A., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1992
M.S.W., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1997
An Examination of Benefit And Equity In Community-University Service Learning Partnerships
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Yanelys Ferrer ............................... Pembroke Pines, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1998
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2001
Ed.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2006
The Relationship Between Instructional Delivery and Student Engagement in Selected Classrooms: A Cross-Case Analysis
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Carmen S. Concepción ..................... Miramar, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1993
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2000
Ed.S., University of Miami, 2006
Teacher Leadership: A District's Human Capital Investment Approach for Elevating Professional Learning
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Tracey Daws Crews .......................... Cooper City, FL
B.S., Rockford University, 1993
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1998
Principal Support: Its Impact on Job Satisfaction and Early Career Teachers’ Decisions to Remain in Teaching
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Michael John Daddario .................... Urbanna
B.S.Ed., Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania, 1996
M.Ed., William & Mary, 2002
A Program Evaluation of the Reading Mastery Initiative In A Rural Primary School
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP
Kimberly Yulyn Davis ......................... Miami, FL
B.S., Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University, 1992
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1997
Teacher Conceptualization and Implementation of Differentiated Instruction in the Elementary Reading Classroom
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

John Fredrick DeVault ......................... Fork Union
B.A., Fairmont State University, 1995
M.Ed., University of Virginia, 2013
An Exploration of Gender-Specific Instructional Practices In a Single-Sex High School
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Try K. Diggs ........................................ Miami, FL
B.A., Hampton University, 1995
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1998
Ed.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2000
Principal Support: Its Impact on Job Satisfaction and Early Career Teachers' Decisions to Remain in Teaching
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Mayte Maria Dovale ......................... Miami Springs, FL
B.S., Barry University, 1991
M.S., Barry University, 1994
The Relationship Between Instructional Delivery and Student Engagement in Selected Classrooms: A Cross-Case Analysis
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Dawn Marie Edmiston-Strasser ................. Gloucester
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1990
M.B.A., Columbia Business School, 1995
D.M., DO NOT USE - refer to 000551, 2007
An Evaluation of a Global Business Minor On The Intercultural Competence and Professional Development of Students and Faculty
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Tricia M. Fernandez ......................... Miami, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1998
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2003
Teacher Leadership: A District's Human Capital Investment Approach for Elevating Professional Learning
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Thomas Cornell Fisher II ....................... Miami, FL
B.A., Juniata College, 1993
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2000
Principal Support: Its Impact on Job Satisfaction and Early Career Teachers' Decisions to Remain in Teaching
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Douglas Brian Fulton ......................... Ashburn
B.A., Graceland University, 1984
M.Ed., George Mason University, 1995
M.Ed., George Mason University, 2002
Teacher Perceptions of the Virginia Evaluation Process: A Program Evaluation of the Northshore High School’s Teacher Evaluation Process
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Alexandra Martillo Goldfarb ............... Miami, FL
B.S., Barry University, 2000
M.S., Barry University, 2006
Ed.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2009
Teacher Leadership: A District’s Human Capital Investment Approach for Elevating Professional Learning
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Milagros Gonzalez ......................... Miami, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1995
M.S., Florida International University, 2006
Teacher Leadership: A District’s Human Capital Investment Approach for Elevating Professional Learning
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Felicia Kristina Joseph ....................... Cutler Bay, FL
B.S., Barry University, 1997
M.S., Barry University, 2000
Teacher Conceptualization and Implementation of Differentiated Instruction in The Elementary Reading Classroom
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Michael Anthony Lewis ...................... Miramar, FL
B.S., Lincoln University, 1989
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 2002
Principal Support: Its Impact on Job Satisfaction And Early Career Teachers’ Decisions to Remain in Teaching
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Jennifer Ann McSweeney Lynch ........... Mathews
B.S., Texas A&M University, 1994
M.Ed., University of Virginia, 2008
Teacher Perceptions of Professional Development Practices and Their Influence on Self-Efficacy: An Action Research Study
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Melanie Eileen Cates Megias .............. Pembroke Pines, FL
B.A., George Washington University, 1983
M.S., University of Miami, 1991
The Impact of High School Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Magnet Programs on The Academic Performance of Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Guillermo Muñoz ......................... Miami, FL
B.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1992
M.S., Nova Southeastern University, 1997
The Impact of High School Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Magnet Programs on The Academic Performance of Students
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Brian Joseph Nichols ...................... Providence Forge
B.S., Christopher Newport University, 1997
Appreciative Inquiry As a Strength-Based Approach To Education Technology Planning In a Public School District
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

John D. Pace III ......................... Miami, FL
B.M., University of Miami, 2000
M.S., Florida International University, 2003
Principal Support: Its Impact on Job Satisfaction and Early Career Teachers’ Decisions to Remain in Teaching
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Dawn Michele Plank Baglos ............... Miami, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1992
M.S., Florida International University, 2001
Is There a Relationship Among Teacher Absences, Working Conditions, And The Use of Financial Incentives To Improve Teacher Attendance?
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP
Ashleigh Everhardt Queen .................. Williamsburg
B.S., University of North Carolina, Charlotte, 2010
M.S., University of North Carolina, Charlotte, 2013
Transfer Student Faculty Academic Advising:
Understanding Student Perspectives
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Craig B. Reed ................................. Rice
B.A., Hampton University, 1994
T.D., Longwood University, 1995
M.Ed., William & Mary, 2002
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Concepcion Cepero Santana .............. Miami, FL
B.S., Florida International University, 1989
M.S., Florida International University, 1992
Teacher Conceptualization and Implementation of Differentiated Instruction in The Elementary Reading Classroom
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Bisleixis Tejeiro ............................... Miramar, FL
B.S., St. John’s University Jamaica, 1999
M.S., St. Thomas University, Florida, 2004
The Relationship Between Instructional Delivery and Student Engagement in Selected Classrooms: A Cross-Case Analysis
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Edward Martin Van Dyke ................. Williamsburg
B.A., Wheeling University, 1993
M.S., Old Dominion University, 2005
Taking A Strengths-Based Approach to School Improvement At a Rural Elementary School
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP

Charles Caldwell Watson III ............. Chester
B.A., University of Virginia, 2008
M.A.T., University of Virginia, 2008
A Program Evaluation of a Secondary Peer Tutoring Program
EDUCATIONAL POLICY, PLANNING AND LEADERSHIP
DEGREE RECIPIENTS, AUGUST 2019 — AUGUST 2020

M A S T E R O F L A W S

Omar Abdullah M. Albedah M........Newport News
Rashed Mohammed M. Alhabshana........Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Abdulmalik Ibrahim Alhazzaa........Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Obaid Hamaid Aljadana........Williamsburg
Lama Fawzi Aljefri........Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Mohammad Saeed Alzahrani........Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Zhen Cao........Williamsburg
Xi Chen........Nanchang, China
Wenjie Dong........Shanghai, China
Ping Gong........Shanghai, China
Yuwei Hu........Yichang, China
Bojun Gordon Jiang........Williamsburg
Yijia Jiang........Chongqing, China
Xidan Kang........Chongqing, China
Xuezhen Li........Chongqing, China
Yazhuo Li........Meishan, China
Zi Li........Handan, China
Lu Lin........Ningbo, China
Pei Chin Lin........New Taipei City, Taiwan
Chenjing Liu........Luzhou, China
Shihao Liu........Chengdu, China
Tianying Liu........Chongqing, China
Xiao Yan Ma........Dalian, China
Yue Ma........Jilin, China
Zhaojie Qiu........Guangzhou, China
Ellen Rehnberg........Lidköping, Sweden
Kehang Shang........Hangzhou, China
Yuan Sui........Zhucheng, China
Miki Suzuki........Matsudo, Japan
Cong Wang........Shanghai, China
Feng Wang........Heze, China
Ruirui Wang........Shanghai, China
Jiacheng Wei........Chongqing, China
Xinjie You........Fuzhou, China
Yuan Yue........Shenyang, China
Chunhua Zhang........Zhoukou, Henan, China
Lu Zhang........Fuzhou, China
Qingyu Zhang........Heilongjiang, China
Qian Zhao........Linyi, China

J U R I S D O C T O R

Layla Amira Abi-Falah...............Richmond
Ila Lauren Addanki........Danbury, CT
Ozra Olivia Ajizadeh........Chantilly
Taylor Marie Allison........Port Matilda, PA
Alexandra M. Amado........Philadelphia, PA
Alexander Francis Amico........Alexandria
Meagan Rene Anglin........Tucson, AZ
Nolan Anthony Arcos........San Gabriel, CA
Alexander Aschraft........Basking Ridge, NJ
Donnie Garrett Autry........Elizabethtown, NC
Madeleine Amanda Ball........Dallas, TX
Vanessa M. Bateau........Brooklyn, NY
Richard John Batzler........Rockville, MD
Catherine Anne Bell........Raleigh, NC
Julie Michelle Borzage........Las Vegas, NV
Tyler J. Braun........Hale, MI
Elizabeth Kent Brightwell........Nellysford
Kate Elizabeth Buckley........Peoria, IL
Meredith Helen Buenger........Menlo Park, CA
Tressa G. Bussio........Provo, UT
Yingchunxue Cai........Meishan, China
Maria Hannah Callahan........Chicago, IL
Natalie Cardenas........Laurel, MD
Katherine Elizabeth Carroll........Haymarket
Sabrina Mhun-hei Carter........Newport News
Matthew W. Catron........Morehead, KY
Caine Joseph Caverly........Virginia Beach
Ariana Cheng........Dayton, OH
Amanda Lynn Chi........Westport, CT
Elizabeth M. Chisum........Rocklin, CA
Brogan S. Chubb........Chesapeake
Taegan M. Clarke........New York, NY
Jennifer Grace Clements........Pensacola, FL
Paige Elizabeth Cloud........Cushing, OK
Casey Ann Coleman........Chesapeake
Robert James Colter........Fair Oaks, CA
Zakery Williams Comer........Saltville
Chase Edwin Corey........Orlando, FL
Abigail L. Cromer........Churchville
Christine Marie D’Alessandro........Newtown, CT
Alexis L. Dalton........Circleville, UT
Philip James Delano........Richmond
Michelle Christine Dunbar........Ozona, FL
Louise Windsor Ellen........Richmond
Alex Jacob Ellenberger........Vacaville, CA
Max Dylan Fabricant........Holliston, MA
Alexander Phillip Faig........Alexandria
Lindsey Paige Folck........Littleton, CO
Damian Phillip Gallagher........York, PA
Darrell Jordan Getman........Fonda, NY
Eric M. Gilliland........Birmingham, AL
Aiden P. Giuffre........Colorado Springs, CO
Alyssa Nancy Glass........Chambersburg, PA
Shaun Gabriel Goodfriend........New York, NY
Geoffrey Robert Grau........Williamsburg
Tristan Paul Griner........Louisville, KY
Samuel Marcus Gross........Toledo, OH
Kelly Lynn Grosshuesch........Plymouth, WI
Hailey Guerra........Miami, FL
John A. Gurtunca........Pittsburgh, PA
Jessica Marie Hadley........Chesapeake
Mary Kathryn Hall........Waynesboro
Christopher Price Hennessy........Ontario, NY
Michael Miracle Hennessy........Wichita, KS
Raymond Scott Hennessy........Newport News
William Marvin Howieson........Good Thunder, MN
Cole Montana Hoyt........Tarzana, CA
Andrew E. Huang........Livermore, CA
Kairu Huang........Wenzhou, China
Cy M. Hudson........Hagerstown, MD
Kendra Murphy Hudson........Sacramento, CA
Megan A. Hughes........Pembroke Pines, FL
Jefferson Chasen Hunt........Heyburn, ID
Briana M. Jackson........Leesburg
Rebecca Katherine Jaeger........Whitehouse Station, NJ
Conor Maclnnes Jennings........Baltimore, MD
Michael Benjamin Jordan........Gloucester
Christina Marie Kapalko........West Long Branch, NJ
Soo Min Kim........Fairfax
Morgan R. Knudsen........Mastic Beach, NY
Hillary Louise Kody........Pittsford, NY
Madhavi Kulkarni........Jersey City, NJ
John B. Lanning........Kansas City, MO
Mary Katherine Lapidus........Houston, TX
Christopher J. Laudenbach........Nazareth, PA
Laura Christine Lauder........Franklin, TN
R. Carter Lawson........White Post
Tyler S. Leard........Blue Bell, PA
Dana Robinson Leinbach........Arlington
Ameya Avinash Lele........Monmouth Junction, NJ
David Lim ........................................ Ithaca, NY
Carl E. Lindström ................................ Washington
Daniel R. Long.................................. Lake Preston, SD
Brooke Erin Lowell.......................... Rockland, ME
Christina Lynn Lowry......................... Lexington
Chenxi Lu ........................................ Dalian, China
Ashley Thu-Diem Luong....................... Camp Zama, AA
David C. Maley .................................. Stafford
Lea Clara Mano .................................. Paris, France
Allie Aleece Maples ............................ Mount Sterling, KY
Stephen Joshua Marlowe..................... Santa Clarita, CA
Sarah C. Marshment .......................... Norman, OK
Drew Carlton Marvel .......................... Easton, MD
Emmalyn Margaret McCarthy ............... Dublin, OH
Tess Olivia McClain ........................... Towson, MD
John Victor McGuinness ........................ Oakton
Kelsey Elizabeth McNeill ..................... Indianapolis, IN
Joseph T. Melton ................................ Lynchburg
Abigail Marie Mitchell ........................ Memphis, TN
Rachel Jacqueline Monias ........................ Annapolis, MD
Alicia Maria Puñales Morejón ................ Union City, NJ
Jared David Mullen .............................. Needham, MA
Alexander James Muran ........................ Oyster Bay, NY
Shannon Jenna Murphy ........................ Lexington, KY
Colin David Neal ................................ Chester
John James Notar ................................ Leesburg
Eric Xavier O’Connor ......................... Mahopac, NY
Reid Walter Oetting ............................. Augusta, GA
Emily R. O’Hara ................................ Elbridge, NY
Jack Lawrence Olson ........................... Phoenix, AZ
Milton Padilla Jr. ................................. Bristol, PA
Andrew Bryan Pardue ......................... Nashville, NC
Kelsey Elizabeth Parker ........................ Miami, FL
Caitlin Madison Parry ............................ Ukiah, CA
Andrew Stephen Parslow ..................... Claremont, CA
John Anthony Passidomo II .................. Briarcliff Manor, NY
Sarah Emily Peck ................................ Paradise, UT
Elizabeth Frances Pellegrini ............... Pittsford, NY
Gabrielle C. Pelura .............................. Malverne, PA
Kari Almeda Peterson ........................ Boca Raton, FL
Elizabeth A. Pindilli ................................ Westfield, NJ
Alexandria N. Pinkleton ....................... Prince George
Jordan E. Pitter .................................. Denver, CO
Austin L. Plier .................................. Port Washington, WI
Alexandra Grace Gaver Pratt ............... Virginia Beach
Imani Yetann Price .............................. Portsmouth
Jeremy Kyong Raphael ........................ Syosset, NY
Justin Thomas Rechel ........................... Jackson, NJ
Kelsey Mackenzie Reichardt ................. Newport News
Miranda Marie Riva ............................. Newport News
Delia Nicole Root ............................... Madisonville, KY
Paul Leonard Rowley ......................... Purcellville
Elissa Leigh Sanford ............................ Chesapeake
Audrey Paige Sauer ............................. Plainfield, IL
Gabrielle Barrett Shea ........................ Arlington
Christopher C. Shepard ........................ Midlothian
Taylor Stephanie Sias Maheda ............. Flemington, NJ
Kelsie M. Sicinski ............................. Champaign, IL
Jessie D. Smith .................................. Richmond
Emily C. Snyder ................................ Pittsburgh, PA
Emily P. Stanley ................................ Hendersonville, NC
Amber I. Stapleton ............................. Atlanta, GA
Luke Valentine Stempien ...................... Anderson, SC
Abigail Marie Stephens ....................... Williamsburg
Maria E. Stickrath .............................. Zanesville, OH
Jessica L. Strauser ............................. State College, PA
Brandon J. Stumpf ............................. Kennewick, WA
Shawn Syed ....................................... New Milford, NJ
Anna Lee Tayman ............................... Arnold, MD
Michael David Tentilucci ..................... Newtown, PA
Megan Claire Tholen ............................ Frisco, TX
Nicholas Reid Thompson ........................ Chesapeake
Jeremy M. Tjia ................................. Irvine, CA
Louis A. Troshch I II .......................... Charlotte, NC
Victoria T. Vaccaro ............................. Rochester, NY
Charles Dixon Wallace III ............................. Richmond
Connor Scott Watkins ............................. Williamsburg
Peyton Caroline Watts .......................... Little Rock, AR
Carmen L. Weaver ............................. Lykens, PA
Julia A. Weissner ............................... Kings Park, NY
Lee Calum Welch ............................... Williamsburg
Rebecca Lynn Wescott ........................ Haymarket
Alan Raymond West ............................. North Port, FL
Alysa Marie Williams .......................... El Centro, CA
Madeline Kay Kennedy ....................... International Falls, MN
Ashley Anne Wilson ............................ Tulsa, OK
Emily A. Wilson ............................... Flowery Branch, GA
Valerie Ann Wilson ............................. Sudlersville, MD
Tyler D. Wolf ................................. Charlottesvile
Benning Zhang ................................. Williamsburg
Kelsey Clarice Zhang ............................. Williamsburg
Albana Zherka ................................. Havertown, PA

**Educational Specialist**

Avery Bell Amabile .......................... Standish, ME
Jamie Rebecca Blair-Walker ................ St. Paul, MN
Siyuan Ding ................................. Shenzhen, GuangDong, China
Tracy Lightner Hiatt ........................... Jackson, WY
Emily Diane Oliver ............................. Centreville
Scott Michael Porush ......................... Williamsburg
Lauren Melissa Shatz ......................... Towaco, NJ

**Master of Arts**

**Arts & Sciences**

Elizabeth Claire Albee ........................ Maryville, TN
Rebecca Marie Albers ........................ Temple, TX
Felicia Leavell Bowins .......................... Hampton
Kathleen Loretta Boyce ......................... Williamsburg
Julia Peyton Brown ............................. Richmond
Sachi A. Carlson ........................ Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Makenzie Elizabeth Coker ....................... Bremen, TX
Phillip Richard Dudeck ........................ Hubbard, OH
Justin T. Estreicher .......................... Dix Hills, NY
Chandler Elizabeth Fitzsimons ................ Williamsburg
Tyler Jordan Goldberger ....................... Raleigh, NC
S. Adiel Harris ................................ Los Angeles, CA
Zachary Austin Harris ......................... Williamsburg
Tamia Kyana Haygood .......................... Charlotte, NC
Jenna Karina Hershberger ...................... Woodbridge
Bennett Edwin Herson-Roeser ............... De Pere, WI
Julia Kott ...................................... Washington, DC
Yusuf Mansoor .................................. Berlin, CT
Jennifer Ashley Motter ........................ Havertown, PA
Phillip Bancroft Nicholas ..................... Manassas
Marie Arabelle Pelissier .......................... Campton Hills, IL
Kayla Marie Pittman .......................... Williamsburg
Brielle Virginia Popolla ....................... Hampton, NJ
LaMarise Charde Reid ........................ Great Falls
Molly Patricia Shilo ............................. Norwood, MA
Kelley Lyn Smith ............................. Saylorsburg, PA
Emily Jane Sneff .............................. Schwenksville, PA
Emily Rachel Marie Zwier ....................... Phoenix, AZ
Kathleen Story Telling ....................... The Woodlands, TX
James Nicholas Tolji ......................... Williamsburg
Taylor Blair Tripplett ........................ Mechanicsville
Kristen Elizabeth Van Uden .................. Manchester, NH
Elliot Jonas Warren .......................... Atlantic Highlands, NJ
Olivia Weiss ................................. Pittsburgh, PA
Gail Williams Wertz .......................... King George
Master of Science
Arts & Sciences

Meredith Esther Andersen.................Mount Pleasant, SC
Sarah A. Blumenthal..........................Winston-Salem, NC
Timothy James Boycott...............Mbabane, Swaziland
Ethan Brewer........................................Baltimore, MD
Jessica Rose Burns....................Henryville, PA
Cassandra Lucille Chang...........Los Angeles, CA
Morgan Logan Claybrook...............Roanoke
Yi Cui.................................................An Hui, China
Rachel Leigh Davis............................Cary, IL
Reipher E. Etuk....................................Fort Worth, TX
Rochelle Marie Evans....................Christiansburg
Robert Michael Galvin III.................Chalfont, PA
Leyli Garryeva..............................Mary, Turkmenistan
Alison Claire Gerhard.............Woodbridge
Gergana Marinova Gospodinova...Shumen, Bulgaria
Lisa Shanelle Graves...................Cincinnati, OH
Nichole Winifred Gustafson..........Fredericksburg
Lauren Camille Howard...............Clemmons, NC
Ti Hsu.................................................Tainan, Taiwan
Michael William Izzo.....................Madison, CT
Bendu Mercy Jackson.....................Round Hill
Haoyue Jiang.............................Williamsburg
Caroline Mackenzie Jordan............Chesapeake
Heather Violet Kenny....................Trinidad, CA
Matthew David Kessler...............Clemmons, NC
Jace King.............................................Madison, WI
Kenneth Howard Koltermann.............Williamsburg
Daniel Kovner.............................West Hartford, CT
Joshua Lipson.................................Marlboro, NJ
Silvio Anthony Maione...............Hampton, NJ
Samuel Douglas Mason.............Cumberland, ME
Allison Claire Miller.....................Exton, PA
Molly Elizabeth Miller...............Issaquah, WA
Joel Thomas Monroe.....................Bluemont
Felipe Gilberto Ortega Gama.........Toluca, Mexico
Fatima Quddos.............................Islamabad, Pakistan
Jaclyn Ann Rebstock.................Virginia Beach
Julia Elizabeth Reilly-Edwards.........Columbia, MD
Huw Richards..............................Newport, United Kingdom
Nyx Robey...........................................Litchfield Park, AZ
Daryl Rosenblum Hesse.............Kansas City, MO
Maria Satnik................................Altoona, WI
Caroline V. Schluitus...............Sebastopol, CA
Yasaman Setayeshpour................Burke
Andrew Lawrence Sprague...........Gloucester
Oliver Wilson Stein.....................Bedford Hills, NY

Heather Maria Switzer........................Cherter
Jialiang Tan................................Xi’an, China
Marco-Ronald Ngueptchuan Tcheuko.............................Warrenton
Natalia Tene Sandoval...............Colima, Mexico
Josef Michal Trokan-Tenorio........Milwaukee, WI
Sirui Wang................................Dalian, China
Amanda Kathleen Werrell...........Leondartown, MD
Ezekiel Woodrow Eberly Wertz.....Lebanon, PA
Russell Wilm Wolz.....................Richmond
Robert Xing..............................Oakton
Tianfang Yang................................Tianjin, China

Certificate
Arts & Sciences

Jesus Alberto Delgado-Arias.............Williamsburg
Sean Daniel O’Rahilly..................Ashburn
Tate Harrison Smith..................Dallas, TX
Jacob William Werner.....................Virginia, IL

Master of Science
Marine Science

Mar Camron Arroyo............................Bronx, NY
Samantha Elaine Askin...............Marietta, GA
Kristen E. Bachand......................Cranston, RI
James Anthony DelBene............Shelby Township, MI
Jaclyn Rain Friedman...............Fanwood, NJ
Addison T. Ochs..........................Magnolia, AR
Michelle Diana Onofrio...........Mount Laurel, NJ
Kate Michelle Ritter...............Yorktown
Quinn Nicole Roberts................Gloucester Point
Clara Louise Robison...............Jacksonville, FL
Olivia Marie Phillips.................Raleigh, NC

Master of Arts
Education

Kayla Nicole Aaron.........................Henrico
Madeline F. Anderson....................Williamsburg
Emma Robin Arents.....................Richmond
Angela Elizabeth Bartle................Toano
Reese Fowler Bates..................Columbia, SC
Brandon Warren Battle..........La Plata, MD
Emily Ann Beneke....................Williamsburg
Holly Ann Berry..........................Newport News
Katelyn Evon Birchfield.............Williamsburg

Wilson Tucker Blythe...............Virginia Beach
Bobbi Leigh Bradley..................Newport News
Kristy Lynn Brown.....................Hampton
Mollie Jean Brown.....................Newport News
Emily Elizabeth Butterworth.......Madison
Austin James Cantrell...............Chesapeake
Patricia Caroccio............................Norfolk
Christopher Morgan Cartwright......Williamsburg
Tracey B. Clary................................Williamsburg
Hannah Jane Colbert....................Vienna
Marilee Elizabeth Schmid..............Pittsburgh, PA
Dwana Thomas Cooper...............Hampton
Riley Erin Cosgrove.......................Great Falls
Evelyn Cunningham.....................Norfolk
Eleanor Katherine Currie..............Gaithersburg, MD
Sean Allen Daniel.....................Chesapeake
Joshua W. Dunaley.....................Berryville
Torie Carlin Dunlap......................Leesburg
Zayna Wang Elhady.....................Williamsburg
Ellen Pierson Frackleton...........Williamsburg
Gisela Oneida Fuentes-Amaya........Sterling
Margaret Ann Gough.....................Keswick
Emily Madelyn Grimesey.............Mechanicsville
Aaron Michael Groves...............Mouth of Wilson
Laura Hanson Harrison.................Norfolk
Samantha Elizabeth Highsmith.......Newport News
Alisa Nhi Hoang........................Springfield
Shana Lyn Hollis............................Newport News
Margaret Elizabeth Hunt............Montpelier
Julia Mary Inglesby.....................Virginia Beach
Stephanie Ann Jallo......................Yorktown
Angel Nyxia Johnson...............Hampton
Carleton Rodney Johnson..............Williamsburg
Devyn Johnson............................Ashburn
Robert Curtis Kline...................Chesapeake
Rebecca B. Langdon.....................Newport News
Rachael Lauren Langlois.............Chesapeake
Samuel Lantz.............................Williamsburg
Amanda Christine Lasris..............Yorktown
Kathy Marie Leadbetter-Wallace.....Newport News
Peter Steven Leonard...............Denver, CO
Karina E. Lizano-Blanco..........Springfield
Alexander Ryan Maneval............Waynesboro
Kristy Lynn Matthews...............Hampton
Michaela Mayer.......................Alexandria
Marna McMurry...............................Alexandria
Isabel Jane McVeY.......................Albuquerque, NM
Annie Forrest Michalec.............Newport News
Arundel Miguelez......................Acton, MA
Michael John Mitzel....................Smithfield
Certificate Education

Avery Bell Amabile ................................ Standish, ME
Amanda Rae Armstrong .............................. Gastonia, NC
Katelyn Evon Birchfield ............................... Fairfax, VA
Jamie Rebecca Blair-Walker ........................ St. Paul, MN
Siyuan Ding ..................................... ShenZhen, GuangDong, China
Torie Carlin Dunlap .................................. Leesburg, VA
Dawn Marie Edmiston-Strasser .................. Gloucester, NJ
Joseph Preston Isley ................................. Chesapeake, VA
Karina E. Lizano-Blanco .............................. Springfield, MO
Emily Diane Oliver ................................. Centreville, VA
Scott Michael Porush ................................. Williamsburg, VA
Isabel Miriam Shearin Scruggs ................... Williamsburg, VA
Rachel Caroline Snyder ............................. Purcellville, VA
Samir Sudhir Tavalare ............................... Park Ridge, NJ
Emma Marie Wilks .................................. Yorktown, VA

Master of Business Administration

Leigh Anne Palazzesi Abiouness ........................ Norfolk, VA
Samuel James Abraham ............................... Poquoson, VA
Hashem Ibrahim Alabdollah .......................... Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Madeline Claire Alden ............................... Branford, CT
Mohammed Ibrahim Alhamad ....................... Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Jay Joseph Al-Hashimi ................................ Augusta, GA
Parker Layne Allen .................................. Fayetteville, AR
Christopher Robert Allor ............................. Smithfield, PA
Richard Byron Alsop ................................. Chesapeake, VA
Maria Corinn Anania ................................. Portland, ME
Srinsivas Vaibhav Anday ............................... Visakhapatnam, India
Carlee Mikayla Anderson ........................... Vinton, IA
Kilton C. Anderson ................................. Naples, FL
Mark Kevin Andino .................................. South Bound Brook, NJ
Matthew James Andreoli ............................. Yorktown, VA
Aaron Michael Andrus ................................. Chesapeake, VA
Daisuke Aoki ...................................... Fuijeda-Shi, Shizuoka-Ken, Japan
Suzette Nicole Armstrong .......................... Leesburg, VA
Thomas William Arrighi ............................. Bridgewater, MA
Dana Matthew Ashby ................................. Smithtown, NY
David Christian Aylor ............................... Arlington, VA
Vincent Baby .......................... .......................... Newark, NJ
Jeremy W. Baldwin .................................. Williamsburg, VA
John Neal Barbato .................................. Hayes, TX
Miguel Bardaji Horno ................................. Zaragoza, Spain
Kenya Regina Mawusi Barnett ....................... Newport News, VA
Sahil Bassi .............................................. Delhi, India

Master of Education

William Tilson Bane ..................................... Hampton, VA
Sydney Rae Bergstrom ................................. Woodbridge, VA
Jason Paul Betzner .................................. Williamsburg, VA
Riley Siever Boegel .................................. Rockville, MD
Elizabeth Hope Bonney .............................. La Plata, MD
Nekaybaw Khawwah Brooks ........................ Newport News, VA
Amy Lara Squire Carpenter .......................... Yorktown, VA
Angel Andrew Clemons ............................... Spring Valley, NY
Colin Alexander Cross ............................... Williamsburg, VA
Ashley Naomi Deese ................................ Richmond, VA
Janet Monk Delfico .................................. Williamsburg, VA
Kelly Searson Dewey ................................ North Chesterfield, VA
Jordan Samuel Dimmick ............................. Chesterfield, VA
Allison Taylor Dukes .............................. Feasterville Trevose, PA
Ashley Rae Dustin ................................. Mechanicsville, PA

Elizabeth Anne Eldredge ............................. Williamsburg, VA
Corey Rosemairi Falls ............................... Springfield, PA
Qian Yee Fam .................................... Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Britni Jo Fitzkee .................................. Newport News, VA
Nicholas Ryan Ford .................................. Norfolk, VA
Christie Elizabeth Geiling .......................... Williamsburg, VA
Lacie Harman ..................................... Yorktown, VA
Emily M. Hinton .................................... Princeton, NJ
Heather Marie Hopkins ............................. Poquoson, VA
Wanting Jia ....................................... Shanghai, China
Wendi Jia ........................................... Shaan’xi, Xi’an, China
Christopher Belmont Kolloff ....................... Sussex, NJ
Taylor M. Kracht .................................. Quakertown, PA
Peyton Michael Lassiter ............................. Richmond, VA
Megan Healy Lau .................................. Herndon, VA
Stephen John Legawiec ................................ Toano, VA
Huijuan Li ........................................... Chengdu, China
Qi Li .................................................. Guangxi, China
Shanna Leigh Merritt ................................. Gloucester, MA
Alexis Constantina Michalos ....................... Myrtle Beach, SC
Michelle Leigh Morel ................................ Atlanta, GA
Abigail Louise Motley ............................... Virginia Beach, VA
Kaitlyn Farley Murray ............................... Great Falls, VA
Haley Nicole Naiser ................................ Austin, TX
Michael Noel ....................................... Stafford, VA
Samantha Leigh Nussbaum .......................... Bealeton, VA
Deborah Gywon Park ................................. Columbus, OH
Rebecca Anderson Partin ............................. Richmond, VA
Jenna Parimal Patel ................................ Yorktown, VA
Ryan Bailey Patterson ............................... Beaverton, OR
Aarmahn Sean Rassuli ............................... Alexandria, VA
Alexia Ticcara Reid ................................ Richmond, VA
Mia Rose Scalzo .................................... Palmyra, VA
Krista Lee Schroth ................................... Gulf Breeze, FL
Natalie Brake Shepherd ............................. Gloucester, MA
Zachary Ryan Shiflett ............................... Winchester, VA
Haeri Shin ........................................... Sterling, VA
Melanie Irene Sill ..................................... Sterling, VA
Madeleine Ann Slough .............................. Henrico, VA
Alexandra Caroline Smith ......................... Mechanicsville, VA
Yujin Song ........................................ Beijing, China
Lavonne Sturm .................................. Mechanicsville, VA
Madison Harris Valentine ........................... Virginia Beach, VA
Peter Michael Vlaming .............................. Chicago, IL
Hannah Leann Warren ............................... Colonial Heights, VA
Challen Wellington ................................. St. Louis, MO
Evelyn Elaine Whitt .................................. Philadelphia, PA
Elizabeth Marie Williams .......................... Columbia, MD
Kaitlyn Ann Wilson ................................. Chesapeake Beach, MD
Xiaoliang Zhang ................................... Shandong, China

Degree Recipients • 57
Annu Batra............................................ Glen Allen
Parshva Bavishi.................................Edison, NJ
Anthony John Becica IV.................Lindenwold, NJ
Manda Smarr Beers.........................Tuscarora, PA
Holly Marie Bell...............................Poquoson
Alexander James Bellini................Woodland, CA
Megan Nicole Benson .....................Rock Hill, SC
Ethan Michael Best .........................Virginia Beach
Reva Bhatia ........................................Fairfax
Sandhya Bhatia .................................Haryana, India
John Nichols Biggs .........................Germantown, TN
Alan Richard Blackwell .................Gainesville, FL
Joy Gosselin Blair .............................Newport News
Tyson Michael Blais .............................Salem
Joyce Bermingham Bodoh .................Fredericksburg
Jasmine Danielle Bodrick .................Charlotte, NC
Sha’Kiia Dawnielle Boggan ..............Monroe, NC
Steven Irvin Bomba .........................Putnam Valley, NY
Igerha Teri Bomioso .........................Chesapeake
W. Patrick Bradley .........................West Hartford, CT
Duncan Earl Braswell .......................Santa Barbara, CA
Jeanne Quaries Brooks M.D. ..........Yorktown
Frank Brown IV .................................Hampton
Jenna Cetrone Brown .......................Virginia Beach
Lester A. Brown Jr. .........................Virginia Beach
Patrick Parker Brown .......................Flint Hill
Wesley Alan Brown .........................Suffolk
Ryan Matthew Brunn .......................Modesto, CA
Caroline Leigh Bryan .......................Richmond, CA
Michael Salvatore Buccola II ..........Suffolk
Kenneth Michael Bumbaco ............Williamsburg
Carole Suzanne Berry Byers ...........Leesburg
R. Brian Bynion ...............................Bel Air, MD
Stacey Leigh Callaway ......................Monroeville, NJ
Ashley Renée Carbaugh ................Greencastle, PA
Anthony Michael Carelli .................Cynthiana, KY
David Ryan Carmichael .................Pembroke, MA
Jessika Dalene Carter-Ross ..........Durham, NC
David W. Carver.........................Arlington
Katherine Cassidy .........................Columbus, OH
Devon Michelle Caylor ....................San Diego, CA
Robert Edward Frank Chambers .......Charlotte, NC
Towanda Logan Chappell .................South Boston
Christopher Joseph Chavez ..........Rancho Murieta, CA
Chung Mei Chen ...............................New Taipei City, Taiwan
Bin Bin Cheng .................................San Pedro, CA
Tan Chirasitikorn .........................Bangkok, Thailand
Micah Christensen ..........................Toano
Joell Christodonte .........................Brooklyn, NY
Christian Deondre Clark ..................Chester
Brian Michael Claypool .................Pensacola, FL
Kenneth James Clements ..............Redding, CT
Lenard D. Coburn .........................Virginia Beach
Megan Grazia Coffone .....................Westerly, RI
Geoffrey Curtis Cole ......................Virginia Beach
Bernard Albert Coles III .........Richmond
Kevin Walter Colón .........................Centreville
Ashley Edwards Combs .................Newport News
Robert Cornett .........................Blountville, TN
Jennifer Hall Cosgrove .................Virginia Beach
Francesca Costantino .....................Vienna
Joseph G. Covington .......................Atlanta, GA
Zachary William Crane .................Midlothian
Lauren Ashley Creech ......................Virginia Beach
Amanda Littlefield Crews ..........Pflugerville, TX
Roy Richardson Cromer ..........Williamsburg
Lori G. Crowder .........................Elkton, MD
Smriti Dabas .................................Delhi, India
Makenzi M. Darr .........................Virginia Beach
Paul A. DaSilva .........................Mt. Airy, MD
Alexandra Tess Roane Davis .........Norfolk
Peter De Almeida .........................Pune, India
Todd Anthony Dellt ......................Lanexa
John M. Denby Jr. .........................Virginia Beach
Megan Ann Verissimo .................Virginia Beach
Anthony DeSimone Jr. .................Yorkdale, PA
Gabrielle Veronica Desonne ...........New York, NY
John Nicholas Henry DeValdes ....Virginia Beach
Brian David Devall ......................Baton Rouge, LA
Olivia Bartlett Diehl ......................Aldie
Lauren Amanda Dilling.................Ashburn
Abdou Sangui Diouf .......................Newport News
Vincent Neil DiRenzo III ............Washington, DC
Brian Paul Dochtermann .............New Orleans, LA
Kai Dong .................................Newport News
Aspen Marie Drude .........................Mobile, AL
David Scott DuBose ......................Newport News
Benjamin E. Duncan .......................Falls Church
Ida Bagus Wahyu Krisna Dwipayana ......Denpasar, Indonesia
Dustin Jacob Edlund .................Boulder City, NV
Abdullah John Edrisy ......................Springfield
Christopher James Enyart ..........Granby, MA
Christen Talina Smith Faatz ..........Virginia Beach
Chandler Cole Fairbanks ..........Williamsburg
Laura Ann Faulkner Miller ..........El Sobrante, CA
Steven Allen Fenneman ...............Glendora, CA
Adam Wesley Fentress ....................Charlottesville
Luis Angel Figueroa .......................Houston, TX
Kara Brooke Robinson Fino ..........Gonzales, TX
Thomas Hensley Fisher Jr. .............Toano
Veronica Y. Flores Bastida .........Virginia Beach
Yves L. Francois ...............................Silver Spring, MD
Mathew Freeman ..........................Norfolk
Kasey M. Friedland .......................Yulee, FL
Meghan Elise Lafayette .................Leesburg
Michael Jordan Gallow .................Milwaukee, WI
Michael Gary Gelvin ......................Earlsville
Sandra Marie Mielke Gentile ..........Burr Ridge, IL
Jennifer Michelle Gerrard ..........Washington, DC
Andrew Steven Gilstrap ..........Williamsburg
Michael Lee Gingras .....................Daniel Island, SC
Valerie Anne Gleisberg .................Alexandria
Zari Johanna Goldmann .................Portland, OR
Daniel Ryan Goodwin .....................Reston
Kathryn Kelly Gosiewski .............Petersburg
Joshua Stephen Greene .................Wake Forest, NC
Lori Julia Greene .........................Chantilly
Jeffrey Matthew Grimes ..........Dallas, TX
Shane Michael Grizzle .................Fredericksburg
Jennifer Marie Groger .................Bronx, NY
Shilpi Grover .................................Bhopal, India
Siddhant Grover .................Delhi, India
Matthew Karsten Guenther ..........Marietta, GA
Andrej Vasilievich Gulev ............Norfolk
Mahak Gupta .................................Delhi, India
Michael Ross Haffner ..........Cornellius, NC
Yahya Muhammed Hajar ..............Sana’a, Yemen
Nicholle Renee Hale ......................Chicago, IL
David D. Hall .........................Centreville
David W. Hall .................................Virginia Beach
Brandon Halligan .......................Fayetteville, NC
Lance Ian Hannon .................Noblesville, IN
Aditya Harlalka .........................Guwahati, India
Dwayne Donald Harms ..........New Orleans, LA
Olivia Nati Harpel .................Princeton, NJ
Sheonny Patrice Harrell ..........Columbus, GA
Katelin Elizabeth Hays ..........Norfolk
Justin Craig Hazlett .................Chesapeake
Patrick Justice Heaston ............Arcadia, OH
Lance S. Hecker .........................Virginia Beach
Christina Hedges .........................Roanoke
David L. Helton .........................Dublin, OH
Kyle Joeseph Henry ......................Haymarket
Noel Stewart Henry .......................Huntsville, AL
Matthew Guy Herbaugh ..........Aynor, SC
Raymond Scott Herbert ..........Newport News
Theresa Daez Herbert ........................ Alexandria
Zachary David Hermans ........................ Virginia Beach
Sean Franklin Hickman ........................ Virginia Beach
Matthew D. Higgins ............................... Frederick, MD
Michael Charles Hodge .......................... Phillipsburg, NJ
Steven Craig Hojnicky .............................. Burke
Justin Heber Holbrook ............................... Williamsburg
Hillarie Huffman Holcomb ......................... Kilgore, TX
Katherine Huddleston Hotze ....................... Charlotte, NC
E. Lee Hunning ........................................ New Bern, NC
Benjamin Jacob Price Hunt .......................... Kernesville, NC
Chester Lee Husk Jr. ................................... Graham, AL
Nicola Iba ................................................ Cevio, Switzerland
Gregory Scott James ................................. Williamsburg
Paul Leon Jankier .................................... Williamsburg
Nikhil Jaswani ........................................ New Delhi, India
Valerie St. James ........................................ Parker, CO
Yolanda Renee Jefferson ............................ Newport News
Nathan Lee Johnson .................................... Honolulu, HI
Corey Todd Jones ...................................... Honolulu, HI
Lynn Nelson Jones II ................................. Chicago, IL
Richard Michael Jones Jr. .............................. Bethlehem, PA
Midori G. Juarez ....................................... Orange Walk Town, Belize
Steven D. Kapinos ...................................... Palmer, MA
Wisam Anwar Karim .................................... Washington, DC
Jonathan Elliott Keefe ............................... Virginia Beach
Samuel David Kefer ................................... Moorestown, NJ
Matthew David Keith ................................... Virginia Beach
Jennifer L. Kelly ........................................ Leonardo, NJ
Jerome Edmonde Kelly Jr. .......................... Alexandria
Jonathan Derek Kernus ............................... Leesburg
Shahira Khater ........................................... Virginia Beach
Andrew Thomas Kilcer ............................... Philadelphia, NY
Ardelia Ayanna Killings .............................. Silver Spring, MD
Gyu Shik Kim ............................................. Seoul, South Korea
Ian John Kimball ...................................... Washington Depot, CT
Riley Parker King ....................................... Radford
Daniel Jacob Kinstetter .............................. Kewaunee, WI
Brandon Christopher Knight ........................ Yorktown
Amanda Christine Ko ................................. Brewster, NY
John Steven Kokolski .................................. Wellington, FL
Harry Andrew Kraly .................................... Wilmington, NC
Kosuke Kudo ............................................. Miyagi, Japan
Anika Kumar Theisen ................................. Sandusky, OH
Sumit Kumar ........................................... Midlothian
Paul Eric Kunnas ....................................... Mansfield, OH
Kristen Kelly Lair ...................................... Plano, TX
Ashley Christine Laitano ............................ Alexandria
Albert Kei Yau Lam ................................... Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Gustavo Carneiro Lambert .......................... Sao Paulo, Brazil
Stephen Andrew Lathemb .................................. Columbia, TN
John William Lathrop .................................. Williamsburg
Jack Anthony LaVoie Jr. ............................. Newport News
Kaitlan Blair Lawrence ............................... Richmond
Jonathan Chuang-Yien Lee .......................... Williamsburg
Elizabeth Lorraine Lindsay ......................... Virginia Beach
Joseph Marcus Little ................................... Orlando, FL
Hua Liu ...................................................... Ningbo, China
Jiyang Liu ................................................ Shenzhen, China
Andrea T. Lolagene ...................................... Fredericksburg
Cariann Marie Longman ................................ Corvallis, OR
Diana S. Lutchman ...................................... Midlothian
Kevin Patrick Lynch ...................................... Roanoke
George Gardes MacDonald III ...................... Virginia Beach
Himanshu Malhotra ...................................... Gurugram, India
Steven Lewis Manneiwitz ............................ Williamsburg
Samili Ravindra Marathe ............................. United Kingdom
Lindsay Hoffman Markham ............................ Denver, CO
Eric Alexis Marquina .................................. Alexandria
Lorenzo Matteo Marsala ............................. Westbury, NY
Richard Lee Marsh III ............................... Baltimore, MD
Naoya Maruyama ....................................... Tokushima, Japan
Melanie Leigh Mathewes ................................ Purcellville
Scott Andrew Mattice .................................. Bath, ME
John Andrew Maxwell ............................... Westfield, IN
Marcus Crawford Mcconnell ........................ Richmond
Brigham Anderson McCown ........................... Oxford, OH
Sarah Elizabeth McHenry ............................ Columbus, OH
Andrew Michael McHugh Jr. ....................... Stafford
Russell Ian McIntyre .................................... Williamsburg
Julian Woodrow Medlin IV ............................ Chesapeake
Oleg Melgunov .......................................... Williamsburg
Lorrie Melton ........................................... Chester
Natasha Merz ............................................. Williamsburg
Solomon Metcalf ....................................... Williamsburg
Derek S. Meyer .......................................... Richmond
Enrique Meza Navarro ................................... Tampico, Mexico
John Alexander Michaelides ........................ Williamsburg
Kyle Benjamin Midland ................................ Montclair
Brian Lee Miller ......................................... Hebron, IN
Joshua Paul Miller ...................................... Gloucester
Neal Branning Miller .................................... Alexandria
J. Parker Mills ........................................... Lynchburg
Kentez Dontae Montgomery ............................ Virginia Beach
Meaghan Walsh Moody .................................. Virginia Beach
Daven Wayne Moore ................................... Aiken, SC
Eduardo Luiz Moreira Graminholi .................. Virginia Beach
Cory Lee Morewitz ...................................... Newport News
Judith R. Morgan ......................................... Jamaica, NY
Chad Allen Morris ..................................... Yorktown
Colton William Morse .................................. Newport News
Dane Robert Murray ................................... Haleiwa, HI
John Kenneth Narney II ............................... Yorktown
Michael Lee Neace ...................................... Poquoson
Bach Viet Nguyen ...................................... Hanoi, Vietnam
Ha Thi Thu Nguyen ...................................... Hanoi, Vietnam
Tu Thanh Nguyen ...................................... Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Glenn Thomas Nichols ............................... Concord, CA
Shaun Douglas Nidiffer ................................ Virginia Beach
Praveen Kumar Nigam ................................. Mumbai, India
Molly Reeb Nissman ...................................... Virginia Beach
Jennifer O'Briant ........................................ Richmond
Reid Walter Oetting ...................................... Augusta, GA
Patrick Owen O'Leary .................................... Henrico
Juliana Olm Cunha ...................................... Sao Paulo, Brazil
Christian Anders Olson ................................ Canfield, OH
Katherine Ann O'Neill ............................... Tampa, FL
Hallelujah Onyo .......................................... Arlington
Bradley Joseph Orman .................................... Frederick, MD
Shawn Anthony Owens ................................ Norfolk
Sean Jimmie Richard Palmertree ...................... Navarre, FL
Nicholas Stephen Parrish .............................. Hanford, CA
Pascualito A. Pasia Jr. ................................. Wilmette, IL
Johnathan Scott Pastell III ......................... Fredericksburg
Mark A. Patton .......................................... Williamsburg
Tamara Gail Payne ....................................... Selden, NY
Laura B. Peña ............................................. Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Theresa Anne Pereggoff ................................ Chesapeake
Brenda F. Perry .......................................... San Antonio, TX
Allison Picard ............................................. West Greenwich, RI
Katherine Pinney ....................................... Midlothian
Anne Louise Policastro ............................... Washington, DC
Tabitha Bagwell Popphan ................................ Stafford
Cindy Dungca Pulley ..................................... Williamsburg
Marcelo Puscar ........................................... Chesapeake
Rick Puterko ............................................. Indian Lake, NY
Sarah Rai ................................................... Houston, TX
Brittney Catherine Rakestraw ........................ Virgin Beach
Jonna Leickel Reinhardt .............................. Williamsburg
Daniel Christopher Rice .............................. Virginia Beach
Amanda Richardson .................................... Morristown, NJ
Paige Kristen Robertson ............................... Washington, DC
Derek Robinson .......................................... Virginia Beach
Matthew Alfred Robinson ........................... Fairfax
Jaime Rodriguez ......................................... Bridgeport, CT
Master of Accounting

Nikkita Sedem Abrokwa .................................................Manassas
Moyoosore A. Adewunmi ..............................................Tampa, FL
Nader Alhomsi .......................................................Damascus, Syria
Daisuke Aoki ...............................................................Fujieda-Shi, Shizuoka-Ken, Japan
Ryan C. Applewhite ..................................................Ridgefield, NJ
Kolin Ray Baer ............................................................Chesapeake Beach, MD

William Joseph Baker ..................................................Grantsville, WV
Stephenson William Botten ...........................................Gaithersburg, MD
James Cabrera ..............................................................Greenlawn, NY
Emily J. Calzolari ..........................................................Longmont, CO
Patrick N. Campbell ......................................................Salisbury, MD
Sophie Golda Caplan .....................................................Clarksville, MD
Michael Parker Chaffin ...............................................East Grand Rapids, MI
Sydney Kristina Clark ....................................................Gainesville, GA
Nicholas Philip Czechanski .............................................Williamsburg
Matteo Koji D’Agostino ..................................................Falls Church
Carolyn N. Deutsch ......................................................Chapel Hill, NC
Brian Paul Dochtermann ...............................................New Orleans, LA
Iris Jiyoung Duan ........................................................Fairfax
Helen Julia Dulles ........................................................Fairfax Station
Benjamin E. Duncan ......................................................Falls Church
Jason Douglas Dyer Jr. .................................................Portsmouth
Kathryn Mei Jing Eng ..................................................Arlington
Anig George ...............................................................Colonial Heights
Ryan Conner Haarst .....................................................Lincoln, MA
Brandon C. Halligan ....................................................Fayetteville, NC
Alexander Matthew Hammersley ....................................Virginia Beach
Nicholas William Hatcher ...............................................Danbury, CT
Matthew Thomas Hayes ................................................Herndon
Jahir Carl Hill ...............................................................Glen Allen
Parker Allan Hill ..........................................................Maple Grove, MN
Lei Huang .................................................................Shenzhen, China
Jacob Kupono Kanno ..................................................Aiea, HI
Rachel Kayeong Kim ....................................................Fredericksburg
Carter Evan Kounovsky .............................................Steamboat Springs, CO
Elliot H. Kwon ..............................................................Annandale
Ting Lai .................................................................Yichun, China
Ryan M. Lau ...............................................................Princeton, NJ
Diana Tabb Lucey ........................................................Great Falls
Sydney Jae Martin ........................................................Alexandria
Corinne Elisabeth McGillicuddy ....................................Falmouth, MA
Kyle Benjamin Midland ...............................................Montclair
Kathleen P. Nguyen ......................................................Philadelphia, PA
Xinyue Pang ..............................................................Qingdao, China
Francesca Lea Peavey ...................................................Gainesville
Kathryn Nicole Penny .....................................................Chester
Spencer Elliott Pfundstein ............................................South Riding
Vincent Minh Phan .....................................................Newport News
Gabrielle Marie Pischull ..........................................The Woodlands, TX
Samantha Jessica Pitts ..................................................Bristow
James Matthew Quagliano ..........................................Richmond
Richard Anthony Razzetti III ........................................Glen Allen
Mark Thomas Schreiber ...............................................Arlington
Nicole Marie Schwien ................................................Herndon
Xiwen Shan .............................................................Xi’an, China

60 • Degree Recipients
Colin Alexander Paris Dominic Sheppard.................. Lynchburg
Robert Sondheim ............................................. Arlington
Sarah Isabelle Sotelo ........................................... Vienna
Emily Elizabeth Steele ......................................... Fairfax Station
Jessie Elizabeth Suttle ............................................ Newport News
Ralph Joe Taylor III ............................................. Chicago, IL
Adriane Milica Tomovic.................................. Norfolk
Sean Patrick Tuite .................................................. Virginia Beach
William Andrew Vander Weele .................................. Chicago, IL
Matthew Robert Varga ............................................. Ipswich, MA
Jingyang Wang ....................................................... Williamsburg
James Hopkins Webber ........................................... Alexandria
Ethan Hardwick Webster .......................................... Beverly Hills, MI
Adam Reed Arya White ............................................. McLean
Jingxian Xie ........................................................... Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
Xiting Yang .......................................................... Chengdu, Sichuan, China
Feixiang Allen Ye .................................................. Tupelo, MS
Connor Zefferio ....................................................... Bloomfield Hills, MI
Xinjie Zhang .......................................................... Shanghai, China
Yichi Zhang .......................................................... Shenyang Liaoning, China
Mengjun Zhao ......................................................... Williamsburg
Jake Miguel Zorro ................................................... Williamsburg
Jessica Alice Zorumski ............................................ Yorktown

Kurt James Doyle..................................................... Defiance, OH
Shiva Aditya Duddupudi........................................... Pune, India
Stephen Wray Durbin............................................. Burke
Brooke Lynn Ealey.................................................. Poquoson
Alexandre Robert Panet ........................................... Le Vésinet, France
Yuan Fang .............................................................. Williamsburg
Christopher Thomas Farrell .................................. Great Falls
Thomas Victor Fatale ............................................... Williamsburg
Kelly Beth Field ..................................................... Virginia Beach
Carlos Garrido ...................................................... Brookline, MA
Xiaobai Guo .......................................................... Queens, NY
Ted J. W. Hallum ..................................................... Orange
Omar Douglas Hanley ............................................ Fredericksburg
Bryan Rodney Hannah .......................................... Williamsburg
Kristopher Sean Hooper ........................................ Barbourville
Alexander P. Jacques ............................................ Charlottesville
Daniel Barlow Jagdmann .......................................... Richmond
Jamar Lynn Jenkins ............................................... Chapel Hill, TN
Jiao Jiang .............................................................. Williamsburg
Tyler Ashby Johnson ............................................. Chesapeake
Jacqueline T. Juergens ........................................... Richmond
Anu Kannan ............................................................. Chennai, India
David Richard Kersey ........................................... Davidsonville, MD
Tyler Michael Klaus ............................................. Haddonfield, NJ
John Francis Lakwijk ........................................... Williamsburg
Symon Lax .............................................................. Arlington
Bing Li ................................................................. Beijing, China
Ruxin Li ................................................................. Beijing, China
Sirui Li ................................................................. Shenzhen, China, China
Xiaohui Ling .......................................................... Hangzhou, China
Xuan Luo ............................................................. Williamsburg
Yuke Luo .............................................................. Shanghai, China
Shannon Mada ...................................................... Cherry Hill, NJ
Kyle Francis Mahre .............................................. Kennesaw, GA
Joseph Evan Markley ........................................... Summerfield, NC
Andrew Robert Marra ........................................... Sea Cliff, NY
Nicole Michele Mattison .......................................... Chesapeake
Ian Wesley McDaniel ........................................... Atlanta, GA
Zhirong Liu .............................................................. Beijing, China
Ziyi Li ................................................................. Shanghai, China
Xiaoyu Chen .......................................................... Shanghai, China
Zhiyao Li .............................................................. Shanghai, China
Zhuojun Li ............................................................ Shanghai, China
Guanghui Zhou ...................................................... Beijing, China

Masters of Science in Business

Nathanael Todd Atkins ........................................ Roanoke
Amanda Baethke .................................................. Acworth, GA
Bening Bai ........................................................ Williamstown
Rani Banjaria ....................................................... Beirut, Lebanon
John Cornelius Baskerville III ................................ Glen Allen
Melissa Ann Bell .................................................. Durant, OK
Robert Michael Bell Jr ....................................... Fort Worth, TX
Hope Elizabeth Braue ........................................ Mendham, NJ
Seth B. Brown ...................................................... Virginia Beach
Erica Elizabeth Bucchiere ........................................ Cleveland, OH
Jessica Latrice Camacho ........................................ Suffolk
Christopher John Carlevato ..................................... Reno, NV
Jianqi Chai ............................................................. Xiamen, China
Na Chen ................................................................. Beijing, China
Yixi Chen .............................................................. Xianyang, Shaanxi Province, China
Christopher Shane Conlan ..................................... Sewickley, PA
John William Custer .............................................. Bellevue, OH
Jacob Taylor Davis ............................................... Salem
Christian Joseph Denmark ..................................... Mechanicsville
Erin DiFabio .......................................................... Liverpool, NY
Derartu Gizaw Dinku ............................................... Arlington

Arcelio Efrain Perez Garcia .................................. Panama City, Panama
Andrew Stephen Picciano .................................... Endicott, NY
Christopher Joseph Pickens .................................. McLean
Jose Carlos Quan Lopez ...................................... San Pedro Sula, Honduras
Rachel Marie Rabbitt ........................................... Yorktown
Mackenzie Patricia Reed ....................................... Bristow
Dana Reid ............................................................. Hampton
Spencer Robert Rice ............................................. Fulton, NY
Zachary Nathan Rosen ....................................... Oakland Park, FL
Jeremy Tramaine Ross ........................................ Pelham, AL
Griffin Peter Salyer .............................................. Williamsburg
Todd Warren-Anthony Schaffer ................................ Williamsburg
Kevin Patrick Schweiss ....................................... Sedona, AZ
Keerti Sharma ...................................................... Reading, PA
Jared Stedman Shawver ........................................ Vienna
Mohammed Adel Sheshadeh ..................................... Washington, DC
Zhongyi Sheng ................................................... Xiangyang, China
Spencer Joseph Shields ........................................ Suffolk
Cole Harrison Smith ............................................. Virginia Beach
Evin Baker Smith ................................................ Tribune, KS
Kyle Soler ............................................................. Moraga, CA
Robert Wade Strain ............................................. Burke
Yiran Sun .............................................................. Kunming, China
David Christopher Tabert ..................................... Cary, NC
Thomeka D’Asia Watkins ..................................... Virginia Beach
Rebecca Carpenter Wells ...................................... Austin, TX
Kelby Leigh Williamson ........................................ Princeton, NJ
Julia Marie Wilson .............................................. Phoenix, MD
Ziwei Yu .............................................................. Williamsburg
Ziyue Yu .............................................................. Jilin, China
Zhehui Yuan ........................................................ Wuhan, China
Luoben Zhang ..................................................... Williamsburg
Xiangyuan Zheng ............................................... Williamsburg
Zuobei Zhou ........................................................ Fuzhou, China
Yannan Zhu ........................................................ Beijing, China
Jiahua Zou ........................................................... Guangzhou, China

Certificate Business

Melvin Wayne Abraham ........................................ Ypsilanti, MI
Leslie Allen .......................................................... Denver, CO

Master of Public Policy

John Reynolds Benn .............................................. Great Falls
Christian Marcus Taylor Bonds ................................ Carnesville, GA
Xiaoyu Chen ....................................................... Jinan, China
Shelley Harris Strimaitis ....................................... Murfreesboro, TN
Bryan Charles Harrison .............................. Richmond
Samili Ravindra Marathe .............................. United Kingdom
Christa Martinez ..................................... Arlington
Abigail Louise Motley ................................. Virginia Beach
Sadie Meg Tillitt Peloquin ............................ Dayton, OH
Semira Kidisti Tewolde ............................... Fairfax
Carmen L. Weaver ..................................... Lykens, PA
Rebecca Lynn Wescott ............................... Haymarket
Patrick James Wise ...................................... Zionsville, IN

Post-Baccalaureate Certificate

Christina Lee Monroe ................................. Falls Church
Madeleine Susanna Theresa Smits Nelson ........................... Oakland, CA
Andrew W. Serio ....................................... Davidsonville, MD
Caroline Anne Spurr ................................. Williamsburg
Jordan Alexandra Weisberg .......................... Leesburg

Bachelor of Business Administration

Noora Abdel-Fattah ...................................... Yorktown
Caroline Mary Abruzzo ................................ Madison, NJ
Ricardo Javier Acosta ..................................... Stafford
Jacob Alden Adams ...................................... Richmond
Rachael Clare Ahern .................................... Acton, MA
Luke Kearney Allen ...................................... Arlington
David Jordan Angstadt ................................. Glen Allen
Andrew William Antle ................................. Williamsburg
Tessa Michelle Bechert .................................. Clifton
Jonathan Lane Beigel .................................. Richmond
Richard Arthur Bellucci ................................. Fairfield, CT
Tyler Paul Bernier ....................................... Barnstable, MA
Ian Walker Bidwell ..................................... Pelham, NY
Chase Wickham Binn .................................. Henrico
Rebecca Page Bishoff ................................... Great Falls
Gwyneth Grace Bjordammen .......................... Blue Bell, PA
Henry Whalen Bluestein ............................... Yardley, PA
Nathan Stewart Borg .................................. Woodbridge
Devon Elizabeth Bortz .................................. Richmond
Timothy Patrick Bovenizer ........................... Carlsbad, CA
Taylor Grace Brazucks ................................. Midlothian
Madelaine Marjorie Marie Brewer ................. Lovingston
Emma Lauren Brigaud ................................ Princeton, NJ
Taylor Patricia Brinker ................................ Midlothian
Sarah Margaret Brown ............................... Finksburg, MD
Alexander Paul Burke ................................. Manassas
Alexandra Burke ....................................... Princeton Junction, NJ
John Burns ............................................. Blairstown, NJ
Hristo Bustamante-Ferrufino ................. Alexandria
Jacob Martin Carcamo ................................. Leesburg
Hans Joseph Carden .................................... Wheaton, IL
Justin Raymond Ceresa ............................... Ashburn
Abhimanyu Chadha .................................. Ashburn
Rosie Cheng .......................................... Auckland, New Zealand
Laura Grace Chier ...................................... Oshkosh, WI
Patrick Younhoan Choi ............................... Springfield, PA
Tyler Kenneth Yuksel Crowley ........................ McLean
Lauren Elizabeth Cunningham .................... Gillette, NJ
Clare Hack DaBaldo .................................. McLean
Seth P. Daily ........................................... Emmitsburg, MD
Julia Gerard Dalzell ..................................... Linwood, NJ
Thomas Sanders Davis ................................ Metuchen, NJ
Shiwaanee DC ......................................... Antarctica
Kate Elizabeth Dedrick ................................ Plano, TX
Garrett Richard deFisser .............................. Gilbert, AZ
Kaitlyn Sara Depew ..................................... Richmond
Alexis Kara Dignan .................................... West Windsor, NJ
Stephanie Dolan ....................................... Arlington
Allison Michaela Donnelly ......................... Ridgefield, CT
Daniel Patrick Edge ................................... Burlington, NJ
Daphney Lynn Edouard ............................... Reston
Allison Margaret Edwards .......................... Spotsylvania
Melissa Victoria Eklund ............................... Naples, FL
William Stewart Elkins ............................... Waynesboro
Alana Avis Ellis .......................................... Springs, NY
Jake Alexander Elton ................................ Roanoke
Zachary Frederick Engle .............................. Ashburn
Lauren Margaret Falvey .............................. Norfolk, MA
Michelle Suyun Fang ................................. Edison, NJ
Caitlyn Elizabeth Farr ................................. Fredericksburg
David Alejandro de Leon Fernandez ................... Manila, Philippines
Cornelius Joseph Finnegans .......................... Burke
Nicole Marie Fitzgerald .............................. Dobbs Ferry, NY
John Leonard Fitzpatrick ............................. Marblehead, MA
Lauren Duggan Freeman ............................. Fairfax Station
Caroline West Garman ............................... Broadlands
Yuchen Geng ............................................. Mudanjiang, China
Livia Giovannetti ...................................... Pottstown, PA
Kyle Nicholas Gittins ................................ Annandale
Sonali Vedshikha Sandhya Gobin ...................... Floreal, Mauritius
Samantha Anne Gordon ............................. Bristow
Erin Kathleen Gorham ............................... Avon, CT
Alexis Gale Gossom ..................................... Forest
Kailyn Elise Gyricsko ................................ Chesapeake
Abraham Qadir Haji .................................. McLean
Kyle Martin Hammer .................................. Midlothian
Emma Jenelle Harrison ............................. Atlanta, GA
Trevor Jordan Hecht ................................. Tucson, AZ
Samantha Reece Herr ................................ Carlisle, MA
Norman David Hill Jr. ................................ Richmond
Sheila Marie Hill ................................. Herndon
Winni Rose Huang ..................................... Virginia Beach
Meredith Virginia Hughes .......................... Manakin Sabot
Charlotte Frances Hyland .......................... Fairfax
Anas Hussein Ibda ...................................... Chester
Nils Antonio Janson ..................................... Vienna
Srishti Jha ............................................ Midlothian
Sarah Rebecca Jones ................................. Alexandria
Avery Elizabeth Jordan ............................... Basking Ridge, NJ
Daniel Hyunwoo Kang ............................... Yorktown
Paul Lowry Kemp ..................................... Midlothian
Alexis Kim ............................................ Centreville
Jake Mathew Kisch .................................. Minnetonka, MN
Noah Christian Kitson ............................... Williamsburg
Spencer Reed Kleinrichert ........................ Edgewater, MD
Nathan Solomon Kapahukula Knight ........... Syracuse, NY
Elizabeth Aadrian Kuyk ............................. Chatham, NJ
Josephine C. Landis ................................. Pittsburgh, PA
Julia Elizabeth Lantzzy ............................... Richmond
Jason Lee ............................................... Springfield
Nina Fortunato Levine ................................ Brookline, MA
Isaac William Levy ................................. Boston, MA
Gabrielle Marie Lewis ............................... Ashburn
Ziqi Lin ............................................... Suzhou, China
Alexander Lopez ...................................... Alexandria
Avis Yi Lu .............................................. Vienna
Sarah Margaret MacPhee .......................... Tega Cay, SC
Erika Marie Marr ................................. Ridgefield, CT
Roberto Samuel Martinez II ....................... Hammond
Jillian Emma Marzioiatti .......................... Bronxville, NY
Margaret Ruth McCarty ............................ Bristow
Abigail Sara McKenna .............................. Ridgewood, NJ
Jordan Alyssa Michalak ............................... Birmingham, MI
Anna Dixon Michels .................................... Herndon
Claire Elizabeth Moosberg ........................ Wilmington, DE
Daniel Morgan ....................................... Chesapeake
Benjamin James Morris .......................... Reisterstown, MD
Anthony Edward Moschella ......................... Oakton
Gabrielle Elizabeth Moses .......................... Centreville
John Muchnikoff ...................................... Alexandria
Michael Joseph Muratore ............................. Fairfax
Ana Luisa Murias Roman.................................Richmond
Shafer Smith Nelson ...........................................Hinsdale, IL
Thai Quilollo Nguyen ............................Newport News
Adam Barrett O'Connell..............................Vienna
Joshua Yedalm Oh..............................................Fairfax
Allison Holst Olberding.........................Des Moines, IA
Jenna Lund Ollen ..............................................Oakton
Amanda Serwaah Owusu ...............................Springfield
Evan Skye Pakshong ............................Los Angeles, CA
Joshua Besa Panganiban ..............................Chicago, IL
Audrey J. Park ...................................................McLean
David Bum Park ........................................Annandale
Melissa Nicole Pendleton ...............Stuart
Willough Pearl Perry ..................Virginia Beach
Taylor Elizabeth Peterson .....................Virginia Beach
Meredith Caroline Polk ...........................................Richmond
Ethan Ashton Presley ...............................Front Royal
Kelly Ann Price ...................................................Chantilly
Nicola Mae Price ...........................................Hillsborough, CA
Parker Lynsey Prout ............................Lutherville Timonium, MD
Lucas Ramadan ...........................................Cranford, NJ
Sarah Catherine Raymond ......................McLean
Jillian Meredith Reinhardt ...............Wilmington, DE
William Christopher Revers II ...........Alexandria
Robert William Rigby ......................................Basking Ridge, NJ
Jonathan F. Russell ...........................................Burke
Daniel Valery Rutenburg .............Emerald Hills, CA
Murray Elizabeth Ryan ...............................Janesville, WI
Casey Scanlan .....................................................Hanover
Hannah Elizabeth Scanlon ..................Cazenovia, NY
Carla Montgomery Scholl .....................Rye, NY
Steven J. Scott .................................................Gainesville
Oliver Lou-Shiang-Yi Shen .................Richmond
Charles Franklin Sherman ...............Haddonfield, NJ
Prakrit Shukla ..................................................Glen Allen
Madeline Ann Simons .......................Suffolk
David James Snyder IV .....................Spotsylvania
Jenna Lynn Spille ............................................Fairfax Station
Olivia Grace Staub ............................................Midlothian
Noah Joseph Sumait ...............................Brambleton
Jeffrey Sun ..................................................Fairfax
Rebecca Walker Susskind ......................Wayne, PA
Sarah Brooke Swenson .......................McLean
Teresa Lynn Tackett ..............................Church View
Qier Tan .....................................................Suzhou, China
Jay Murphy Thompson .....................Vienna
Maowei Tian ..................................................Fairfax
Samuel McCoy Towler .....................Suffolk
Alan C. Veeck III .................................Pittsburgh, PA
Madeline Lee Wagoner ............................Ashburn
Georgina Alice Walmsley .....................Midlothian
Alex Hunter Waltman ..................Colonial Heights
Cherry Chen Wang ........................................Crozet
Jesse Wang ..................................................Fairfax
Lewen Wang ..........................................Guangzhou, China
Yifan Wang ........................................Shenzhen, Guangdong, China
Yingcan Wang ........................................Nanjing, China
Abigail Grace Watts .......Purcellville
Kendall Katherine Schaeffer Weber ...Suffolk
Grace Kenzie Westcott ............................Virginia Beach
Dillon Jacob Wheeler .......................Stafford
Frank Lin Williamson ....................Falls Church
Kexin Zha ...................................................Nanjing, China
Tong Thomas Zhang ...............................Fairfax
Joshua W. Zinger ...............................Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Skyler Brice Barrera ..............Alexandria
Philip Daniel Barto .............................Midlothian
Evelyn Erin Basham .................................McLean
Dena Bashri ..............................................Centreville
Natalie Elizabeth Batzel .......................Virginia Beach
Laura Elizabeth Beamer .........................Richmond
Ruth Ansley Beaver .................................Yorktown
Sydney Nycole Belcher .............................Gloucester
Samuel Ethan Belding ...............................Philadelphia, PA
Emilie Louise Bjerring ...............................Virginia Beach
Madeline Nicole Belesimo ..............Chesapeake
Abigail Cynthia Belvin ...............................Hayes
Penelope Wilder Benkart ...............................Princeton Junction, NJ
Aaryan Bhandari .............................................Reston
Justin Trevor Bias ..............................Pooquoson
Courtney Claire Bishop ..................Blackstone
Shannon Fallon Bittner ......................Catonsville, MD
Emilie Louise Bjerring ...............................Virginia Beach
Minna Catherine Nhu Blottner ............West Point
Erica Boak ..................................................New Vernon, NJ
Claire Nicole Bobowski .........................North Chesterfield
Avery Taylor Boice .................................Holliston, MA
Pavan Kumar Bondalapati .....................Herndon
Giorgia Borgarelli .................................Blacksburg
Katherine Massie Bowles .......................Williamsburg
Alexander Robertson Bowman ..........................Stuttgart, Germany
Claire Therese Boyer ..................Ashburn
Lee Bradley ..............................................Crestwood, KY
Tanner Pierson Braman ..............................Seattle, WA
Kendall Robyn Branhm .......................Madison Heights
Alexis Elizabeth Ann Breder A Brandis ..........Williamsburg
Autumn Lee Brenner ....................................McLean
Morgan Elise Brickey .........................Virginia Beach
Elise Marie Brickhouse ......................Newark, DE
Michael Robert Briggs .........................Fairfax
Katelyn Rose Bruguglio ..............................Fallston, MD
Evan Toafai Broennimann .....................Chesapeake
Amanda Nancy Brown .......................Virginia Beach
Danielle Suzanne Brown ......................Newport News
Hannah Jordan Brown ....................Black Mountain, NC
Joseph Jennings Brown .................Goochland
Lauren Brown ...........................................Finksburg, MD
Miranda Noelle Brown .......................Augusta, GA
Jeffrey Scott Buffkin II ....................Williamsburg
Oreta Kumba Bumoh ................................Woodbridge
Catharine Elise Burgess .....................Fredericksburg
Emma Loughlin Butler .....................Suffolk
Carrie Sumner Byrne ..............................Westbury, NY
Michael Andrew Cairo .....................Miami, FL

Bachelor of Science

Layanne Abu-Bader ........................................Fairfax
Elizabeth Lee Acors ................................Chesapeake
Riley Ann Aiken ............................................Richmond
Brianna Marie Akrighe ................................Chesterfield
Milad Alibabaie ........................................Alexandria
Jannell Monique Alino ................................Virginia Beach
David Wayne Allen Jr ......................Nashville, TN
Jessica Abril Amaya ......................................Sterling
Junda An ..............................................Chengdu, China
Zeal An ..............................................Nashville, TN
Meg Anderson ........................................Annandale
Peter Clayton Andrews .....................Williamsburg
Theodore Richard Annunziato ............Dobbs Ferry, NY
Stephanie Anne Arens ................................Ashburn
Claire N. Atyieh ........................................Vienna
Caleb Edwin Atkins .................................Richmond
Bennett William Atwater ...............Chadds Ford, PA
Nicole Marie Audia ......................................Vienna
Yessica Vanesa Ayala Bonilla ......................Stafford
Enkhgerel Baasandorj ...................Arlington
Samanta Bacerio .......................................Hialeah, FL
Heather Michelle Baier ...............................Midland
Nicole Suzanne Baker .......................Ashburn
Christopher Michael Balbo ...................Short Hills, NJ
Amna Azhari Baloul .......................................Alexandria
Jason Travis Bard Jr .....................................Lorton
Danielle Kathryn Barnes .............Chisago City, MN
Ni’Dajha Mo’Nae Barnett .......................Roanoke
William Harper Barney III ......................Richmond
Anna Christine Baroody ...............................Leesburg

Degree Recipients • 63
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree Recipients</th>
<th>65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emma Elizabeth Herold</td>
<td>Kohler, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Robertson Hinshaw</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alton Lloyd Hipps</td>
<td>Dayton, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Rose Hoeg</td>
<td>Mattituck, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Lee Hogge III</td>
<td>Norfolk, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Woodard Hooper</td>
<td>Marion, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Patrick Hopkins</td>
<td>Blue Bell, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Michelle Horning</td>
<td>Chester, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline English Horrigan</td>
<td>Pittsburgh, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Kaylene How</td>
<td>Leesburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rose Hrnir</td>
<td>Toano, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Kuang-Heng Hsiao</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangeline Hsieh</td>
<td>Abington, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie-Therese Adaobi Ikoro</td>
<td>Stoughton, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Joseph Isherwood</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Elizabeth Jackson</td>
<td>Great Falls, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dajah Jackson</td>
<td>Chesapeake, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaren Tyrone Jackson</td>
<td>Fredericksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Steven James</td>
<td>Madison, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae-Heon Jeon</td>
<td>Daegu, South Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Jimenez</td>
<td>Woodbridge, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivy Jewel Johnson</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Alexandra Johnson</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marie Jones</td>
<td>Hanover, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Grace Jones</td>
<td>Arlington, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayush Joshi</td>
<td>Chesapeake, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandeep Srivatsa Kancharaju</td>
<td>Bristow, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethany Lynch Kanter</td>
<td>North Granby, CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Isabel Kashmanian</td>
<td>Arlington, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Reece Kastanowski</td>
<td>Centreville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ella Addison Kasten</td>
<td>Bridgewater, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Nicole Katz</td>
<td>Falls Church, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmaline Keesee</td>
<td>Christchurch, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Beverly Keith</td>
<td>Charlottesville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Kihoon Kim</td>
<td>Burke, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliot Injae Kim</td>
<td>McLean, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Anne Kin</td>
<td>Fredericksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ann King</td>
<td>Wytheville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth King</td>
<td>Vienna, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sruthi Kodali</td>
<td>Canastota, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanvi Kohli</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niharika Kokkirala</td>
<td>Centre, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Margaret Kopera</td>
<td>Phoenixville, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deniz Kosereisoglu</td>
<td>Herndon, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Grace Kowalk</td>
<td>Ijamsville, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuka Kuwahara</td>
<td>Ashburn, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lo Lam Kwok</td>
<td>Hong Kong, Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton Jared Lackey</td>
<td>Midlothian, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Pascal LaGama</td>
<td>Stafford, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anders Dale Larson</td>
<td>Rockport, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Emily Lashley</td>
<td>Reston, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Harris Laster</td>
<td>Cary, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Laughlin</td>
<td>Vienna, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Laveson</td>
<td>Annandale, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Calhoun Lawrence</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Graham Lawton</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Seth Layton</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Grace Ledwith</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Jerry Lee</td>
<td>Gainesville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Prior Leersnyder</td>
<td>Annandale, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Robert Leibow</td>
<td>Washington, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Richard Leibowitz</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy James Lesch</td>
<td>Chantilly, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper Maclay Leslie</td>
<td>Camp Hill, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ansley Jane Levine</td>
<td>Arlington, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Chantry Leyden</td>
<td>Charlotte, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Lin Li</td>
<td>Hampton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Zhuo Zhi Li</td>
<td>Williamsburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Li</td>
<td>Glen Allen, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Li</td>
<td>Guangzhou, Guangdong, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruoyu Li</td>
<td>Chengdu, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Reilly Liefgey</td>
<td>Port Washington, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas John Lignore</td>
<td>Shelton, CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Carol Liles</td>
<td>Danville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Lin</td>
<td>York County, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Lin</td>
<td>Hangzhou, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India Grace Lindsay</td>
<td>Wheaton, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Elizabeth Lipinski</td>
<td>Mechanicsville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Mi’sheal Little</td>
<td>Chesapeake, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Liu</td>
<td>Williamsburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musang Liu</td>
<td>Vienna, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yu Liu</td>
<td>Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeAnn Nguyen Lo</td>
<td>Chantilly, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Laurence Loehr</td>
<td>Reston, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susannah Claire Lohmann</td>
<td>Chapel Hill, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Isabelle Lokos</td>
<td>Sterling, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheng Long</td>
<td>Shanghai, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Longman</td>
<td>Park Ridge, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Lopez Silva</td>
<td>Bogota, Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefany Lopez Zambrano</td>
<td>Woodbridge, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Lyn Lorey</td>
<td>South Glastonbury, CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalise Wilson Lower</td>
<td>Ellicott City, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Edward Lowery</td>
<td>Roanoke, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Lu</td>
<td>Nanjing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Elisabeth Page Ludwig</td>
<td>Summit, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Lulushi</td>
<td>Oakton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Luz-Ricca</td>
<td>Arlington, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Richard Lynch</td>
<td>Cranford, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Drew Lynn</td>
<td>Chapel Hill, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Jaymeson Glenn Lyons</td>
<td>Lorton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Logan Lyons</td>
<td>Madison, CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xingru Ma</td>
<td>Guangzhou, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory Alena Magner</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Mahlbacher</td>
<td>Fayetteville, GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Doan-Thuy Mai</td>
<td>Falls Church, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susanna Kay Maisto</td>
<td>Silver Spring, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreyia Mandava</td>
<td>Oak Hill, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia Katherine Mann</td>
<td>Mount Tabor, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Daniel Mantelli</td>
<td>Herndon, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemunto Minerva Lord-Maragia</td>
<td>Fredericksburg, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Daniel Marcelli</td>
<td>Burke, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoebe Yohannes Mariam</td>
<td>Falls Church, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Yohannes Mariam</td>
<td>Falls Church, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Jovita Marra</td>
<td>Forest, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livia Katharine Marrs</td>
<td>Midlothian, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Lameire de Marsillac</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Michele Martin</td>
<td>Frisco, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Camille Martin</td>
<td>Appomattox, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekaterina Vadamovna Mashanova</td>
<td>Fairfax Station, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentina Masiero</td>
<td>Stafford, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarice Devon Mason II</td>
<td>Richmond, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Gregory Mathis</td>
<td>Sanford, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anne Mauro</td>
<td>Henrico, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Mazur</td>
<td>Kennett Square, PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan James McConnell</td>
<td>Jacksonville, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Wilson McCr MAEGIll</td>
<td>Annapolis, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Rowe McCrystal</td>
<td>Charlottesville, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moira Colleen McDerma</td>
<td>Western Springs, IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Francis McEneaney</td>
<td>Suffolk, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna Marie Alexia McFarlane</td>
<td>Hampton, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jo McGeady</td>
<td>Sterling, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jeanne McGowan</td>
<td>Poughkeepsie, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Grace McHenry</td>
<td>Vienna, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Constance McInerney</td>
<td>Dumfries, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Anne McKay</td>
<td>Cos Cob, CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiera Anne McKay</td>
<td>Fair Haven, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Patrick McLaughlin</td>
<td>Long Valley, NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Marion McManus</td>
<td>Arnold, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Aaron Mejia-Medina</td>
<td>Ashburn, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val Michael Meleshkevich</td>
<td>Westminster, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Jade Mellor</td>
<td>Arlington, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Mesawich</td>
<td>Glen Cove, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrington Anne Metts</td>
<td>Wilson, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Mia</td>
<td>Shanghai, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander S. Michel</td>
<td>Springfield, VA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Thomas Mickles</td>
<td>Rustburg, VA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Austin James Miller..........................South Boston
Kameron Keith Miller..........................Chester
Madison Kaylah Johnny Miller ..................Midlothian
Gabrielle Rebecca Mirro..............North Prince George
Justin Gregory Mitchell......................New Kent
Shon Alan Mitchell ll......................Chesapeake
Aditya Mohan..................................Leesburg
Nicholas Carter Montalbano ..............White Stone
Shaina Moondra..............................Virginia Beach
Sydney Moondra..............................Virginia Beach
Elizabeth Margaret Moore .............Stamford, CT
Samantha Lynn Moravsky..............Sherman, CT
Joseph William Moriarty..........Vienna
John Francis Morris.....................Midlothian
Paul Alan Morrison ................Dallas, TX
Rowan Eve Morrisey.......................Newton, MA
Luanne Elizabeth Motley........Pocomoke City, MD
Isabella Page Muller ..................Henrico
Ryan Anderson Muro......................Fairfax
Kathryn Gallagher Murphy..........Glen Allen
Lillian Elizabeth Murphy........Falls Church
Scott Nelson Murphy..................Newport, RI
Sean William Muth....................Arlington
Luke A. Naccash.......................Front Royal
Reid Nagurka...............................Arlington
Hannah Naldrett .........................Manassas
John Salvatore Nicholas Napoli.......Wilmington, DE
Ameen Tawfiq Nasser .................Ramallah, Palestine
Charles Douglas Neff ..................Ashburn
Rishab Negi..................................Fairfax
Tanner Keely Nelson....................Richmond
Hallie M. Nichols .......................Aldie
Taylor Nadine Noem..........................Leesburg
Eric Mark Nubbe..........................Falls Church
Zachary Joel Nyland.................Leesburg
Chloe Amanda Obara..................Virginia Beach
Rachel Alexis Oberman.................Warren, NJ
Jeffrey Charles O’Brien..............Carlsbad, CA
Agustin Kevin O’Connell.........Woodbridge
Jerry O’Dwyer..........................Nolensville, TN
Maedot Yimam Ohaneson ..........Alexandria
Laura Olliverrie..................................Dumfries
Patricia Johanna O’Meara ..........Fairfield, CT
Timothy Daniel O’Neill ..............Cleveland Heights, OH
Raul Ignacio Ortega....................Herndon
Eric Michael Osinski ................Bristow
Alexandra Valerie Osipenko ..........Glen Allen
Haboon H. Osmond ................Herndon
Gil Ethan Ososky..........................Oakton
Sydney Anne Ostrom .....................Woodbridge
Michelle Louise Ott ....................Springfield
Bailey Caroline Ottinger..............Chesapeake
Honorah Williston Roth Overby ......Falls Church
Elizabeth Mae Owens ..............Herndon
Joshua Emmanuel Kwabena Owusu-Koramoah..................................Hampton
Kaitlyn Taylor Pacak....................Annandale
Brendon Taylor Pace....................Atlanta, GA
Tabitha Juana Patosina Pagan........Millilani, HI
Angela Pak..................................Fredericksburg
Joseph Romain Palazzo .................Hampton
Tomas Palma Alvarado .................Stafford
Wenyang Pan............................Guangzhou, China
Hannah Haheun Park .....................Chantilly
Hannah Lauren Paros ....................Alexandria
Meadow Elizabeth Parrish........Kents Store
Moeshia Lynnette Parsons ..........Portsmouth
Rahul Patel................................Haymarket
Kiara Sofia Patino.......................Alexandria
Saurav Pattanayak .....................Ashburn
Emily Mae Peairs.........................Clarks Summit, PA
Margaret Elizabeth Pendleton.......Arlington
Hanqiu Peng................................Chongqing, China
Zheng Peng............................Suzhou, China
Gregory Francis Pennisi .................Moorestown, NJ
Jourdan Alexander Peratsakis ......Williamsburg
Morgan Elizabeth Perigard ...........Centreville
Margaret Aline Perry ......................Williamsburg
Abigail Margaret Peterson .............Falmouth, MA
Zane Austin Petras .....................Carnation, WA
Colton Prince Phillips .................Woodbridge
Robert Daniel Phillips .................Virginia Beach
Kalyani Radha Pillai.....................Herndon
Stacy Rose Pitcairn .................Abington, PA
Brady Norris Pitts .......................Ashburn
Gaëtan Thomas Poirier.................Fairfax
Andrea Marie Cervantes Pente .......Billerica, MA
Savannah B. Porter .....................Midlothian
Tara Chandra Prakash .................McLean
Hali Joye Pregnanl ...................Poughkeepsie, NY
Noah Reece Pritchard ...............Williamsburg
James Constantine Psathas ..........Ridgewood, NJ
Peter Daniel Psathas .................Ridgewood, NJ
Macy Summer Ponzalan ..............Virginia Beach
Emma Hooper Purinton ..............Berwyn, PA
Alexander Richard Purviance ..........Winston Salem, NC
Naa-Kwarley Quartery ...Woodbridge
Kathleen Mary Quigley ..........Abingdon
Anna Maisen Rader ...................Pearland, TX
Christopher Robert Radley ......Las Vegas, NV
Guy Rahat................................Portland, OR
Pulak Raj................................Basking Ridge, NJ
Natalie Ralston........................Reston
Brandon Raquet .......................Boalsburg, PA
Killian Reddy................................Virginia Beach
Shannon Redifer .........................Arlington
Elana Nailah Reed .................Chesapeake
Kirstin Mebane Reed ..........Fairfax
Victoria Elizabeth Reese .............Winchester
Alexa Marie Regnier ....................Fairfax Station
Jennifer Helen Reid .................Herndon
Madison Hope Renner .............Schwenksville, PA
Jeaneth V. Reyes Benitez ....Woodbridge
John Thomas Riddell .................Great Falls
Ryan Alexander Riddle ..........McLean
Nicholas Alan Ridpath ..............Radford
Ryan Jeffrey Stewart Ripley ..........Mechanicsville
James MacGregor Risque ..........Leeburg
Vanessa Lourdes Rivera ........Frederickburg
Katherine Mary Rixey .................Alexandria
Alan Jeffrey Brenda Robinson ......Arlington
Kevin Penghua Rochford ..........Fairfax
Emma Anne Rodgers .................Springfield
Rosalea Tess Rodriguez ..........Chesterfield
Kelly Alejandra Rodriguez-Vasquez ....Sterling
Sean Eric Rogers ......................Chantilly
Jonghyun Samuel Roh ..............Davidsonville, MD
Julia Anna Romberger ..........Berwyn, PA
Henry Samuel Rosalsky ..........Dingmans Ferry, PA
Nicholas Matthew Rosen ..........Cohasset, MA
Megan Leigh Rosenberger ........Warrenton
Trenten Clay Albright Ross ........Bristow
Suhita Roy................................Springfield
Sarah Elizabeth Ruscitella ..........Purcellville
Clare Elizabeth Ryan ..........Greenwich, CT
Ramsha Saad..........................Leesburg
Imran Sadik............................Alexandria
Juliana Adia Salcedo .................Stafford
Daniel Enrique Sanchez De La Rosa ....Yorktown
Amanda Marlene Sasina ..........Richmond
Zachary Ross Schiffman ..........Ashland, MA
Amanda Benites Schneck ..........Arlington
Abigail Rose Schooling ..........Leesburg
Maria Makenzie Schulze ..........Elkridge, MD
Julian Francisco Nii A. Soffield ....Stafford
Colleen Phelan Scott ..........Camp Hill, PA
Tanner Austin Shane ............Macungie, PA
Yuxin Shang.................................Beijing, China
Saumya Sharman ..........................Port St. Lucie, FL
Breeze Chandler Sherman ...............Alexandria
Mollie Frances Shichman .....................Fairfax
Sonali Shyam Shirali .........................Clarksville, MD
Christopher William Short ........................Toano
Kelsey Jean Short ................................Williamsburg
Priyanka Catherine Kaur Sidhu ..........Issaquah, WA
Sarah Kate Siebes ...............................White Plains, NY
Jonathan Matthew Silverstein ..........Arlington
Jesse Stanley Kwamena Simpson ..........Alexandria
Lorissa Carlynn Simpson ......................Yorktown
Shrayanshu Singh ..............................Leesburg
Daphne Marie Sink .............................Reva
Kelsie Shea Sirak ...............................Bordentown, NJ
Jonathan Donald Smailys ......................Arlington, NE
Elizabeth Michael Smith ......................Chesterfield
Jenna Elizabeth Smith .........................Luray
Jorden Daniel Smyth .........................Charlottesville
Anne Westbrook Snead .........................Richmond
Hannah Claire Snesil .........................Henrico
Grace Elizabeth Solini .......................Sterling
Claire Lilian Jane Solomon ....................Wayne, PA
Tinh H. Son ................................Alexandria
Jiacheng Song .................................Jinan, China
Williams Feng Song ..........................Centreville
Rodrigo Soto ................................Alexandria
Olivia Marie Spencer .........................Santa Fe, NM
Charles Trent Stafford .........................Bedford, NY
Joshua Stallings ...............................Culpeper
Lilliana Esther Starsiak .......................Simsbury, CT
Cameron Noel Staubs-Friedmann ..........Allen, TX
Clara Marie Stebbins .........................Ashburn
William David Storm .......................Wrightstown, PA
Michaela Ellen Streep .......................Beverly, MA
Emma Gillaspy Strickland ..................... Blacksburg
Charles Davidston Struhl ......................Pittsburgh, PA
Divinity Samone Rayona Summers ..........Hampton
Daniella Lorraine Superlano ..................Moseley
Malika Suri ................................Oakton
Zoheb Ahmed Syed ..........................Yorktown
Jiaxin Tang .................................Wuhan, China
Olivia Marie Tardieu ..........................Alexandria
Ashley Vaughn Taylor .........................Earlysville
Driscoll Dwayne Taylor Jr ........................Nathalie
Gabriella Nicole Taylor .......................Colleyville, TX
Kia Nicole Taylor .............................South Hill
Asanah Chi Teneng ................................Williamsburg
Shuting Teng ..................................Shanghai, China
Cameron Yang terHorst .....................Williamsburg
Samantha Leigh Terry .........................Fairfax
Brittany Nicole Thomas ......................Arlington
Kelsey Brooke Thomas .......................South Boston
Nicholas Craig Thomas ....................Great Falls
Ian Ross Thompson .........................Williamsburg
Sean Casey Thomson .........................Virginia Beach
Angela Louise Rafols Tiangco ................Lorton
Avery Corrine Torres ........................Vienna
David Reeves Trott ............................Williamsburg
Kristine A. Tseng ..............................Woodbridge
Tiffany Tseng ................................Woodbridge
Harrison Glen Tuckman ......................Sinking Spring, PA
Hannah Lyons Tufts .............................Springfield
Yosselin Yasmine Turcios ..................Alexandria
Gwendolyn Ariel Aurora Turner ..............Roanoke
Elise Marie Turretta ..........................Norfolk
Esther Elizabeth Ty ...........................South Riding
Chinweoke Nneoma Ugochukwu ..........Roanoke
Taylor Nicole Utz .............................Madison
Rachel Kay Vallejo ............................Glen Allen
Christen Jamie van de Kamp ...............Midlothian
Alanna Danielle Van Valkenburgh .........Lynchburg
Noelle Alise Varney ..........................Virginia Beach
Brian Varoutsos ...............................North Andover, MA
Matthew Montesa Velasco ....................Arlington
Ethan Christopher Villavicencio ..............Fairfax
Alexis Marie Vitali .........................Basking Ridge, NJ
Paul William Volante .........................Henrico
Hunter Rogers Voslow .......................Great Falls
Julie Doan-Huy Vu ..............................Fairfax
Vivian Vu ................................Fairfax
Ryan Timothy Walter .........................Glen Allen
Haoran Wang ......................................Shenyang, China
Helena Wang .....................................Williamsburg
Jason Bowei Wang .............................McLean
Jaishu Wang ....................................Hangzhou, China
Jingheng Wang ..................Williamsburg
Kaidi Wang ......................................Beijing, China
Royal Jue Wang .................................Chantilly
Yiru Wang ....................................Williamsburg
Zidan Wang ......................................Beijing, China
Hana Kei Warner ..............................Broadlands
Stephanie Renee Washburn ..................Powhatan
Alexander Ovester Washington .............Chesapeake
Bethany Pearl Wasilik .........................Richmond
Jaela Alyse Watkins .........................Williamsburg
Taylor Sonea Watts .........................North Prince George
Madeline Elizabeth Waugh ....................Orange
Melissa Jean Webb .........................Virginia Beach
Kayleigh Rose Webster .......................Lancaster
Elizabeth Ann Weech ........................Vienna
Taylor Clark Wells ...........................Manassas
Savon Malik Wells-Dixon .....................Halifax
Gabriel Owen Westergren ...................Arlington
Danielle Christina White ...................Mechanicsville
Taylor Madison White .......................Chesterfield
Ian Villiers Wilenzik ...............Blue Bell, PA
Catherine Ruth Wilhelm ........................Tallahassee, FL
Kolby James Williams .........................Purcellville
Margaret Emily Williams ....................Williamsburg
Mark Bowman Williamson ...................Ruckersville
Afton Grace Willson .........................Harwood, MD
Keith Antonio Winder Jr .....................Chesapeake
Nathan Isaac Winneg .........................Sudbury, MA
Peyton Winter .................................Marshall
David Peyton Wisdom .......................Westport, CT
Benjamin Luke Witman ......................Harrisonburg
Ian Spencer Wolff .........................Richmond
Milan Astor Wolf ..............................Vienna
Evan Kin-fei Wong ............................Edison, NJ
Julia Katherine Wood .........................Woodville
Colin James Wright .........................Williamsburg
Cory Joseph Wright ...............................Union, NJ
Linda Wu ................................Philadelphia, PA
Emily Ling Xu .................................Manassas Park
Fangming Xu ..................................Wuxi, China
Anna Caroline Xystros ......................Virginia Beach
Ali Yachnes ................................Alexandria
Bin Yang ................................Hangzhou, China
Kangning Yang ...............................Shanghai, China
Amanda Stone Yannett ......................Rye, NY
Megan Elena Yingling .......................Skillman, NJ
Ethan Absalom Young .......................Charlottesville
Hongmin Yu .................................Shanghai, China
Shiyu Yu ................................Zhengzhou, China
Matthew DeMarque Zachary ..............Woodbridge
Qingyue Zhan .................................Chengdu, China
Ashley Michelle Zhang .......................McLean
Yang Zhang ................................Glen Allen
Yuzhe Zhang .................................Shenzhen, China
Xingyu Zheng .................................Huangshan, China
Ziyue Zhou .................................Nanjing, China
Hongman Zhu .................................HengYang, China
Hangwei Zhuang ..............................Nanjing, China
Stephanie Marie Zielinski .................Poughkeepsie, NY
Bachelor of Arts
(International Honours)

Grace Anne Amato..........................Manhasset, NY
Madeline Samantha Blesi ..................Springfield
Cameron Michael Bray......................Phoenix, AZ
Andrew Benoit Brennan....................Fairfax
Yuanming Cai................................Beijing, China
Cassandra Jade Cooper.....................Tampa, FL
Isabel Grace Cullinan........................Arlington
Maggie Ann Fletcher.......................Washington, DC
Megan Christine Ford.......................Hawthorn Woods, IL
Jenna Kay Galberg..........................Medford, NJ
Lincoln Hartnett.............................Portsmouth, NH
Matthew Jacoby................................Columbus, OH
Zhuhan Jin......................................Beijing, China
John David Kearns..........................Medford, NJ
Zachary Donald Lofton......................Tacoma, WA
Jacob Clayton Manvell......................Fredericksburg
Thomas George Olmsted......................Vienna
Truman Miles Ruberti.......................West Orange, NJ
Alyssa Renee Skvarla.......................Anaheim Hills, CA
Kary Jeanne Stevick.........................Wheeling, WV

Bachelor of Arts

Patrick Thomas Andros .....................Monroe, CT
Anushka Annonti.............................Fairfax
Steven Socrates Anton.......................Carlisle, MA
Taylor Ann Applewhite.....................Sandston
Matthew Jared Armentrout................Midlothian
Aimee Elizabeth Armstrong................Miami, FL
Katherine Patricia Grosse Armstrong.....Sterling
Isabel Arnade.................................Arlington
Koby Maximilian Arndt.....................Toano
Meredith Rose Arndt.........................Virginia Beach
Quinn Monica Arnone.........................Sherborn, MA
Sofia Maria Asbell..........................Roanoke
Maggie Elaine Aschmeyer..................Atlanta, GA
Hamza Atif.....................................Fredericksburg
Chela Marie Auferheide....................Mt. Baldy, CA
Luke Franklin Auman.......................Herndon
Jacob Avellanet.............................Williamsburg
Margot Anne Baden..........................Fairfax
Suzie Bae.......................................Fairfax
Ahlexerus Diamonique Bailey ..............Portsmouth
Katherine Elizabeth Baisa................Annandale
Paris Skillings Lezigg Ball.................New York, NY
Sarah Logan Ball...........................Mechanicsville
Meredith Diane Barber......................Alexandria
Joseph P. Barnes..............................Charlottesville
Grant Michael Barnsback................Annandale
Cameron Claye Barr........................Clifton
Keau Quante Barrett.........................Franklin
Emily Jane Bass..............................Charlotte, NC
Greer Aidan Bateman.........................Alexandria
Dannielle Ann Batterman..................Haddonfield, NJ
Brayden Elizabeth Beckius................Fishers, IN
Raquel Elysses Bejany.......................Weston, FL
Audrey Lynne Bell............................Erie, PA
Luke Anthony Benigno......................Middletown, NJ
Jared Randolph Bergen.....................Sayville, NY
Esteban Bermudez Rincon..................Mexico City, Mexico
Samuel Frazer Bernard.....................Staunton
Emily Ann Bernhard........................Falls Church
Jonah Bhatnager.............................Fort Myers, FL
Thomas Birchall Pérez.....................Caracas, Venezuela
Harper Lee Birdsong.........................Suffolk
Logan Alexandra Bishop....................Toano
Henry Sexton Blackburn....................Dallas, TX
Julia V. Bland................................Sea Girt, NJ
Virginia Grace Bland.......................Richmond
Natalie Ann Blodgett.......................Killingworth, CT
Samantha Renee Boateng...................Woodbridge
Allison Grace Bolton.......................Centreville
Sarah Maria Bomfim........................Potomac, MD
George Lea Booth Jr........................Richmond
Hanna Cecilia Borgesstedt................Wayland, MA
Caroline Healey Bosch......................Great Falls
Sullivan Rae Boulden.......................Williamsburg
Alish Clare Bova.............................Winchester
Bianca Claire Navarro Bowman............Alexandria
Robin Watson Bradley......................Arlington
Susan Brady..................................Williamsburg
Kiera Barrett Breitenbach...............Greenwood Village, CO
Sophia Gabrielle Brodnax...............McLean
Josie Marie Broome.........................Williamsburg
Allison Christina Brown...................Vienna
Lindsay Elizabeth Browne.................Bernardsville, NJ
Katharine M. Brownfield...............Middle Island, NY
Molly Elizabeth Bryant....................Newtown, CT
Julia Arrington Bullard...................Lake Oswego, OR
Chad Ethan Bullock.........................Portsmouth
Monica Denisse Burgos Flores.............Arlington
Caroline Grayce Burns.....................Linthicum, MD
Virginia Grace Burns......................Richmond
Sharolyn Criston Burt......................Mandeville, Jamaica
Nicholas Michael Scott Burton-Prateley.....Williamsburg
Delaney Chase Busching....................Virginia Beach
Austin Marshall Bussey...................Chesapeake
Lucia Ann Butler...........................Farmville
Nicholas T. Butts.............................Chesterfield
Heather Leigh Byrum.......................Suffolk
Bianca Estelle Caccamo.....................Williamsburg
Tianyi Cai....................................Nanjing, China
Joel Stuart Calfee...........................Midlothian
James Walker Campbell....................Smiths, Bermuda
Luke Henry Campopiano...................San Ramon, CA
Aida Esmeralda Campos Palucho..........Woodbridge
Gabriel Andres Cancio-Bello............Alexandria
Shannon Grace Cannaday...................Leesburg
John Patrick Paliche Canteros..........Midlothian
Caroline Elizabeth Caponi...............Brookfield, WI
James Joseph Card..........................Richmond
Julia Beatrice Carlson.....................Henderson, NV
Katherine Susan Carris....................McLean
Helen Cassandra Caruso...................Derwood, MD
Jonathan Albert Castellucci.............Richmond
Camden Wade Cathell......................Herndon
Katelyn Elizabeth Cation.................Cumberland Gap, TN
Ferdison Bacar Cayetano...............Budd Lake, NJ
Stephanie Celeste Cerrato................Chesterfield
Matthew Ian Chabala......................San Ramon, CA
Albert Dean Funderburke Jr. ..........Monroe, NC
Grayson Charles Fusaro ............. Spotsylvania
William Thornton Gage .............. Arlington
Oliver Halbert Gainer ................. Reston
Meredith Celeste Savage ............. Virginia Beach
Geneva Galieto ........................... Bronx, NY
Claire Dooley Galvin ................. Glen Allen
Sunita Ganesh ............................ Richmond
Haojun Gao .............................. Taiyuan, Shanxi, China
Nazrin Turan Garibova ............... Vienna
Jasmine Nicole Barnes ................ South Hill
Renee Catherine Garrow .............. Norfolk
Car Auster Gasperoni ................. Spotsylvania
Alexander Edison Giarracce ........ Boulder, CO
Evelyn Elizabeth Gibson .......... Winchester
Spencer Kase Gilbert ................. Ladera Ranch, CA
Owen Lyons Giordano .............. Henrico
Anna Maria Geleason .................. Cheshire, CT
Michael Eugene Goldak ............. Houston, TX
Matthew David Golder .............. Haymarket
Andrew Gonzalez ...................... Williamsburg
Grace Elizabeth Gormley ............. Bethlehem Township, PA
David Michael Goulden Naitove .... Plymouth Meeting, PA
Aleyah Shanell Gowell ............... North Chesterfield
Eleanor Boehrer Grace ................. Sterling
Sarah Elizabeth Gragan ............. Leesburg
Jordan A. Graham ..................... Davidsonville, MD
Carson Grafh-Bland ................. Bethesda, MD
Alison J. Gray ............................ Springfield
Catherine Maxine Green ........... Arlington
Shaina Madelyn Greenberg .............. Centreville
Danielle Kathleen Greene ............ Houston, TX
Sydney Julia Greenman ............. Tenafly, NJ
Andrew Robert Gregor .............. Phoenixville, PA
Leah Beth Griffith................. Nashville, TN
Sara Logan Griffith .............. Greenwich, NJ
Jonathan Albert Griggs ............ Vienna
Emma Rie Grone ......................... Williamsburg
David Allen Groff ..................... Chantilly
Ethan Maxwell Grove ............. Burke
Naomi Claire Gruber ................... Oakton
Kevin Alexander Grywczynski .... Palm Harbor, FL
Brooke Elizabeth Guidash ......... Centreville
Karan Gupta ............................ Bangalore, India
Shivani Gupta ......................... Great Falls
Patrick Ross Gustafson .............. Alexandria
Marisa Grace Guzman-vogele .... Potomac, MD
Diana Leigh Haemer .................. Alexandria
Mackenzie Graham Haight ............. Vienna
Bailey Abigail Hall ..................... Arlington
Hunter Bruce Hall ................... Johnson City, TN
Catherine Isabel Hamilton ....... Arlington
Jiwoo Han ........................ Seoul, South Korea
Katherine Robbie Hansen .......... Cape Elizabeth, ME
Ryan Patrick Hansen ............... Glen Allen
Bailey Scott Harlow ................. Weyers Cave
Sarah Gertrude Harmon ............. Roanoke
Christopher Harrington .......... Manassas
Mia Nicole Harris .................... Bogota, Colombia
Ethan Clarke-Hampton Harrison .... West Point
Helen Louise Harrison .......... Woodstock
Bryan Scanlon Harthun .......... Vienna
Zachary Michael Hassan .......... Norfolk
Christina Alexandra Hayden ....... Burke
Kathryn Marie Heller ............... Oakton
Victoria Chase Heller ............ Oak Hill
Carolin Mayo Helmholz ............. Lincolnville, ME
Jack Jeffrey Helms III ............ Homerville, GA
Joshua Edward Hennessy .......... Lunenburg, MA
Katherine Anne Herthel .......... Richmond
Cassandra Maxine Heyman-Schrum .... Fairhfax
David Allen Hibbits Jr ............. Spotsylvania
William David Hickman .......... Williamsburg
Serena Jarman Slocum Higgerson .... Hanover, NH
Aaron Carter Higgins .......... Alexandria
Elisabeth Ladd Holmes .............. Falls Church
Richard Thomas Horan III ............ Richmond
Lillian Rose House .................. Pinetops, NC
Cameron Elijah How ............. Virginia Beach
Erin Thompson How .............. Arlington
Carl Alan Huber .......................... Waterford
Angela Kay Huckstep .......... Richmond
Samuel Jesse Huffman .......... Maple Grove, MN
Tala Rose Hughes .................. Suffolk
Norah Monroe Hunt .......... Stuarts Draft
Ian James Hunter ................. Central, Hong Kong
Diana Gracie Ibarra .......... Stafford
Andrew Scott Ingram ............. Alexandria
Alexander Philippe Jacques ....... Charlottesville
Katherine Anne Jaggers .......... Ashburn
Louisa Wren Janssen .......... Winchester
Jin Hyun Jeong ..................... Chantilly
John Conrad Jessen IV ............. Washington, DC
Hababo Abera Jimma .......... Arlington
Gavin Johnson ...................... Apopka, FL
Moira Kelly Johnson .......... Gainesville
Regin Mirelle Johnson .......... Midlothian
Terrance Andrew Johnson ......... Camden, NJ
Tiara Michelle Johnson .......... Virginia Beach
Arman Scott Jones ................. Chesapeake
Caroline Chalouf Jones .......... Arlington
Emma Katherine Jones .......... North Chesterfield
Nicholas Alexander Jonsson .... Palos Verdes Estates, CA
Minjae Joo ...................... Williamsburg
Min Ju Jung ............................ Centreville
Mary Elizabeth Kasputis .......... Fairfax County
Conall Bowman Kavanagh .... Montpelier
Adam Thomas Kearney ............. Stafford
Maria Joseph Kehrl ................. Great Falls
Madeline Margaret Kelleher .... McLean
Sofia Elizabeth Kellogg .......... Leesburg
Kyle Alexander Kelly .......... Warrenton
Lauren Nicole Kelly .......... Ashburn
Andrew Ryan Kestler .......... Mount Airy, MD
Sophia Claire Kidd .......... Norfolk
Grace Arianna Kier .......... West Chester, PA
Daniel Dong-Wook Kim .......... Seoul, South Korea
Connor Matthew Kincaid .... Newport News
Kiley Klem Kio ................... Simpsonville, SC
Virginia McCullough Kitchin .... Charlottesville
Calvin Richard Kolb .......... Reston
Kelly Patricia Konrad .......... Charlotte, NC
Richard Bennett Kuhn .......... Cherry Hill, NJ
Antoine Tom Laburthe ............. Aldie
Sana Francesca Lall-Trail ......... Virginia Beach
Cullen Brooks Large .......... North Chesterfield
Jacob Andrew Larsen .......... Arlington
Caroline Marie Larson .......... Arlington
Nicholas Dylan Larson .......... Lynchburg
Kevin LaSalle ..................... Virginia Beach
Thomas Lyons Lascara .......... Virginia Beach
Carl Adam Lasker .......... Arlington
Karis Rachel Lee .................. Washington, DC
Keaton S. Lee ......................... McLean
Maxime Druv Legros .......... Orchard Park, NY
Ziqi Lei ............................. Shanghai, China
Marisa Olivia Lemma .......... Sterling
Megan Helen Leu ..................... Sudbury, MA
Deirdre Mary Lewin .......... Rockville Centre, NY
Shannon Mary Lewis ............... Madison, CT
Meredith Marie Lian ............. Alexandria
Renee Marie Wayne Liden .... Mokena, IL
Hana Bahiyyih Liebman .......... Clemson, SC
Xiaoshu Lin .......................... Fuzhou, China
Zhengyuan Ling .................... Ningbo, China
Abbigayle Lins........................................Williamsburg
Colin Robert Lipke.................................Greensboro, NC
Zachary David Lipkin..............................Doylestown, PA
Jacob Addison Lipman..............................Houston, TX
Richard Yuqi Liu......................................Oakton
Stephanie Catherine Lodico......................Roanoke
Alyson Grace Lograno..............................Tampa, FL
Mia Belle Lott.........................................Ridgefield, CT
Ravi Jonah Sehgal Louis.........................New Rochelle, NY
Isabella Grace Hoyas Lovain.....................Alexandria
Shiqi Lu....................................................Chengdu, China
Sarah Louise Lucas.................................Montgomery, TX
Alison Estelle Lucket...............................Vienna
Julianna Jeanette Luecke...........................Virginia Beach
Anna Evangelina Luan.............................Arlington
Sophia Mei Luwis....................................McLean
Mairin Kate Lynch....................................Richmond
Caitlen Enell Macias Hentze......................Boca Raton, FL
Camryn Yvonne Macklin..........................Richmond
Charlotte Elizabeth Madison.....................Pittsburgh, PA
Morgan Brittany Magnuson.......................Williamsburg
Monica Hanna Maher................................Herndon
Lauren Jane Mahler.................................Kill Devil Hills, NC
Charles Lee Manning...............................Charlottesville
Sophia Victoria Marcus.........................Washington, DC
Andrea Elizabeth Mares Zarate..................Richmond
Kelsey Patricia Marshall...........................Clifton
Allen Satoshi Martin................................Orlando, FL
Angel Enrique Martinez Alfar........................Fairfax
Kaitlin Noelle Mason...............................Lynchburg
Isabel Emma Manstrangeli.........................Virginia Beach
Emily Catherine Mauk.............................Williamsburg
Evelyn Marie Mary Mazloom......................Glen Allen
Sarah Michelle Mazur.............................Arlington
Christina Marie McBride.........................Arlington
Morgan Ashlyn McCarthy..........................Abington, MA
Matthew Ryan McCauley..........................Maidens
Sydney Themis McCourt.........................New York City, NY
Brennan Octavia McRay.........................Virginia Beach
Stuart Bryan McCrery..............................Blacksburg
Molly McGuire McCue............................Richmond
Katherine Mary McCutcheon......................Germantown, MD
Alexander Hayden McElya........................Dallas, TX
Kate O’Connell McGeohan.......................Adamstown, MD
Harrison Reid McGuire............................Alexandria
Jacob Michael McHale..............................Glen Ridge, NJ
Samuel Michael McIntyre.........................Nashua, NH
Helen Gypsy Rowan McMillian....................Scottsville
Zachary Ellis McRae...............................Chesapeake
Alexa Nicole Medina..............................Fredericksburg
Zie Logan Medrano.................................Suffolk
Abigail Ristau Melton..............................Oakton
Miryam Ester Mendelson............................Fairfax
Milka D. Mere............................................Alexandria
Holden Mershon.................................Flower Mound, TX
Natalia Nadia Micheli...............................Fairfax
Brooke Anne Miller.................................Wheeling, WV
Kari Elizabeth Miller..............................Boulder, CO
Novalyn Kate Miller...............................Chesapeake
Edward Joseph Millman...........................Henrico
Cody Daniel Mills.................................Martinsville
Daniel Richard Mines.............................Ridgefield, CT
Andrea Maria Miro.................................Panama, Panama
Elise Anne Mitchell.................................Culpeper
Juliana Mitchell.....................................Alexandria
Keivan Anthony Mohammadi......................Virginia Beach
Michaela Lee Moncus..............................Virginia Beach
Kathryn Edmunds Monfalcone.....................Mechanicsville
Pelin Monroe............................................Williamsburg
Amanda Grace Montalvo............................Williamsburg
Gabriela Alexandra Montesdeoca Rivera........Orange Park, FL
Julia Cole Montgomery............................Fort Lauderdale, FL
William Stuart Thomas Moore..................Alexandria
Kevin Thomas Mooz................................Midlothian
Margaretha Evohe More.............................Chesapeake
Katherine Ann Muehlbauer.........................Richmond
Zaira Adeen Mughal................................Richmond
Brandon Tyler Mullins............................Ridgeway
Colin Murphy Murphy...............................Fairfax
Marie Elizabeth Murphy.............................Sterling
Bayley Evans Murray..............................Greer, SC
Madeline Rose Myers..............................Nazar, PA
Laura Kristen Nadolski.............................Virginia Beach
Brian Seiki Nelson....................................Herndon
Rachel Michelle Nelson............................Alexandria
Zoe Erica Nelson.....................................Richmond
Alexandra Neumann..............................Cape Town, South Africa
Joseph Patrick Neumeyer.......................Denver, CO
Roberta Paulinetti Franco Neves Sao Paulo, Brazil
Catherine Marie Newell...........................Danville
Antonella Nicholas.................................Alexandria
Jonathan David Nichols............................Norfolk
Evelyn Grace Nims....................................Reston
Adam Christopher Norman........................Richmond
Gus Norrbom............................................Arlington
Davidson Robert Norris...........................Walla Walla, WA
Margueritte Byrne Norton..........................Ashville, NC
Catherine Grace Norwood........................Memphis, TN
Adam Christopher Nowak........................Chesapeake
Johnatan Omar Nunez Hernandez...............Alexandria
Grant Hunter Nuttall...............................Stuart, FL
Statoria-Ethel Nyan.................................Winchester
Mark Francis O’Donohue..........................Manassas
Joo Young Ok..........................................Burke
Michael Robert O’Keefe...........................Sandy Hook, CT
Olutoni Adesola Okelana..........................Richmond
Grace Amara Okoroafor............................Aldie
Robert Wise Oldfield Jr............................Glen Allen
Katherine Olivia Olivette.......................San Diego, CA
Angelina Rosalie Olson...........................Chapel Hill, NC
Robert Alex Omelchenko.........................Darnestown, MD
Ethan Patrick O’Neill...............................Moseley
Anatoly Richard Osgood.........................Winchester, MA
Nazar Ostapenko....................................Vienna
Nicholas Elias Oviedo-Torres...................Central Islip, NY
Emily Spencer Owens.............................Alexandria
Alexandra Marie Pacheco..........................Ashburn
Troy Wayne Painter..................................Stanley
Jiaqing Pan............................................Prato, Italy
Minyi Pan..............................................Nanjing, China
Wenzhi Pan............................................Wenzhou, China
Christopher Parios.................................Williamsburg
Nathan Joon Park.....................................Fairfax
Young Woo Park......................................Pleasanton, CA
Collin Lucas Parker..................................Haymarket
Hope Alexandra Parker............................Chesterfield
Luke Dominic Pascual..............................Gainesville, FL
Rebecca Alicia Paulisch...........................Bentonville
Jake Randall Paulson..............................Charlottesville
Matthew Chester Pawelski.......................Doylestown, PA
Tessa Elizabeth Payer.............................Walling, NJ
Megan Nicole Perdue..............................Glade Hill
Grace Pereira Soruco.............................Sterling
Williams Perez Merida.............................Woodbridge
Natalia Maria Perry.................................Pittsburgh, PA
Nolan David Peters...............................Alexandria
Claire Elisabeth Peterson.........................Westminster, MD
William Greyson Pettus............................Keysville
Riley Glenn Pfadenhauer...........................McLean
Mackenzie Mikayla Phalan.......................Annandale
Anastasia Kathleen Phalen.......................Ashburn
Hailey Marie Phelps...............................Fredericksburg
William David Phelps..............................Alexandria
Megan Wrye Pierce.................................Lynchburg
Anne Caroline Pietrow............................Rhinebeck, NY
Matias Jose Pineiro.................................Bethlehem, PA
Samantha Elizabeth Pitz .............. Virginia Beach
Elizabeth Austin Plaster .............. Bethesda, MD
Elizabeth Anne Pokol ................. Murrysville, PA
Cameron Jean Poland ................. Toano
Riley Elizabeth Poling ............ Charlotte Court House
Eleanor Lavelle Pollard .............. Arlington
Kristen Lynn Popham ............... Chantilly
Kristina Maria Posner ............ Doylestown, PA
Clara Grace Poteet ............... Manassas
Julia Louise Pratt .............. Triangle
Emma Grace Preston ........ Austin, TX
Matias Alejandro Preti ........ Houston, TX
Daniela Maria Prieto-Coronell .... Barranquilla, Colombia

Eleanor Louisa Pschirrer-West ....... Hanover, NH
Alexandra Marie Puccio ........ Mattaponi
Rong Qin .............. Lanzhou, China
Sofia Carolina Armstrong Quinheiro ... Williamsburg
Austin Lucas Rackett ........ Mechanicsville
Elizabeth Grace Radcliffe .......... McLean
Rahim Rahimi ............ Gainesville
Fahim Rahman ............... Richmond
Elizabeth Violet Rall ................. Ambler, PA
Yashasvini Ramesh .............. Avon, CT
Gabrielle Rigaut Ramirez .......... Fair Haven, NJ
Anupama Rangappa ............... Chester
Olena Moulin ............ Alexandria
Salma Rashid ................. Dumfries
Emily Grace Ready .............. Centreville
Kaylih Mae Reed .............. Chester
Brooke Lokelani Rees .......... Sayre, PA
Lauren Elyse Reffay ........ Kansas City, MO
William Christian Restrepo ....... Williamsburg
Parker Mount Reynolds .......... Montgomery, AL
Victoria Carolyn Atieno Reynolds .... Pasadena, CA
Sara Eileen Richard .............. Apex, NC
Mary Alexandra Richardson ....... Arlington
Kevin Michael Richeson .......... Henrico
Sarah Elizabeth Riley .......... Alexandria
Ana Camila Rios Molina .......... Chesapeake
Eva Helene Rippel .......... Spotsylvania
Taylor Elena Rivera-Silva ........ Vienna
Callie Rose Robinson .......... Mechanicsville
Heather Nichols Rodenberg ........ Bethany, WV
Caleb Taliaferro Rogers .......... Charlottesville
Mitchell Fera Romano .......... North Andover, MA
Samantha Engelke Ros .......... Alexandria
Daniel Alberto Ros ............ Alexandria
Rebecca Aliza Leidenheimer Rose .. Williamsburg

Elizabeth Rosen .................... Ithaca, NY
Jeffrey Joseph Samuel Ross ......... Washington, DC
Lyla Joann Rossi .................. Richmond
Nicolas Riddle Rossi ............... Shawsville
Dean Rotger .................. Lagrangeville, NY
Roney Rowland IV .......... Mechanicsville
Mattie Ann Roy ............... Mount Jackson
Johanna Elizabeth Rozyczki ...... Richmond
Grace Delphine Rudser .......... Killeen, TX
Azana Janai Carr ............... Suffolk
Eleah Anita Ruffin .......... Roanoke
Andrew Fritz Ruhnke .......... Vienna
Gabriel Alicia Runge .......... Midlothian
Sarah Jane Gawalt Rushforth .... Springfield
Nicholas Reynolds Russell ......... Sterling, MA
Benjamin Tucker Russo .......... Virginia Beach
Patrick J. Ryan .............. McLean
Maxwell Nathaniel Sacher .......... Herndon
Madeline Nora Salino .......... Central Valley, NY
Myriam Aida Samake .......... Springfield
Nisha Sambamongale .......... Short Hills, NJ
Yasmine Isabella Samereie .......... Oakton
Claudia Marie Sánchez-Beato Johnson .......... Madrid, Spain

Alejandra Santander .......... Richmond
Maisy Suzanne Sapnar .......... Rumson, NJ
Aakash Saraf .......... The Woodlands, TX
Lauren Antonia Sasseville .... Fairlax
Kelly Marie Saunders .......... Hampton
Emily K. Saylor .......... Cary, NC
Andrew Cooper Scarafili .......... Glencoe, IL
Sofia Mercedes Schaff .......... Jerez de la Frontera, Spain
Rachael Carolyn Scheerer .......... Lynchburg
Campbell Ann Scheuerman .......... Falls Church
Claire Elizabeth Schlick .......... Ellicott City, MD
Marina Victoria Schlosser .......... Alexandria
Sara Michelle Schmieder .......... Henrico
Alexandra Therese Scholle .......... Pittsburgh, PA
Joanna Nicole Schroeder .......... Arlington
Laura Catherine Schwartz .......... Washington, DC
Mariya Evans Schwarz .......... Herndon
Harrison Tate Schwarzwald .......... Richmond
John Michael Scott .......... Leesburg
Daniel Malin Scottgale .......... Danvers, MA
Claudia Patricia Segura .......... Springfield
Alina Selnick-Escobar .......... Alexandria
Emma Anne Shainwald .......... Princeton, NJ
Grace Aline Shamlan .......... Oakton
William Jackson Shangraw .......... Sterling

Sophia Margaret Sternberger Shealy ....... Wayneboro
An Shen ..................... George Town, Cayman Islands
Ziyue Shen ...................... Shanghai, China
Michael James Shepard ........... Bloomington, IL
Cameron Tyler Shifflett .......... Gordonville
Rebecca Anne Shkeyrov .......... Fairfax
Emma Yeuwan Silverman .......... Richmond
Jeremy Allen Simmons .......... Gloucester
Shea Keilana Simmons .......... Kailua, HI
Hannah Beckley Simonson .......... Long Valley, NJ
Avanthika Singh .......... Ashburn
Carson Rose Sisk .......... Charlotte, NC
Gregory Gotham Smith .......... Rochester, NY
Justeen Ashley Smith .......... Chesapeake
Kashya Lynae Smith .......... Oak Hall
L’Allegro Henry Smith .......... Hampton
Lauren Elizabeth Smith .......... Leesburg
Rebecca Marie Snyder .......... Chesapeake
Elizabeth Marin Snoddy .......... Gilbert, AZ
Brianna Noelle Soccio .......... Virginia Beach
Arsema T. Solomon .......... Arlington
Kyra Amber Solomon .......... Virginia Beach
Parsa Armein Soltani .......... Leesburg
Xavier Gerardo Soto Burgos .......... Bronx, NY
Corinne Rose Southern .......... Williamsburg
Hunter Blake Stackhouse .......... Norfolk
Mikhala Copsy Stafford .......... Lexington
Christopher George Stathopoulos .......... Oak Hill
Joshua Daniel Stead .......... Devon, PA
Michael Steven Steenson II .......... Forest
Marquis Ezekiel Stewart .......... Dover, DE
James Madison Stineford .......... Arlington
Jackson Reed Stoffer .......... Atlanta, GA
Abigail Elizabeth Strickland .......... Louisa
Mia Ashley Stringer .......... North Chesterfield
Matthew David Strother .......... Grayson, KY
Giorgi Sturua .......... Tbilisi, Georgia
Kaity Su .......... North White Plains, NY
Keegan Breck Sudkamp-Tostevin .......... Anchorage, AK
Sarah Madeleine Bailey Sues .......... Vienna
Elizabeth Keegan Sutterlin .......... Croton on Hudson, NY
Jonah Glenn Sweeney .......... Providence Forge
Carson D. Sweezy .......... Centreville
Mason Chase Szlapak .......... Gainesville
Kemal Selik Taban .......... Reno, NV
Dennis Michael Tadeo Jr .......... Lutherville, MD
Ezekiel Bliss Carrier Tal .......... Yorktown
Madeline Eleanor Talnagi .......... Virginia Beach
Julia Elizabeth Tan .......... Brooklyn, NY
Raadhika Tandon ............... North Willoughby, Australia
Karina Lauren Tavares ............... Bristol, RI
Michael Eskinder Taye ............... Alexandria
Kate Alyssa Taylor ............... East Islip, NY
Robert Scott Taylor ............... Sterling
Leonor Galeana Taylor Grave ............... Santarém, Portugal
Joseph Paul Teknus ............... East Hampton, CT
Noah Joseph Terrell ............... Chesapeake
Jakobi Elijah Tharpe ............... Hampton
Elizabeth Ashley Thomas ............... Falls Church
Genevieve Patricia Thomas ............... Fredericksburg
Jack Ingram Toll ............... New Hope, PA
George Antonis Tomadakis ............... Boca Raton, FL
Morgan Nicole Tompkins ............... Fairfax
Jessica Nicole Torgovnik ............... Far Hills, NJ
Matthew Clarke Trehub ............... Southborough, MA
Adriana Nicole Trigo ............... Ashburn
Varvara Troitski ............... Vienna
Joseph Patrick Trojan ............... Runaway Bay, TX
Aria Krystalyn Kana Troupe ............... Rifle, CO
Carter Lewis Trousdale ............... Hanover Park, IL
Gabriel Lavery Trujillo-Lederer ............... Bethesda, MD
Erin Celeste Turbille ............... North Chesterfield
Caleb William Turner ............... Salem
Jordan Townsend Tyler ............... Alexandria
William Andrew Uhrig ............... Reston
Hailey June Ulrich ............... Vienna
Jessica Gabriela Urgo ............... Staunton
Sabina Anne Valery ............... Venice, FL
Andy van Vliet ............... Antwerp, Belgium
Elizabeth Garrett Vanasse ............... Lancaster, PA
Olivia Louise Vande Woude ............... Charlottesville
Kyle Kenneth Vanhoy ............... Staunton
Jason Joshua Vargas-Ortega ............... Alexandria
Eleanor Mary Vaughn ............... Falls Church
Julio Cesar Veizaga ............... Fairfax
Alana Faith Venable ............... Newport News
Samantha Shea Venable ............... Ashburn
Gabriela Aida Villegas ............... Arlington
Kelsey Jordan Vita ............... Lexington
Brenden Volk ............... Dix Hills, NY
Keri Patricia Vornadore ............... Fairfax
Jessica Wakelin ............... Brentwood, United Kingdom
Sarah Baldwin Walker ............... Marion, OH
Sidney Elise Walker ............... Centreville
Anthony Mark Waltrich ............... Herndon
Bingling Wang ............... Guangzhou, China
Theodore Lawrence Wansink ............... Virginia Beach
Mathew Francis Warshauer ............... West Windsor, NJ
Clara Townsend Waterman ............... Colorado Springs, CO
William Keith Watkins ............... Wakefield
Liam Joseph Watson ............... Pilot
Audrey Lynn Way ............... Arlington
Alyjah Jaynette Webb ............... Roanoke
Leslie Irene Weber ............... Frederickburg
Johanna Marie Weich ............... Vienna
Kathrynn Marie Weilacher ............... Poquoson
Rebecca Shanya Weinberg ............... Brooklyn, NY
Kevin Andrew Wells ............... Henrico
Nicholas Paschall Wells ............... Philadelphia, PA
Angela Rose Granados West ............... Annandale
Madison McLemore White ............... Norfolk
Cameron Grace Whitehurst ............... Richmond
Caitlyn Virginia Whitesell ............... Lexington
Talia Eve Wiener ............... Charlotteville
Eleanor Marie Wiles ............... Chattanooga, TN
Sarah Grace Wilkowski ............... Herndon
Cary Preston Williams ............... Lynchburg
Jayqua Monea’ Williams ............... Richmond
Sarah Elizabeth Williams ............... Richmond
Jesse Lauren Williamson ............... Manassas
Michael Henry Williamson ............... Oakton
Stuart Michael Williamson ............... Chesapeake
Sabrina Paige Willis ............... Burke
Nina Parker Willms ............... Charlotteville
Kathryn Willoughby ............... Stoke-on-Trent, England
Renata Maria Wilson ............... Sterling
Nicholas Grier Wimmer ............... Winston Salem, NC
Anne Stone Winebrenner ............... McLean
Francis Winn ............... Fairfax
Abraham John Winterscheidt ............... Tucker, GA
Anna Alicia Wolfs ............... Hartland, WI
Daniel Francis Woloszynowski II ............... Fairfax County
Amanda Wong ............... Ashburn
Bethany Laine Wright ............... Manassas
Julia Alyna Wright ............... Mamaroneck, NY
Katelyn Marie Wright ............... Leesburg
Yuetong Xi ............... Anhui, China
Nicolas A. Yabar ............... Arlington
Olivia Jinghua Yang ............... Henrico
Ruochun Yang ............... Guangzhou, Guangdong, China
Sihan Yang ............... Shanghai, China
Tianyang Yang ............... Hangzhou, China
Madeleine Karis Yi ............... Derwood, MD
Angela Rose Yost ............... Lovettsville
Brittany Rose Young ............... Mechanicsville
Henry Larkin Young ............... Evanston, IL
Athena Nicole Zacharakos ............... Ridgefield, CT
Lincoln Arra Zaleski ............... Westwood, MA
Lauren Labela Zane ............... Stafford
Zirui Zeng ............... Chengdu, China
Yutong Zhan ............... Fuzhou, China
Chang Zhang ............... Beijing, China
Su Zhang ............... Shanghai, China
Yunjie Zhang ............... Shenyang, China
Aozuo Zheng ............... Hangzhou, China
Yilun Zhuang ............... Hangzhou, China
Meghan Elizabeth Zink ............... Baltimore, MD
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